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Background: Natural Killer (NK) cell activation requires the integration of inhibitory 

and activating signalling. Inhibitory signals are determined by members of the KIR 

family, which have MHC class I ligands.  Peptide antagonism of MHC class I provides 

an alternative mechanism for loss of inhibition of KIR2DL2/3-positive NK cells. This 

occurs when a weak KIR binding peptide disrupts the inhibitory signalling of a strong 

binding peptide.  Peptide antagonism has been defined only for HLA-C*0102, 

endogenously expressed in TAP-deficient cells, using a peptide variant of VAPWNSLSL 

(VAPWNSDAL and VAPWNSDYL), therefore it may be a unique property of HLA-C*0102 

or more general finding.  

   

Hypothesis: We hypothesize that small changes in MHC-I peptide repertoire can 

impact on NK cell activation and that additional peptides can antagonise inhibitory 

KIR can be discovered. 

 

Results: 721.221 cells were transfected with HLA-C*0304 and ICP47 used for peptide 

loading and as target cells in CD107a assays.  We studied previously described 

position 8 (P8) derivatives and also generated novel P7 derivatives of the 

endogenously processed peptide GAVDPLLAL.  In contrast to our observations for 

HLA-C*0102, arginine at P7 triggered stronger inhibition than phenylalanine.  L7D 

did not inhibit KIR2DL2/3-positive NK cells.  However it did antagonise inhibition by 

L7R in CD107a assays.  I used peptide elution and HPLC analysis to demonstrate that 

peptide antagonism was not related to displacement of L7R or L7F by LD7.  In a study 



   

 

of the immunopeptidome of Hepatitis C virus expressing cells expressing HLA-

C*0102 were generated to study its peptide repertoire and to identify potential NK 

activating or inhibitory peptides.  I identified that the peptide repertoire of HLA-C was 

preferentially altered in comparison to HLA-A.  To improve our methods for studying 

the influence of peptides on NK cell, I developed a Granzyme B assay based on HPLC 

technology.  This showed that it is possible to perform a functional assay using NK 

lines with low backgrounds, however it was not robust enough to detect small 

differences in peptides. 

 

Conlcusions: Peptide antagonism is a generalizable phenomenon and it appears that 

HLA-C alleles has become specialised to NK cells. 
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huGzmB human Granzyme B 

huIL human Interleukin 

ICP47 Infected Cell Protein 47 (from Herpes simplex virus) 
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ITAM Immunoreceptor Tyrosine-based Activation Motif 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Natural Killer cells 

1.1.1 General description 

Natural Killer (NK) cells were described and functionally identified by several groups 

in the early 1970s. They were first described in the mouse as a unique subset of 

lymphocytes with a natural ability to kill mouse Moloney leukemia cells (1,2). There 

has been significant progress in our understanding of NK cell biology and function 

over the last twenty years. Consistent with their roles in immune defence and 

surveillance, NK cells are widely distributed in the body throughout lymphoid and 

non-lymphoid tissues. The tissue with the highest frequency of NK cells among its 

lymphocytes is the uterus, the lung, followed by the liver, the peripheral blood, the 

spleen, the bone marrow, the lymph nodes, and the thymus. Evidence suggests that 

NK cell functions are strongly influenced by the tissue microenvironment (3).  

 

1.1.2 NK cells development: transcription factors and lineage 

commitment 

The proportion of NK cells in the peripheral blood is high at birth (around 20% on 

average) but drops to its lowest amount between 5 and 9 months of age (around 5% 

on average) after which the cell proportion climbs steadily until late adolescence (4). 

It has been shown that the percentage of NK cells in the peripheral blood varies with 

age (4,5).  Interestingly, NK cells are relatively infrequent in the lymphatic fluid and 

in lymph nodes but upon stimulation and when they are needed, they rapidly home 

to, and accumulate in, the draining lymph nodes (6). NK cells develop from a common 

lymphoid progenitor resident in the bone marrow (BM) but diverge from other 

lymphocyte lineages fairly early in development. They require expression of 

transcription factors such as c-KIT, FLT-3; cytokines such as IL-15; and acquire 

specific cell surface markers as they progress through their developmental stages (7). 

It is currently not known whether there is a defined selection process analogous to 

thymic selection of T cells. A valuable and unique setting for assessing this particular 

question has been hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) (8), where the 
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requirements and effects of specific receptor ligand matches and interactions have 

demonstrated a possible process of NK cell selection. Recent studies, showed that NK 

cells have to pass checkpoints during development in order to be fully functional in 

the peripheral blood (Figure 1-1) (9). 

Moreover, insight into human NK cell biology was gained from studying patients with 

severe combined immunodeficiencies. For instance, mutations of the common 

gamma chain, which is required for the function of IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15 and IL-

21, causes failure of both T and NK cell development. Similarly, mutations of Janus 

kinase-3 (JAK3) utilized by the gamma chain results in failure of T and NK cell 

development. In contrast, it was demonstrated that humans with an IL-7Ra mutation 

are T cell deficient, but NK cell replete (10), demonstrating that IL-7 is not necessary 

for NK cell development. Some mutations of the gamma chain prevent T cell 

development but allow NK cell development (11). For example, the A156V gamma 

chain mutation results in an inhibition of IL-4 and IL-7 function but has no effect on 

IL-15 response. This result suggested that IL-15 is necessary for human NK cell 

development (12), a conclusion anticipated by using IL-15 knockout mice (13). The 

importance of IL-15 was further illustrated by the description of a patient with absent 

expression of IL-2/15R chain who had a complete absence of NK cells (14). Once NK 

cells have developed within the bone marrow, they exit and circulate in the peripheral 

blood where they consist of 5 to 20% of peripheral blood lymphocytes.  

 

Figure 1-1: checkpoints in human NK cell development. During their development, NK cells travel 

through the body and progress through checkpoints that are controlled by transcription factors. 

Throughout this process, the expression of developmental markers, cytokine receptors, natural 

cytotoxicity receptors are all dynamically regulated which result in substantial heterogeneity within the 

NK cell population.  
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1.1.3 NK cells development: the journey from the bone marrow to the 

periphery 

Understanding of the maturational stages of NK cell development offers a 

fundamental framework to facilitate in depth prospective studies of the regulation of 

this process. Indeed, a large area of investigation in this field has been devoted to 

the elucidation and understanding of the immune-phenotypes of human and mouse 

NK cell developmental intermediates (NKDIs) that represent distinct maturational 

stages (Figure 1-2). As the field is rapidly progressing, to date, there is as yet no 

formal consensus as to how theses NKDIs should be defined. In a recent review, Yu 

et al. used terminology based on contemporary publications and reviews published 

by leaders in the field to refer to human and mouse NKDIs (15).  

Remarkable progress has been made in the field of NK cell development. For instance, 

research in mice and humans over the past decade have provided well-defined models 

of the cellular stages of NK cell development in these species. The observation that 

NKDIs circulate through peripheral blood and are normal cellular constituents of 

multiple extra medullary tissues, strongly supports the idea that NK cells can, and 

likely do, develop outside of the bone marrow. Nonetheless, many fundamental 

questions still remain to be answered.  
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Figure 1-2: Schematic representation of the cellular intermediates of human NK cell development. 

Human NK cell development from stage 1 pro-NK in the bone marrow to mature stage 5 CD56
dim 

NK 

cells is represented as a linear pathway from left to right. Shown for each developmental stage is the 

expression of each surface antigen useful to characterize populations of NK developmental 

intermediates. Expression is labelled as ‘+’ (expression), ‘–’ (no expression).   

 

1.2 NK cell education 

1.2.1 Chronic exposure of NK cells to activating ligands make them 

tolerant.   

Mouse models have shown that despite a constant exposure to activating ligands, NK 

cells are tolerant and do not cause autoimmunity.  For instance, studies on activating 

NKG2D ligands (the Rae-1 family) described how the expression of the ligand is 

constitutive in the embryo but then silenced before birth and finally less or not 

expressed in healthy adult mice tissues. Furthermore, immunocompetent adult mice 

reject transplanted tumours expressing NKG2D ligands and eliminate virus-infected 

cells in which NKG2D ligands are up-regulated (16–20).  

NK cells efficiently reject adoptively transferred syngeneic hematopoietic cells from 

mice constitutively expressing a Raet1 transgene, which encodes a ligand for NKG2D. 

These observations indicate that NK cells have the ability to recognize and attack 
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otherwise normal, healthy cells if they express ligands that can be recognised by 

NKG2D (21,22). Interestingly and in contrast with the first observations, NK cells in 

Rae-1 transgenic mice (i.e. mice that already express NKG2D ligands) do not attack 

Rae- 1-bearing tissues and are unable to reject transplanted tumours expressing 

NKG2D ligands. These findings demonstrated that when NK cells are developing in 

the constant presence of NKG2D ligands, they are able to tolerate cells which express 

these ligands. This is due to both the downregulation of the NKG2D receptor on the 

surface of NK cells as well as hyporesponsiveness to NKG2D signalling (17). 

Additionally, investigations using NK cells from transgenic mice which constitutively 

express Rae-1 have demonstrated that activating receptors other than NKG2D may 

also be impaired, depending on the particular ligand expressed as well as its 

distribution and its abundance (21–24). Lastly, In vitro co-culture of mouse NK cells 

in presence of tumour cells expressing NKG2D ligands can also desensitize other 

activating receptors on the NK cells (25).  

Another example of NK cells becoming tolerant after continuous exposure to 

activating ligand is Ly49D. The mouse activating Ly49D receptor recognizes H-2Dd, 

and NK cells from mice lacking that ligand are able to kill H-2Dd-bearing (26,27) 

targets via Ly49D. Conversely, NK cells from H-2Dd-expressing mice are capable of 

killing H-2Dd expressing target cells via Ly49D, which shows how NK cells with this 

self-reactive activating receptor are functionally tolerant when the NK cells develop in 

the presence of the ligand. Although the molecular mechanisms of this tolerance or 

“receptor anergy” are still unclear, it has been proposed that it is the results of the 

co-expression of the H-2Dd-reactive inhibitory receptors Ly49A and Ly49G2 (28). In 

human, there is no direct evidence that NK cells expressing activating KIR receptors 

with the ability to recognize self-HLA-C ligands cause autoimmunity in individuals. 

But, a genetic association between activating KIR receptor and certain autoimmune 

diseases has been reported, but these findings might relate to T cell lymphocytes as 

they can also express activating KIR (29). However, Fauriat et al have described the 

first mechanism for human NK cell education by an activating KIR where KIR2DS1 

positive NK cells were tolerant in HLA-C group 2 positive individuals. They suggested 

that the education of NK cells through activating KIR receptors is a mechanism to 

secure tolerance that complements education via inhibitory KIR receptors (30). 

In the mouse model, a mouse cytomegalovirus (MCMV)-encoded glycoprotein, m157 

is recognized by both Ly49H and Ly49I receptors which are respectively activating 
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and inhibitory. In MCMV-resistant mice, this viral protein engages the activating 

receptor (Ly49H) and confers host protection. As these activating and inhibitory 

receptors are highly homologous, it has been suggested that one evolved from the 

other in response to selective pressure imposed by the pathogen. (31,32). Thus, it 

has been implied that the gene encoding Ly49H resulted from the duplication of the 

gene encoding Ly49I and conversion to an activating receptor by swapping the ITIM-

bearing cytoplasmic and transmembrane domains for a transmembrane domain with 

a charged residue and a truncated cytoplasmic tail. Even if Ly49H is advantageous for 

controlling MCMV infection, its precursor might have potentially been autoreactive 

due to its specificity for MHC class I. Hence it is thought that further selecting events 

eliminated this self-reactivity, whilst retaining MCMV specificity.  

In the literature, it has been described that wild-type mice which possess Ly49H 

expressing NK cells respond efficiently when they face MCMV-infected cells whereas 

ubiquitous transgenic or retroviral expression of m157 in transgenic mice makes the 

Ly49H-expressing NK cells non-responsive to Ly49H stimulation. This phenomenon 

is caused, in part, by down-modulation of the Ly49H receptor on the NK cells 

encountering m157 during development, but also by hyporesponsiveness of the 

receptor signalling. It is still unclear whether or not chronic stimulation through 

Ly49H affects signalling through other activating receptors is or not dependent on 

the amount of ligand expressed or the anatomical location of the expressed ligand. 

Experiments involving adoptive transfer of NK cells from non-m157-expressing hosts 

into the transgenic animal can induce NK cell anergy. This indicates that anergy can 

be induced in mature NK cells. m157 did not need to be expressed by the developing 

NK cells themselves as a trans expression of m157 is sufficient to impair functions 

of Ly49H receptor (26,27). Taken together, these studies show that NK cells, similar 

to T cells, reach a state of tolerance when they are chronically exposed to 

endogenous, as well as foreign ligands recognized by their activating receptors. The 

mechanisms explaining this receptor proximal tolerance and whole cell anergy are 

not yet defined, described and understood. 

 

1.2.2 Inhibitory receptor repertoire selectivity of NK cells receptors 

The inhibitory receptors, KIR (in human) and Ly49 (in mouse), recognize polymorphic 

MHC-I ligands. Amongst the total NK cell population, the inhibitory receptors are 
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diversely expressed on overlapping subsets of NK cells. Additionally, the inhibitory 

KIR and Ly49 receptors themselves are highly polymorphic and have different 

affinities for their MHC-I ligands (33–35). These characteristics, as well as the fact 

that the NK receptors and their MHC-I ligands are not genetically related, result in a 

situation where some NK cells in the host do not express an inhibitory receptor for 

any self-MHC-I protein. Undeniably, it is now well established that in some individuals 

a substantial proportion of NK cells fail to express inhibitory receptors reactive with 

the polymorphic MHC-I molecules that they have inherited (36,37). Nevertheless, 

these individuals do not show evidence of autoimmune attack by their NK cells. This 

observation raises the question of how NK cells lacking self-MHC- I inhibitory 

receptors achieve tolerance. 

The considerable receptor diversity within the NK cell population is the result of the 

possession of multiple genes encoding the receptors: for instance, some strains of 

rodents possess 20 or more Ly49 genes and some humans possess 15 KIR genes. 

Expression of these receptors appears stochastic and NK cells can express many KIR 

or Ly49 receptors that are unable to bind to self-MHC-I complexes in the host. 

Consequently, the existence of an MHC-I ligand is not compulsory for NK cells to 

stably express a given Ly49 or KIR on a substantial subset of cells. In addition, there 

is no preferential expansion or deletion of NK cells expressing an activating KIR or 

Ly49 receptor that is able to bind MHC-I in a host possessing a reactive MHC-I allele. 

Consequently and contrasting the T lymphocytes development, there is no evidence 

for either strong positive or negative selection of NK cells with respect to the 

activating KIR or Ly49 receptors. Nevertheless, the presence of self-ligands 

recognizing the inhibitory NK receptors does influence the development of NK cells. 

Indeed, the frequency of NK cells expressing multiple inhibitory receptors can be 

approximately predicted by multiplying the frequency of NK cells expressing each 

inhibitory receptor: the “product rule” (38,39). However in MHC class I-deficient 

mouse models which express two or more inhibitory receptors, co-expression of 

receptors happens less frequently than it would be anticipated in MHC-I sufficient 

mouse models. In fact, the frequency of NK cells expressing MHC-I reactive inhibitory 

receptors is higher in MHC-I deficient animals than in MHC-I sufficient animal models 

(40,41). Thus, it seems that there is a selective or educational event that restricts the 

expression of two or more inhibitory receptors for self-MHC-I on a given NK cell. 

Reports have already shown that the expression of peptide:MHC-I complexes on both 

hematopoietic and somatic cells influences the development of the inhibitory Ly49 
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repertoire (42,43). Furthermore, transgenic expression of an inhibitory Ly49 receptor 

limits the expression of endogenous Ly49 receptors in vivo which suggests that 

engagement with self-MHC class I prevents subsequent expression of new inhibitory 

receptors during development (44). This underlines the existence of a mechanism 

that ensures that NK cells do not express too many inhibitory receptors for self-MHC 

class I (38,44,45). However a mechanism for this has not been described yet. 

Similarly, human NK cell interactions with self-HLA class I ligands shape the inhibitory 

KIR repertoire in an individual (37,46,47).  Recently, Boudreau et al. showed the roles 

of cell-extrinsic HLA in increasing NK cell reactivity, and cell-intrinsic HLA in 

maintaining NK cell education via HLA-KIR interaction. NK cell reactivity increased or 

decreased, respectively, when HLA was acquired from neighbouring cells or was 

silenced in educated cells. They, therefore concluded that, both cell-intrinsic and -

extrinsic HLA cooperate to maintain and adjust NK cell education (48). 

 

1.2.3 Self-MHC Class I and Inhibitory receptors recognition is involved 

in NK Cell Education  

Valiante et al. showed that all human NK cell clones from two individuals express at 

least one inhibitory receptor that recognize a self-MHC-I protein and their observation 

suggested that there is likely to be a selective process shaping the NK cell repertoire 

to maintain tolerance to host cells (49). Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier in this 

chapter, recent in vivo studies have reported a significant number of mature NK cells 

in humans and mice and these NK cells do not express any inhibitory receptors for 

MHC- I or only express receptors that can recognize non-self MHC class I (36,37). 

Moreover, mice missing cell surface expression of MHC- I due to genetic silencing of 

2-microglobulin, TAP-1, and/or MHC-I heavy chains H-2K and H-2D have ordinary 

numbers of mature NK cells and do not display obvious NK cell mediated 

autoimmunity. NK cells which have developed in the absence of MHC- I are not 

capable of killing MHC-I deficient tumour cell lines in vitro and fail to reject MHC-I 

deficient bone marrow in vivo (50,51). In MHC-I sufficient humans or mice, the subset 

of NK cells lacking inhibitory receptors for self-MHC-I are hyporesponsive to in vitro 

stimulation through several activating receptors and fail to reject MHC-I deficient 

bone marrow in vivo (36,52,53). Consequently, expression of inhibitory receptors 

that recognise self-MHC-I enhances the responsiveness of NK cells.  
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Although studies have shown that uneducated NK cells tended to be less responsive 

compared to educated NK cells (less cytotoxicity and cytokine production), several 

reports have revealed that uneducated NK cells can become activated. In certain 

circumstances these cells can perform better than educated cells. For instance, 

uneducated but not educated NK cells eliminate MHC class I expressing cancer cells 

and they also promote better mouse survival and viral clearance of MCMV (54,55). 

Furthermore, these cells are able to respond to activating stimuli. They have been 

described to be activated through activating receptor such as Fc receptor CD16 (56). 

Mechanistically, it seems that the deficiency in term of activating signaling is the main 

cause of the  hyporesponsivness uneducated NK cells (57,58). It now clear that very 

early signaling events appear to be disrupted in these cells. Nevertheless questions 

remain to be addressed regarding the extent of these disrupted signaling pathways. 

 

1.2.4 Mechanisms leading to hyporesponsive NK cells: licensing or 

disarming? 

The ability of NK cells to attack normal cells expressing MHC-I when inhibitory 

receptors are blocked is one of the strongest pieces of evidence that self-MHC-I 

expressing cells have ligands that can activate NK cells. In 2006, Raulet et al. 

predicted that NK cells that lack inhibitory receptors for self MHC receive stimulatory 

signals that are not counterbalanced by inhibitory signals from MHC-specific 

inhibitory receptors (59). This process could be expected to result in persistent 

stimulation of these NK cells during their differentiation process. It is well established 

that persisting stimulation of T cells or B cells can lead to induction of anergy, a quasi-

stable hyporesponsive state (60,61). Following the same idea, Raulet et al. assumed 

that as a response to persistent stimulation, developing NK cells that lack inhibitory 

receptors for self MHC adopt a hyporesponsive state comparable to anergy of T cells 

or B cells.  

The MHC-expressing cell types that interact with NK cells and set the tolerance and 

responsiveness of NK cells remain largely unknown. Ten years ago, Kim et al.  

observed that NK cells that express Ly49C in C57BL/6 (B6) mice respond better to 

stimulation via the NKR-P1 stimulatory receptor compared to those which lack Ly49C 

and were hypo-functional (53). It was still unclear  why the Ly49C-negative NK cells 

were functionally deficient as many mouse NK cells that lack Ly49C express either 
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Ly49I or CD94/NKG2A or both receptors that bind to MHC molecules in B6 mice. One 

proposition to explain the underlying mechanism was that engagement of the 

inhibitory receptors specific for self MHC molecules induces the cells to undergo a 

maturation step which was called “licensing”. This process was described as the step 

that gives functionality to NK cells with inhibitory receptors for self MHC (53). In fact, 

the strength of the inhibitory interactions between the receptors and their ligands 

determines the overall functional reactivity of the NK cell when faced with targets that 

lack the corresponding HLA class I ligand.  

Other models, in contrast, suggest that this mechanism can be an active mechanism 

that “disarms” NK cells that can be potentially autoreactive. In the “arm/disarm 

model”, continuous stimulation disarms NK cells and all the NK cells that developed 

in a mixture of normal cells and MHC class I deficient cells would receive such 

stimulation from the class I-deficient cells and would adopt the hyporesponsive state. 

In the “licencing” model, it would be predictable that in such mixture, the MHC 

positive cells would dominantly license the NK cells.  

Results obtained in two different systems indicate that hyporesponsiveness, rather 

than responsiveness, is dominant in a mixture of MHC-I positive and negative cells 

(62,63). These studies support the disarming model rather than the licensing model: 

persistent stimulation of NK cells by self-cells that lack inhibitory MHC ligands 

disarms the NK cells, by inducing the cells to transition to the hyporesponsive state. 

The plasticity of NK cell responsiveness has been well recognized as NK cells have 

the capacity to tune their activity in changing conditions. However, such plasticity 

could be maladaptive under conditions of infection, where it leads to desensitization 

of NK cells that would otherwise serve a protective role. These hypotheses suggest 

that infections may generate conditions that change NK cell responsiveness, 

preventing or reversing hyporesponsiveness. For instance, it was reported that 

hyporesponsive NK cells in B6 mice (i.e. those that the lack inhibitory receptors 

Ly49C, Ly49I and NKG2A) respond as powerfully as other NK cells in terms of 

IFNproduction when the mice are infected with Listeria monocytogenes (36). Listeria 

causes major inflammation in infected mice, and it was thought that the potent 

responses of otherwise hyporesponsive NK cells could be due at least in part to the 

cytokines produced in the course of the infection. Furthermore, several studies have 

shown that hyporesponsive NK cells from MHC I-deficient mice killed efficiently after 

following culture in IL-2 for several days (64). 
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Moreover, it has been demonstrated that viral infections can strongly influence the 

responsiveness of NK cells. Studies involving hematopoietic mouse chimeras, with 

mixed bone marrow cells, showed that a state of tolerance to MHC-deficient cells 

established in resting conditions, could be reversed when infected with mouse 

Cytomegalovirus (MCMV) (65). In another study, the same group showed that during 

MCMV infection in wild type B6 mice, the Ly49C
−
Ly49I

−
NK cells, which exhibit low 

responsiveness in steady state conditions, expand preferentially and provide better 

protection than Ly49C
+

Ly49I
+

NK cells (66). Similar preferential expansions of 

Ly49C
−
Ly49I

−
NK cells were observed in other infections such as lymphocytic 

choriomeningitis Virus (LCMV), vaccinia as well as mouse Hepatitis virus (MHV) 

infections (67). These observations were explained by the fact that the initial NK cell 

hyporesponsiveness can be reversed by the cytokines produced during the infection. 

Then, following this process, preferential expansion of NK cell which lack inhibitory 

receptors for self MHC but inhibition of expansion of Ly49C
+

Ly49I
+

NK cells. Overall, 

the available data demonstrate that responsiveness is both plastic and contextual.  

Changes in steady state MHC expression can lead to gain or loss of responsiveness, 

but the inflammation which is often associated with infections act to sustain a higher 

state of responsiveness, allowing initially hyporesponsive NK cells to provide 

protective activity, and to do so without being subject to inhibition by self MHC I 

molecules (68). 

 

1.3 NK cells in health and disease 

1.3.1 NK cells in cancer 

It is now well established that NK cells act on cells during disease either through their 

receptors or following cytokine stimulation. The influence of NK cells has now been 

confirmed in various disease conditions. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, one of the 

major functions of NK cells is immune-surveillance of our body and its integrity. 

Numerous in vitro investigations on human cells, and also in vivo studies that 

involved mice and rats demonstrate that NK cells recognize tumour cells as targets. 

It is well established that NK cells control tumour growth and metastasis in vivo. For 

instance, tumour immune-surveillance role of NK cells has also been implicated in 

controlling the growth of B cell lymphomas that spontaneously arise in mice deficient 
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in both perforin and 2-microglobulin (69). Furthermore, an epidemiologic survey of 

eleven years follow-up shows a link between low NK cells activity in peripheral blood 

and increased cancer risk in adults (70). 

Down-regulation of MHC-I on tumour cells is the classical way by which NK cells are 

known to recognise and attack tumour cells. But, up-regulation of NKG2D ligands on 

tumour cells can also make them susceptible to NK cells attack. In most cases, cancer 

cells engage the NK cells activating receptors which then triggers its natural kill 

response. 

An important role is played by cytokines and chemokines which act in conjunction 

with NK cells to tackle various diseased conditions. In the case of cancer, IL-12 and 

IL-18 are NK activating cytokines which have a role during late NK cell differentiation 

and which have been demonstrated to synergistically enhance cytotoxicity against 

tumour cells. These cytokines also induce IFN- production by NK cells. IFN- on the 

other hand induces type I immune response and directly acts on cancer cells.  

Dendritic Cell (DCs) are known to cross- talk with NK cells through production of 

cytokines such as IL-12 and IL-18 as well as through cell–cell interactions which 

promote NK cell activity against tumours. Furthermore, in patients with gastro- 

intestinal, colon and prostate cancers, a high level of regulatory T cells (Treg) which 

has been associated with a reduced number of NK cells alongside and reduced levels 

of functionality (71–73). An in vitro study has shown that Treg cells from 

hepatocellular carcinoma patients inhibit NK cell killing ability. However, it is known 

that during pregnancy, NK cells, along with Treg cells, contribute towards the creation 

of a tolerant environment for the foetus, which may be important in preventing 

complications of pregnancy. 

 

1.3.2 NK cells in pregnancy 

Maternal uterine NK (uNK) cells have a role in reproduction by interacting with fetal 

trophoblasts that invade the uterus and change small spiral arteries into voluminous 

channels that will be involved and essential for fetal growth. Studies have shown that 

Inadequate trophoblast invasion causes several common disorders of pregnancy such 

as fetal growth restriction, recurrent miscarriage and preeclampsia (74). Despite the 
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laws of classical transplantation immunology, the fetus is considered to be an 

allograft that can paradoxically survives graft and lead to a successful pregnancy. It 

is known that there is no direct interaction between the mother and the embryo, only 

with the extra-embryonic placenta as it implants in the host uterus. Mouse models 

and genetic correlation in human studies support the fact that interaction between 

the trophoblast and uNK cell is crucial for the achievement of uterus remodeling, 

optimal depth of invasion and successful pregnancy (75–80). Furthermore, there is a 

key role of interactions between uNK cell KIRs and HLA class I ligands of the 

trophoblast with a major role of HLA-C as trophoblast expresses maternal and 

paternal HLA-C (group 2 or HLA-C2), but not HLA-A or HLA-B. To date, evidence lead 

to HLA-C2 and the reactivity of uNK cells expressing KIR2DS2/L1 as key players.  

 

1.3.3 NK cells in infection 

Regulations of NK cells during Herpesviridae infections have been documented in 

patients lacking NK cells and evidence of NK activation during this viral infection 

(81,82). Interactions between viruses and NK cells has been reported to be involved 

in innate immune evasion and allow viral latency such as EBV (Epstein-Barr virus), CMV 

(Cytomegalovirus) or KSHV (83–85). For instance, KSHV (Kaposi’s sarcoma virus) 

similarly to CMV encode proteins which down-regulate MHC-I and MICA/B. 

The protective influence of NK cells has also been studied in various cases of 

infections by flaviviruses, such as chikungunya and dengue virus. Their role in viral 

hepatitis, influenza virus and HIV-1 infection is also well documented in several 

studies (86–90). Comparably, their role in defending against respiratory infection by 

bacteria or viruses such as respiratory syncytial viruses (RSV), and influenza has been 

highly described in animal studies mostly using murine model (91–93).  Furthermore 

NK cells are assumed to be a major determinant of the development of viral-

associated asthma. In most studied cases, the role of NK cells is found to be either 

disease controlling or disease enhancing. On one hand, it was shown that NK cells 

contribute towards the progress of T cell mediated allergic airway response during 

the allergen specific sensitization phase in asthma (94,95). On the other hand, 

existing evidence also suggests that NK cells are involved in resolving acute allergic 

airway inflammation (96). The peripheral blood of asthmatic patients shows 

augmented NK cell activity which declines upon antigen challenge. These 
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observations suggest that NK cells migrate from the peripheral blood towards lungs 

and lymphoid organs (96,97). NK cells interact with various other immune cells both 

in healthy conditions as well as during pathological circumstances. In healthy and 

asthmatic lungs, NK cells form synapses with lung resident dendritic cells and 

macrophages. These associations lead to generation of NK derived cytokines and 

effector molecules involved in local immunity as well as in the regulation of allergic 

disease severity (98). 

Several members of the NK cell receptor families contribute towards the defense 

against viral infections. Infection of mouse or human cells with flaviviruses is known 

to up-regulate MHC-I class expression at the cell surface of on infected cells as 

demonstrated in WNV infection. This mechanism therefore leads to evasion from NK 

cell mediated killing. During HIV-1 infection, it has been reported that there is a 

remarkable increase in inhibitory receptors and a decrease in the number of activating 

receptors like NKp30, NKp46 on NK cells. Unfortunately, no specific NK cell receptors 

have been identified that recognize HIV-1 infected cells but a recent study showed 

that KIR3S1 recognising HLA-F induce primary NK cells to degranulate as well as to 

produce antiviral cytokines such as IFN, TNF and MIP-1(99,100). In vivo 

investigations have shown that NK cell receptor KIR3DS1 and its ligand HLA-B Bw4-

801 are associated in the inhibition of HIV-1 replication and the killing of target cells 

by NK cells (88,90). This results in a decrease in activity of NK cells during HIV-1 

infection. The malfunction of NK cell during HIV-1 infection may be due to viral 

proteins. Indeed, HIV-1 gp41, gp120, Nef and Tat have been shown to induce a down-

regulation of NK cell activity by various mechanisms (101,102). 

In response to certain viral infections, type 1 interferons (IFN- are produced which 

then enhance the cytotoxicity mediated by NK cell, leading to the killing of the viral 

infected cells. In addition to this, many key pathways related to antiviral functions are 

activated by IFN. IL-21, is another cytokine that binds to the common chain 

(shared with IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, and IL-15). This cytokine has been demonstrated to 

be involved in the onset of the most cytotoxic CD56
dim

CD16
+

 NK cell subset and to 

enhance its cytotoxicity. Tumour Necrosis Factor - (TNF-) is another factor 

produced by NK cells and which is known to mediate antiviral and immunoregulatory 

effects. 
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Crosstalk between NK cells and DCs may be disrupted during HIV-1 infection, 

although this mechanism is not completely worked out. In fact, a recent report 

showed that it is possible for NK cell mediated lysis of virally infected cells to be a 

source of apoptotic bodies for uptake of DCs, which may promote DCs maturation 

and at the same time allow viral antigen presentation to T cells (103). 

 

1.3.4 NK cells in autoimmune diseases 

In human autoimmune diseases, alterations have been observed in circulating blood 

NK cells in terms of frequency and activity. Indeed, many instances of autoimmune 

disease, a reduction in number of NK cells along with decreased cytotoxic function 

has been observed. Reports demonstrated that NK cells are involved in the control of 

autoimmune disease conditions. Indeed, in vivo studies using animal model which 

develop experimental auto-immune encephalomyelitis (EAE), a mouse model of 

human multiple sclerosis (MS) showed increased severity and mortality when NK cells 

are depleted prior to disease induction. EAE animals showed a characteristic 

phenotype with a cellular infiltration, central nervous system (CNS) inflammation, and 

demyelination. Additionally, clinical trials on MS patients suggest low activity of NK 

cells and frequency in the peripheral blood.  

The cytotoxicity of NK cells can exacerbate an autoimmune disease. In fact, auto-

reactive NK cells can induce the destruction of cells in a targeted organ. For instance, 

in Type 1 diabetes (T1D), NK cells have been found in pancreatic islets only during 

infection or inflammation, which is not the case in healthy and non-diseased 

conditions (104). Involvement of NK cells in this pathology is furtherer reinforced by 

preclinical data that suggest that NK cells are involved in the development of T1D. 

Some studies on T1D patients show that NK cells are either decreased in number or 

their function is impaired (105–107). Evidence of NK cell activating receptor 

involvement is also known in T1D. Gur et al. recently demonstrated that in both mice 

and humans, NKp46 binds to an unknown ligand on pancreatic cells which leads to 

the killing of the latter due to the degranulation of NK cells (104,105). The study 

established that NKp46 was one of the essential receptor for the development of T1D. 

It is well documented that in humans, this ligand is expressed constitutively in both 

the young and in adults. However the fact that not all humans become diabetic in 

spite of having the ligand that makes cells subject to NK cell attack is due to the 
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fact that NK cells are usually absent in the healthy pancreas. In another study, patients 

with long-standing T1D showed a remarkably low expression of NK cell activating 

receptors such as NKp30 and NKp46 receptors in their blood in comparison to those 

of the control group. Besides, the expression of NKG2D, an NK cell inhibitory 

receptor, was found to be reduced relative to the healthy control group, irrespective 

of disease duration. Additionally, long-standing patients also displayed reduced 

perforin mRNA expression (108). Consistent with these results, a decreased lysis 

activity by the NK cells was observed by Lorini et al. in patients with long-standing 

diabetes. Generally, the decline in term of NK cell activity in diabetic patients is 

thought to be a consequence of the disease rather than a cause. 

Tissue resident NK cells may also have disease promoting functions. In Rheumatoid 

Arthritis (RA), Laszlo et al. reported a decade ago that patients with RA have NK cell 

accumulations in their synovial fluid (109). Furthermore, the NK cell subset was 

CD56
bright

 and secretes more IFN compared with peripheral NK cells from the same 

patients. However, in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE), patients show a variable 

and moderate reduction of NK cell frequency along with reduced numbers of 

CD4
+

CD25
+

 Treg cells. The function of NK cells is down-regulated in these patients 

and there is a change from the CD56
dim

 (more cytotoxic) population to the CD56
bright

 

(less cytotoxic) subset (110). This is supported by the fact that NK cells in these 

patients have a reduced cytotoxic effect. Additionally, this deficiency of NK cells is 

linked with clinical conditions such as nephritis and thrombocytopenia during SLE. 

The abnormality in NK cell number and function could therefore play a key role during 

inflammation. This shows how NK cells could play a protective or disease controlling 

role to prevent SLE. 

Changing the cytokine and cellular profile of the microenvironment can influence the 

development of specific NK subtypes which may lead to conversion from a pro-

inflammatory to an anti-inflammatory NK sub- type. In general, chemokines produced 

by NK cells such as MIP-1 are capable of promoting inflammatory response but, in 

some cases, they can produce IL-10 and favour an anti-inflammatory response. IL-10 

contributes to the inhibition of DCs which reduces the effect of antigen presentation 

by Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs) and diminishes T cell proliferation (111). DCs and 

T cells are normally observed to be accumulated at the site of immunization, and they 

produce cytokines which are involved in the pathogenesis. Furthermore, NK cells 
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produce IFN-, TNF-, GM-CSF and MIP-1 upon stimulation with IgE, and also 

demonstrate cytotoxicity against IgE coated target cells via FcRIII (112).  

Macrophages are another important immune system component during cancer. They 

are known to increase the anti-tumour as well as anti-infection activity of NK cells 

through their crosstalk (73,113,114). Along with macrophages, Tregs which are part 

of the adaptive immune system, are also known to interact with NK cells and mostly 

control their activity during various disease conditions. In autoimmune disease 

conditions, Treg cells have been seen to suppress NK cells via IL-21 mediation (115). 

 

1.4 Therapeutic applications of NK cells 

NK cells play a crucial role in attacking tumour cells and are considered a promising 

tool for cancer therapy. Over the past two decades, clinical treatments have ranged 

from IL-2 administration to activate the endogenous NK cells to adoptively transfer 

IL-2 activated NK cells (116). Therapy using autologous NK cell has been used as the 

treatment of renal cell carcinoma, malignant glioma, or metastatic breast cancer. 

Nevertheless, it was soon noticed that autologous adoptive NK cell therapy may have 

certain drawbacks and thus may not be as efficient as predicted. The downside of 

this strategy is mostly attributed to the inhibition of NK cells by self-MHC I molecules 

expressed on the tumour cells. This has led clinical teams to the use of allogeneic NK 

cell therapy in trials. In a pioneering study, Ruggeri et al... elegantly showed that 

alloreactive NK cells which were given to patients with Acute Myelogenous Leukemia 

(AML) could prevent relapse, graft rejection, and protect them against Graft-Vs-Host 

Disease (GvHD) (117). Later, adoptive cellular transfer of allogeneic NK cells from 

haploidentical donors was also attempted for treatment of renal cell carcinoma, 

metastatic melanoma, refractory Hodgkin’s disease, and refractory AML (118). This 

procedure was also found to be useful against several solid tumours such as ovarian, 

renal, colon, gastric cancers, and neuroblastoma (119,120). The trials concluded that 

NK cell transfer was successful, safe, and efficient. Similar trials were also conducted 

recently in patients with recurrent metastatic breast and ovarian cancer (121). The 

allogeneic NK cells have the advantage of being derived from healthy donors and 

therefore have more cytotoxic activity. Furthermore, unlike T cells, NK cells do not 

induce GvHD. 
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As discussed in the previous sections, the role of NK cells has been established not 

only in cancer but also in various other disease situations. Therefore, adoptive NK 

cell therapy can thus be explored for diseases such as asthma, multiple sclerosis, 

diabetes or arthritis. The effectiveness of NK cells in controlling HIV-1 infection has 

already been demonstrated in in vitro and in vivo experiments (87,89). NK cell therapy 

can be a strategy to treat patients who are refractory to standard highly active 

antiretroviral therapy (HAART). Besides the option of using NK cells for adoptive 

transfers, understanding the role of NK cells and their receptors can open up other 

strategies to treat diseases. For example, during the developmental stages of T1D, 

the activation of NK cells can be prevented by blocking activating receptors such as 

NKp46. This can be done by using specific antibodies against activating receptor. 

Similarly, in RA where the role of NK cells is either protective or disease-enhancing, 

therapy can be considered accordingly. Another strategy that involves NK cells will 

be to block the inhibitory receptor like NKG2A. This approach will then help to induce 

NK cells stimulation and thus control the disease. In situation where NK cells enhance 

the disease, the blocking, for instance of RANKL (receptor activator of NFKB ligand) 

and M-CSF (macrophage colony-stimulating factor), which are elements that mediate 

osteoclastogenesis and bone destruction, have been shown to help (122–124) . 

For therapeutic purposes, allogeneic NK cells can be obtained from umbilical cord 

blood (UCB), adult donor lymphapheresis products, or even from NK cell lines such 

as NK-92. Recent reports have shown successful in vitro derivation of functional NK 

cells from human embryonic stem cell (hESC) and induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) 

(125–127). Indeed, hESC and iPSC-derived NK cells have demonstrated potent anti-

tumourigenic and anti HIV activity, and present a similar phenotype as peripheral NK 

cells. Moreover, these derived NK cells are considered better than UCB-derived NK 

cells since they have higher levels of KIR expression which make them more potent. 

Pluripotent cell-derived NK cells can therefore be an unlimited source for the adoptive 

transfer of NK cells to treat a range of diseases. However, the safety of hESC and iPSC-

derived NK cells in terms of potential tumourigenicity as well as ethical boundaries 

needs to be determined before they can be used in clinic. 

The use and application of NK cells as immunotherapeutic agent necessitates several 

technical developments. Indeed, NK cells need to be isolated and expanded in 

sufficient numbers for them to act as effector cells. Moreover, NK cell activity needs 

to be enhanced for better efficacy. Expansion of NK cells has been attempted using 
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cytokines such as IL-2 and IL-15  (128,129). In fact, these two cytokines can also help 

to increase the viability of the NK cells. Furthermore, IL-2 is also thought to potentiate 

the cytotoxic ability of NK cells. In vitro studies where NK cells are in co-culture with 

accessory cells such as irradiated Epstein Barr Virus (EBV) transformed 

lymphoblastoid cells, HFWT (a Wilm’s tumour derived cell line) or K562 have been 

reported to enhance NK cell proliferation (130,131). Furthermore, activation of NK 

cells can be achieved by various genetic engineering techniques to increase activating 

signals and also to down-regulate inhibitory signals (132,133). Similarly, the 

specificity of NK cells can be increased through genetic modification approaches such 

as the use of chimeric antigen receptors known as CARs (134–136).  

 

1.4.1 NK cells in Liver disease 

NK cells are the most abundant immune cells in the liver and they have one of the 

most important role as a way of defence against infections, in particular  viral 

infection (137). For instance, NK cells contribute to antiviral defence through direct 

cytotoxicity of virally infected cells and by the production of cytokines that are 

involved in the prevention of viral replication. Nevertheless, many viruses have 

developed strategies to escape recognition by cells of the adaptive immune system. 

Indeed, infected cells often down-modulate HLA molecules from the cell surface to 

block antigen presentation to CD8 or CD4 T cells. These infected cells, however, will 

not engage the inhibitory receptors on NK cells, making them inclined to NK cell lysis.  

Viruses, on the other hand, have evolved a number of specific approaches to evade 

NK cell recognition and killing  (83). These involve expression of HLA-like molecules 

that can ligate KIR molecules, inducing NK cell inhibition (138,139). 

NK cells execute their biological activity by a triad of functions which are: cytotoxicity, 

cytokine secretion and co-stimulation. In humans, they appear to have an important 

role in viral infection, cancer immunity, transplantation, pregnancy as well as 

autoimmunity. Focusing on liver diseases, the evidence accumulated from the last 

two decades suggests that NK cells not only have beneficial effects in inhibiting viral 

hepatitis, liver fibrosis, and carcinogenesis in the liver but also contribute to 

hepatocellular damage. Although these findings have significantly enhanced our 

understanding of liver disease pathogenesis and treatments, further studies are still 
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required to clarify the multiple functions of NK cells and translate these findings into 

clinical practice and therapies. 

 

1.4.2 NK cells as therapeutic targets for the treatment of liver disease 

NK cells accumulate within the liver and compared to other organs, have higher levels 

of cytotoxicity and cytokine production, which can be beneficial in inhibiting viral 

infection, tumour cell growth, and liver fibrosis but can also enhance hepatocellular 

damage. It is well established that chronic liver diseases are associated with a 

decreased number of NK cells and impaired NK cell cytotoxicity and cytokine 

production. As mentioned above, NK cells play an important role in inhibiting viral 

hepatitis, liver fibrosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma. These functions suggest that 

the activation of NK cells can potentially be used as therapeutic strategy for the 

treatment of these liver disorders. For instance, it has been shown that IFN-α, one of 

the most potent NK cell activators, has been widely used to treat viral hepatitis and 

has also been shown to suppress liver fibrosis and tumour formation. These anti-

viral, anti-fibrotic, and anti-tumour effects of IFN-α therapy are likely mediated, at 

least in part, via the activation of NK cells. Other NK cell activators, like IL-12 as well 

as IL-18, have been demonstrated to successfully inhibit liver carcinogenesis in 

animal models (140,141). In addition, the stimulation of NK cells has been used to 

enhance NK cell antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) against 

tumour cells and has been tested for the treatment of various types of cancers such 

as lymphoma (142,143). Furthermore, blockade of NK cell inhibitory receptors is 

another way to augment NK cytotoxicity against tumour cells. For example, 

antibodies that block KIR are currently being tested for the potential treatment of 

haematological cancers in Phase II clinical trials (144,145). Therefore, the activation 

of NK cells by cytokines, the targeting of NK cells to enhance ADCC, and the release 

of NK cell from inhibition via the blockade of inhibitory receptors all have therapeutic 

potential for the treatment of HCC. Lastly, feasibility and safety of the adoptive 

transfer of activated NK cells extracted from cadaveric donor liver graft perfusate for 

liver transplant recipients with HCC are currently under investigation in Phase I clinical 

trials (www.clinicaltrials.gov NCT01147380). 

 

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
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1.5 The molecular specificity of NK cell receptors 

NK cells express a large number of different receptors that contribute to the 

regulation of effector function (Figure 1-3). Opposing signals from activating and 

inhibitory receptors provide an appropriate balance in NK cell activation or inhibition. 

A large set of activating NK cell receptors is expressed by most peripheral blood NK 

cells and they have the ability to recognize a diverse array of molecular structures 

(146). Furthermore, they utilize a variety of signalling pathways. By contrast, 

expression of any given MHC class I specific inhibitory receptor is restricted to 

subsets of NK cells. Inhibition occurs through recruitment of tyrosine phosphatases 

to immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motifs (ITIM) in the cytoplasmic tail of 

inhibitory receptors. Taken together, the specificity of activating and inhibitory 

receptors offers NK cells several strategies to discriminate healthy cells from those in 

distress. More recently, ligands to orphan receptors have been identified, and 

advances made in understanding how interplay between different receptors is 

involved in the specificity of NK cells responses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-3: NK cell receptors expression.  NK cells have a highly diverse expression of receptors that 

can be classified as: activating and inhibitory receptors; chemotactic receptors; adhesion receptors; and 

cytokine receptors. Adapted from Vivier et al.(146) 
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1.5.1 Receptor-mediated NK cell responses 

Unlike T cells and B cells, NK cells do not require antigen specificity in order to 

respond. But, they express a large series of receptors that have either activating or 

inhibitory function. The balance between activating and inhibitory signals determine 

whether an NK cell becomes activated or inhibited. This recognition system does have 

some level of flexibility and in contrast with T and B cells, this flexibility is not 

achieved through the rearrangement of genes coding for the receptors. Instead, NK 

cell recognition receptor families have achieved plasticity through rapid genetic 

evolution (mainly KIR receptors) and reported promiscuity of ligand binding (147). To 

contribute to the first line of defence, NK cells are always ready to attack abnormal 

cells. Having in mind that their ability to respond immediately may present a danger 

to healthy cells in the event of inappropriate NK cell activation, it is logical to assume 

that the process of NK cell activation is tightly regulated. Part of this regulation is 

intrinsic in the type of receptors that NK cells use to identify and react towards target 

cells. Two suggested hypotheses of NK cell activation are the ‘missing self ’ and 

‘induced self ’ theories (148,149). The ‘missing self’ hypothesis suggested that NK 

cells attack target cells that show reduced or abnormal level of surface expression of 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC). This corresponds to a situation where the 

cells are missing expression of self-molecules, which are usually expressed on 

healthy tissue. Therefore, when MHC class I molecules are expressed on cells, 

activation of NK cells is prevented. However, reports have undoubtedly revealed that 

NK cell activation may be determined, not only by lack of MHC class I expression, but 

also by the expression of ligands for NK cell-activating receptors (16,18,150). In the 

original ‘missing self’ model, the presence of activating receptors was implicit, 

nevertheless, Karre et al. suggested that activating receptors recognized ubiquitous 

ligands, and that inhibitory signals were determinant of a functional response (151). 

On the other hand, the ‘induced self’ model of NK cell activation is therefore not 

entirely exclusive from the missing self-model and describes the recognition of 

cellular stress ligands, induced upon malignant transformation or viral invasion. For 

instance, MHC class I chain-related gene MICA/MICB are ligands for the NKG2D-

activating receptor and the expression of these molecules is induced under situations 

of cellular stress, such as viral infection. This circumstance then triggers NK cells 

activation through the induced expression of stress-related proteins (152). 
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1.5.2 NK cell recognition and response receptors 

NK cell inhibitory and activating receptors are a complex group of receptors that use 

opposing signalling motifs to stimulate or inhibit activation. On one hand, inhibitory 

receptors signal through intracellular immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory 

motifs (ITIMs), located in the cytoplasmic tail of these receptors. During inhibitory 

signalling, Src homology 2 domain containing phosphatases (SHP1 or 2) are recruited 

after phosphorylation of a tyrosine residue (153). The way inhibitory signals interfere 

with activating signals is still unclear, but it is proposed that ITIM-mediated signalling 

results in both dephosphorylation and specific phosphorylation of intracellular 

components. A recent report demonstrated the implication of the -arrestin 2 in the 

inhibition of NK cell activation, via the recruitment of SHP1 and 2 (154). An additional 

report showed that that a common point of NK cell activation signalling could be 

targeted, in which a SHP1 phosphorylation site (Vav1) is dephosphorylated during 

inhibitory signalling (155). This report suggested that inhibitory signalling can 

prevent not only NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity, but also interfere with adhesion of NK 

cells to target cells. In contrast, Long and Peterson have described mechanisms 

involving the specific phosphorylation of a tyrosine adapter, Crk, as a result of ITIM 

engagement (156). Therefore, it is now clear that whilst ITIM signalling prevents 

intracellular phosphorylation, it is likely to involve more complex signalling than 

initially thought. It is now clear that the more we can learn about the inhibitory signals 

used by NK cells, the better we can manipulate these signals in order to optimize NK 

cell-based therapies. 

On the other hand, some activating receptors such as the NKG2C/CD94 heterodimer, 

signal through immune-receptor tyrosine-based activating motifs (ITAMs), although 

these are not contained in the receptors’ cytoplasmic tails but rather in associated 

molecules. Following phosphorylation of a tyrosine residue in the tail, the Src 

homology 2 domain containing kinases (Syk or ZAP70) are recruited, which induce a 

signal cascade. The signalling will then lead to degranulation and transcription of 

cytokine and chemokine genes (153). Additional investigation has shown a 

requirement for PKC-y in sustained ITAM signalling, which results in NK cell 

activation, and suggest that ITAM-mediated activation of NK cells does not require 

co-stimulatory signals (155,157). However, it was reported several times that 

stimulation of a unique activating receptor was not enough to stimulate cytotoxicity 

and cytokine secretion, but stimulation of more than one receptor is required for NK 
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cells to be functional (158). Hence the question of why NK cells require co-stimulation 

for activation still requires invstigation. 

Other activating receptors, including NKG2D, use an alternative signalling 

mechanisms, such as through the adaptor molecules either DAP-10 or DAP-12. DAP-

12 signals through an ITAM motif (as described above), whereas DAP-10 binds either 

to Grb2 or P85 and signals through phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase and other 

alternative signalling pathways (159–161). Although the subsequent signalling events 

are yet not well characterized, it is clear that the outcomes of DAP-10 and DAP-12 

signalling differ, as DAP-12 signalling results in cytokine secretion and cytotoxicity 

and DAP-10 signalling results in cytotoxicity (162,163). 

A third activation/inhibition signalling pathway is possible in NK cells, and results 

from stimulation of the CD244 (2B4) receptor. Indeed, this receptors cytoplasmic tail 

contains an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based switch motif, which recruits Src 

homology 2 domain containing adapter proteins SAP or ERT (164). Recruitment of 

SAP induces activation of NK cell function, where recruitment of ERT prevents NK cell 

from being activated. It is still unclear why NK cells have several different activating 

pathways.  Nevertheless, it has been shown that activating signals can be overridden 

with signalling of an ITIM-containing receptor (155,165). 

It is agreed that receptor family classification more easily defines the recognition 

receptors on NK cells than the functional categories of “inhibitory” or “activating”. 

This is due to the fact that some receptor families contain both activating and 

inhibitory receptors, as described earlier for 2B4 and this is also the case for the 

family of KIR receptors. The reasons for these phenomena is not entirely clear, 

although it is hypothesized to increase the ability of NK cells to distinguish normal, 

healthy cells from infected or malignant cells, thereby stopping unsuitable NK cell 

activation.  

 

1.5.3 Activating receptors  

The low-affinity receptor for IgG, CD16, mediates antibody- dependent cellular 

cytotoxicity (ADCC) and signals through adaptors containing cytoplasmic 

immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs (ITAM). As a result of investigations 

into the mechanism of action for different therapeutic antibodies, such as rituximab 
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(anti-CD20) and Herceptin (anti-erbB2), which have been used successfully in the 

clinic, have led to an increasing understanding of NK cell-mediated ADCC. Multiple 

receptors, which activate antibody-independent, natural cytotoxicity are also 

associated with ITAM-containing signalling adaptors. These receptors include NKp30, 

NKp44, and NKp46, which are referred to as natural cytotoxicity receptors (NCR) 

(166). The nature of the ligands for natural cytotoxicity receptors (NCRs) is still 

unclear. Although NKp46 has been reported to bind viral hemaglutinin on infected 

cells (167), cellular ligands have not been identified. NKp46 contributes to enhanced 

killing of mitotic cells by NK cells which suggests a role of NK cells in controlling 

expansion of rapidly dividing cells (168). NKp30 mediates killing of immature 

dendritic cells by NK cells  (169). Surprisingly, an intracellular protein implicated in 

the induction of apoptosis after DNA damage or endoplasmic reticulum stress, called 

HLA-B associated transcript 3 or  BAT3, was described as a ligand of NKp30 (170). 

The process underlying mechanism as to how BAT3 protein becomes exposed at the 

cell surface is still unknown. In 2013, Matta et al. described B7-H6 as a ligand. 

Additionally, immunostaining of various tumour cells with soluble forms of NKp30 

and NKp44 resulted in intracellular staining which suggested that translocation from 

the inside to the surface of cells may be a common theme among ligands of NCRs 

(171). Alongside this notion, it has been shown that the human cytomegalovirus 

(human CMV) tegument protein pp65, which is not expressed at the surface of 

infected cells, has also been identified as a ligand for NKp30 (172). Nevertheless, 

binding of pp65 results in the inhibition of NK cell cytotoxicity induced by NKp30, 

which seemed to characterize one of the many evasion manoeuvres developed by 

human CMV to counter detection by NK cells.  

The NK cell activation receptor NKG2D is associated with the adaptor protein DAP10, 

which has a tyrosine motif completely distinct from the ITAM motif. NKG2D binds a 

number of different ligands, including Major Histocompatibility Complex class-I 

related chain A/B (MICA/B) and UL16 binding protein (ULBP) 1/2/3/4. Expression of 

these ligands is up-regulated on infected, stressed, and transformed cells (173). The 

DNA damage response induces expression of NKG2D ligands (174). Detection of 

tumour cells by NKG2D can be prevented by soluble NKG2D ligands, which are 

released from the cell surface after cleavage by a protease called ERp5 (175). 

Furthermore, soluble ligands provoke internalization of NKG2D from the cell surface. 

The importance of NKG2D as a mechanism of defence against tumours has already 

been reported (176) as well as its role in autoimmunity (177,178). Many of the other 
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NK cell activation receptors signal through motifs in their own cytoplasmic tail, and 

through pathways that are still in the process of being characterized. DNAX accessory 

molecule-1 (DNAM-1) binds nectins CD112 and CD155, which are components of 

cellular junctions. On NK cells, it has been reported that DNAM-1 may facilitate 

surveillance of damaged endothelium and transformed cells (179,180) demonstrating 

its involvement in cancer.  

2B4, CD2 like receptor activating cytotoxic cells (CRACC), and CD2 bind ligands that 

are predominantly expressed on hematopoietic cells. The structures of CRACC 

homophilic interactions and 2B4 in complex with CD48 were solved. It has been 

reported that at the membrane, spacing required for homophilic CRACC and 2B4-

CD48 interactions, respectively, is similar to the space required for KIR–MHC class I 

interactions (181,182). Therefore, activating receptors such as 2B4 and CRACC could 

potentially intermix with inhibitory KIR at the NK cell immune synapse, facilitating 

dynamic assessment of activation thresholds.  

NKP80 is another NK cell activation receptor with unknown signalling properties. The 

cellular ligand of NKP80 was identified as being Activation-induced C-type lectin 

(AICL). The NKP80 and AICL genes are closely linked in the NK cell gene complex on 

chromosome 12. Expression of AICL is confined to granulocytes and macrophages, 

and is up-regulated by inflammatory stimuli (183). As a result, NKP80–AICL 

interactions may be important for NK cell myeloid cell crosstalk during immune 

reactions. 

Finally, over 30 different KIR haplotypes with discrete gene content have been 

characterized to date by sequencing genomic clones and haplotype segregation 

analysis in families. One of the haplotypes that is present in all populations is 

conventionally named the ‘A haplotype’ and consists of nine genes (3DL3, 2DL3, 

2DP1, 2DL1, 3DP1, 2DL4, 3DL1, 2DS4 and 3DL2). The haplotype A mainly encodes 

inhibitory receptors. The remaining haplotypes are collectively referred to as ‘group 

B haplotypes’, which have variable gene content comprising several genes (2DS1, 

2DS2, 2DS3, 2DS5, 2DL2, 2DL5, and 3DS1) that are not part of the A haplotype, and 

thus B haplotypes encode more activating KIR compared with the A haplotype that 

encodes a single activating receptor, KIR2DS4 (184). Activating KIR receptors may 

have HLA molecule as ligands. 
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1.5.4 Inhibitory receptors 

NK cell reactivity is controlled by inhibitory receptors with specificity for different 

MHC class I alleles (Figure 1-4). Receptors such as KIR in humans and Ly49 in mice 

allow NK cells to sense cells with reduced expression of MHC class I, thus 

complementing T cell mediated immunity. Furthermore, the clonal distribution of 

MHC class I specific inhibitory receptors on individual NK cells, and the repertoire of 

receptors specific for different MHC class I allotypes, can give rise to NK cell 

alloreactivity. However, this alloreactivity may be exploited in clinical immunotherapy 

in order to reduce graft-versus-host-disease while providing beneficial graft-versus-

leukaemia effects.  

 

 

 

Besides receptors for classical MHC class I molecules, NK cells may indirectly assess 

MHC class I expression on target cells by interaction between another inhibitory 

receptor which is CD94/NKG2A heterodimer. Its ligand HLA-E is a non-classical MHC 

class I molecule that presents MHC class I leader peptides. Additionally, the crystal 

structure of CD94/NKG2A, in combination with mutagenesis studies, has 

Figure 1-4: KIR receptors and their ligands. Fourteen distinct KIR receptors have been described in 

humans. Six different KIR receptors are activating types and the remaining KIR are inhibitory types. The 

inhibitory KIR receptors bind to distinct HLA class I allotypes and the ligands for most activating KIR 

receptors are unknown. This data was extracted from the IPD-KIR database (http:// 

www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/kir/stats.html; Release 2.4.0; April 2011) that provides a centralized repository for 

human KIR sequences. 
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demonstrated a model for the CD94/NKG2A–HLA-E complex. According to this the 

model, the CD94 chain has a more dominant role in interaction with HLA-E than 

NKG2A (185). The binding of an inhibitory receptor to MHC class-I is usually 

considered sufficient for inhibition.  

Numerous other inhibitory receptors, which bind to non- MHC class-I ligands, have 

been identified and characterized. For instance, the lectin-like receptor KLRG1 which 

binds cadherins, in both humans and mice could serve as a system to detect 

potentially metastatic epithelial tumours that downregulate cadherin expression 

(186,187). Another one is the Leucocyte-associated immunoglobulin receptor 1 (LAIR-

1) which is an inhibitory receptor that binds to collagen and is widely expressed on 

immune cells like NK cells as well as T and B cells (188). LAIR-1 mainly prevents the 

lysis of cells considered as “self”. Some members of the Siglec family of receptors, 

which bind sialyl groups with various specificities, also carry ITIMs in their 

cytoplasmic tail. Additional inhibitory receptors have been described, such as IRp60, 

for which a ligand has not been identified yet. The biological reasons for this array of 

inhibitory receptor–ligand systems still require investigation. It is possible that 

differential expression of ligands for inhibitory receptors facilitates detection by NK 

cells of various types of cells, each of which may rely on a few specific ligands to 

inhibit NK cells. 

 

1.6 Killer Immunoglobulin like Receptors: KIR 

1.6.1 Structural and diversity of KIR receptors 

KIR are encoded by a compact cluster of genes that constitute part of the leucocyte 

receptor complex also called LRC and situated on chromosome 19q13.4 (189,190). 

More than one hundred mRNA and DNA sequences represent the human KIR family 

in gene data banks. KIR receptors were classified according to three criteria: number 

of extracellular Ig-like domains, cytoplasmic tail length, and sequence similarity. 

These criteria helped to classify the encoded KIR proteins into 13 groups. A specific 

nomenclature is used to describe these groups:  KIR3DL1–2, KIR3DS1, KIR2DL1–5, 

and KIR2DS1–5. The number of Ig-like domains is given by 2D for 2 domains or 3D 

for 3 domains; the length of the cytoplasmic tails is given as “L” for long or “S” for 
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short; and different KIR with similar overall organization but sequence divergence of 

>2% are generally numbered in series (Figure 1-5).  

 

 

 

 

The inhibitory KIR have long cytoplasmic tails containing pairs of immune tyrosine-

based inhibitory motifs (ITIMs). On the another hand, KIR with short cytoplasmic tails 

are activating receptors and associate with adaptor molecules such as DAP12 which 

signal via a positively charged Lysine (K) residue in their transmembrane domain 

(159). In humans, KIR3DL1 and KIR3DL2 represent a more evolutionary ancient KIR 

from which 2D KIR can be derived.  

The majority of human KIR have two extracellular Ig-like domains. These are of two 

distinct types: type 1 KIR2D having domains homologous to D1 and D2 of KIR3DL, 

and type 2 KIR2D having domains homologous to D0 and D2 of KIR3D. Genes 

encoding type 1 KIR2D are similar in organization to those encoding KIR3D and 

contain a region homologous to exon 3 encoding the D0 domain of KIR3D (78.7– 

79.8% sequence identity with 3DL1 and 79.8–81.2% with 3DL2) (191,192). This region 

known as “pseudo-exon 3,” is spliced out of the RNA transcript even when it maintains 

the correct reading frame and has correct splicing sites, as is the case in half of the 

genes encoding type 1 KIR2D. The one feature that distinguishes exons 3 from the 

pseudoexons 3 is that they are longer by one codon. If the three nucleotides missing 

from pseudoexons are part of an exonic splicing enhancer necessary for inclusion of 

exon 3 in mature mRNA, then their absence maybe an explanation for the lack of 

expression of type 1 KIR2D pseudoexons (192). 2DL4 and 2DL5 receptors represent 

Figure 1-5: Human KIR receptors molecules. KIR 

receptors in humans that include either two (2D) or 

three (3D) extracellular immunoglobulin-like domains 

and either a long (L) or short (S) cytoplasmic tail. In 

general, the specificity for HLA C alleles is conferred 

by the amino acids present at positions 77 and 80. 

Those HLA-C molecules with Asn 77/Lys 80 (HLA 

Cw2/4/5/6/) bind to KIR2D1, whereas those with Ser 

77/Asn80 (HLA Cw1/3/7/8) bind to KIR2D2 and 

KIR2D3. 
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type 2 KIR2D. In comparison to genes encoding KIR3D, the 2DL4 and 2DL5 genes 

have a deletion of more than 2kb that includes exon 4 encoding the D1 domain. KIR 

cytoplasmic tails can have different lengths, despite that exons encoding them have 

similar lengths and sequences. This is made possible because of the single-nucleotide 

substitutions which produce stop codons at diverse positions within the exonic 

sequence (193). Another important component of KIR variation involves variation in 

gene content within the KIR haplotypes itself (189). 

 

1.6.2 Structural basis of KIR-HLA recognition 

The structural heterogeneity of KIR and their specificity for polymorphic determinants 

of HLA class I molecules were established from studies of NK cell cytotoxicity. In these 

reports the susceptibility of allogeneic targets, and, later on, HLA class I– deficient 

cell lines transfected with single HLA class I alleles, were tested against NK cell clones 

and KIR-transfected cells (49,194–197). Furthermore, chimeric molecules containing 

the extracellular portion of KIR and the activating cytoplasmic tails of the FcRI-chain 

or CD3 were used to overcome the technical difficulty of studying inhibitory signals 

(198,199). Further improvements in the understanding of KIR-HLA interaction and 

recognition were achieved by generating soluble forms of the receptor or its ligand. 

Firstly, fusion proteins containing the extracellular fragment of KIR and the Fc of 

human IgG1 were used in flow cytometry to assess different HLA class I molecules 

expression on cells (197,200,201). Then, native gel electrophoresis experiments 

revealed the basic 1:1 stoichiometry of KIR-HLA complexes. Direct interaction 

between recombinant KIR and HLA molecules demonstrated this aspect of KIR and 

HLA interaction. The usage of recombinant proteins also helped to study the 

specificity of KIR-HLA binding and the influence of other molecules (e.g., bivalent 

cations, antigenic peptides) on KIR binding (53,202–204). More sensitive techniques 

such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) methodology have permitted quantitative 

assessment of KIR-HLA interactions (205–208). SPR was also used to study the 

kinetics and thermodynamics of the binding between KIR molecules and their ligands. 

This methodology helped to clarify the specificity and peptide-dependence during the 

KIR-HLA interaction.  

On one hand, the affinity of KIR for HLA-C in particular are comparable to the range 

shown by TCR for specific peptide-MHC complexes. On the other hand, the kinetics 
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of KIR-HLA-C binding and detachment (on and off rate) are much faster compared to 

the TCR. As a result, NK cell surveillance of MHC class I expression on a succession 

of potential target cells may be facilitated by this fast on and off rate. Three 

dimensional structures of HLA-C being recognized by inhibitory KIR were identified 

by X-ray diffraction studies of crystallized 2DL2-C*03 (Figure 1-6) and 2DL1- C*04 

complexes (207,209), as well as 2DL1/2/3 alone (210–212). In several aspects of 

their three-dimensional structure KIR2DL1/2/3 are similar to hemopoietic receptors. 

Most importantly, an acute angle between the D1 and D2 domains creates an elbow 

that constitutes the interface with HLA-C. This angle ranges from 55± to 84± degrees, 

depending on the KIR and the method used to interpret raw data. Two loops of D1, 

three of D2, and the loop connecting the two Ig-like domains contribute to the 

interaction. All six loops bear negatively charged glutamate or aspartate residues that 

face a positively charged surface on HLA-C. The C-terminal end of the alpha-1 domain 

helix (1), the N-terminal end of the alpha-2 domain helix (2) are the parts of the 

HLA-C surface that become buried by interaction with KIR2DL1/2 as well as the C-

terminal residues of the peptide. The shape complementarity of KIR-HLA-C surfaces, 

as assessed by the median shape correlation statistics value, is similar or greater than 

those of antigen-antibody or MHC-TCR complexes (209). 

 

 

Figure 1-6: KIR2DL2 receptor recognising HLA-C*0304 complexed with its GAVDPLLAL peptide. 

HLAC*0304 molecule (2m in bleu and the heavy chain in purple) is presenting its peptide from Importin 

2 (in yellow). The complex is recognised by KIR2DL2 receptor (KIR A in green and KIR B in grey). We 

can distinguish Domain 1 (D1) and 2 (D2) of the KIR A as they are in contact with the class I: peptide 

complex. This structure was uploaded from the NCBI and visualised using Cn3D program. The structure 

is based on data from Snyder et al. (210) and Boyington et al. (207).  
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In addition to interactions with the α1 and α2 domains of HLA class I, the co-crystal 

structures demonstrated how KIR also make direct contacts with the HLA-bound 

peptide, consistent with the peptide-specific differences observed in biochemical and 

functional studies. All the different KIR–HLA class I combinations examined to date 

have shown some degree of peptide selectivity (213–216).  It has been well reported 

how KIR binding and function are particularly sensitive to the residue at position 8 

(P8), with the neighbouring position 7 (P7) contributing an additional, but weaker 

effect (207,214). These findings are compatible with the footprints of bound KIR2DL1 

and KIR2DL2 on the HLA-C*04:01 and HLA-C*03:04 molecules, respectively, that 

show interaction with residues P7 and P8 of the HLA-C bound peptide (207,209). 

During the interaction between KIR2DL2 and HLA-C1, glutamine 71 of KIR forms a 

hydrogen bond with the amide nitrogen of the alanine at P8 of the peptide. 

Additionally, KIR residues (lysine44, serine184, and asparagine 187), which are in 

close proximity to the peptide bound by HLA-C, provide an additional restriction 

regarding the size of the residue at P8 in the peptides that permit KIR binding. This 

limitation favours small residues such as Alanine (A) and Serine (S), whilst not 

favouring large side chains (207,209). The crystal structure of KIR2DS2 revealed a 

displacement of Glutamine 71 that is predicted to prevent hydrogen bonding with the 

main chain nitrogen of peptide residue 8. This is likely leads to the poor C1 binding 

observed for KIR2DS2 (217). Moreover, peptide HLA combinations that bind KIR 

weakly appear to function as peptide antagonists, by competing with strongly binding 

peptides for complex formation with HLA-C and inducing KIR disruption and leading 

to NK cell activation (218,219).  

 

 

1.6.3 HLA-C Recognition by inhibitory HLA-C specific KIR 

To date, much of the research in understanding KIR-HLA interaction has been 

concentrated on inhibitory KIR that recognize HLA-C. As stated above, the specific 

recognition of HLA-C alleles with either Lysine or Asparagine in position 80 by 2DL1 

and 2DL2-3 respectively, has been confirmed by studies involving recombinant 

receptors and their ligands. Site-directed mutagenesis experiments and 

crystallographic analysis have clarified how KIR2D recognize HLA-C allotypes. 

Allospecificity is mostly determined by dimorphisms of KIR-residue 44 

(2DL1Met44/2DL2–3Lys44) and amino acid 80 of HLA-C (Lys/Asn) which establish 
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direct interactions with each other (207,209,220–222). All other KIR-contact amino 

acids of HLA-C*03 and HLA-C*04 are completely conserved amongst HLA-C allotypes. 

However, the binding of 2DL2 to C*03 and 2DL1 to C*04 are based on largely 

different interactions, which result in Lys80 of C*04 being accommodated by a cavity 

in 2DL1 that is not seen in 2DL2 (207,209). HLA-C residue 77, for which the Ser/Asn 

dimorphism is in strong linkage disequilibrium with that of residue 80, does not 

contribute directly to KIR recognition, as shown by the results of mutagenesis 

experiments (222). In contrast, the suggested influence of two additional HLA-C 

dimorphisms (Ala/Thr73 and Ala/Asp90) in the strength of binding to 2DL1/2/3 

remains unclear despite the crystallographic data (223). Furthermore, HLA-C*1503, 

one of few natural alleles encoding the Ala73-Ala90 combination is recognized by 

both 2DL1-Fc and 2DL2-Fc constructs (221,223).  

Although HLA-C and HLA-Bw6 have the same amino acid sequence at positions 77–

80, HLA-C ligands KIR recognizing HLA-CAsn80 does not cross-react with Bw6-

positive HLA-B allotypes, (221). Thus, the locus-specificity of 2DL2 and -L3 is 

determined, at least partly, by amino acid Val76 of HLA-C (Glu in HLA-B) because 

these KIR recognize B*4601, an exceptional HLA-B allotype carrying Val76.  

 

1.6.4 The role of the peptide: peptide presentation 

Human MHC class I molecules (Figure 1-7) are encoded by a series of genes which 

are highly polymorphic. These polymorphisms result in differential susceptibilities to 

infection and autoimmune diseases which result from the high diversity of peptides 

that can bind to MHC class I in different individuals. Moreover, MHC class I 

polymorphisms make it very difficult to have a perfect tissue match between an 

unrelated donor and a recipient. 

On the surface of a cell, the MHC class I peptide repertoire provides a readout of the 

expression level of up to 10,000 peptides. Cytotoxic T lymphocytes and NK cells then 

decode this wide range of peptide. The cell surface peptide repertoire allows them to 

monitor the events inside the cell and detect infection and cell transformation 

(224,225). 

The off rate of the peptide:MHC class I complexes from the cell surface allow the 

internalization of the heavy chain. This phenomenon that occurs in the endosome 
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can give place to the MHC class-II presentation pathway. Indeed, some of the MHC 

class I molecules can be recycled and present endosomal peptides as a part of a 

process so-called cross-presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peptide: MHC class I complexes are built in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and 

consist of two types of chain: a polymorphic heavy chain, the monomorphic  β2-

microglobulin chain and a short peptide. Initially, the heavy chain is stabilized by the 

chaperone calnexin, prior to coupling with the β2-microglobulin and then with a 

peptide (Figure 1-8). In absence of peptides, MHC-I molecules are stabilised by 

chaperone proteins: calreticulin (Erp57), protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) and 

tapasin. The complex of TAP, tapasin, MHC-I, ERp57 and calreticulin is called the 

peptide-loading complex. During the peptide loading process, tapasin interacts with 

the transport protein TAP (transporter associated with antigen presentation) which 

translocates peptides from the cytoplasm into the ER. Prior to entering the ER, 

peptides are derived from the degradation of proteins, which can come from a viral 

as well as a self-origin. The proteasome machinery is mainly involved in the 

degradation of proteins leading to peptides that are then translocated into the ER by 

means of TAP. TAP translocates peptides of 8 –16 amino acids length but if additional 

trimming is required in the ER before binding, an ER aminopeptidase associated with 

Figure 1-7: Complete Major Histocompatibility Class I complex molecule. MHC-I protein consists of 

a heavy chain which comprises 1 and 2 domains in contact with the peptide, a 3 immunoglobulin 

domain, a transmembrane domain with a cytoplasmic tail. The second chain is the 2 microglubilin that 

stabilises the whole complex.   
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antigen processing (ERAAP) can further trim the peptide. A peptide pool from 

defective ribosomal products (DRiPs) comes from 30–70% of proteins that are 

immediately degraded after synthesis because of defective transcription or 

translation (226). This pathway allows viral peptides to be presented rapidly (227). 

For instance, during influenza infection, infected cells can be recognized by cytotoxic 

lymphocytes only approximately 1.5 hours post-infection. 

Peptide:MHC class I complexes leave the ER for presentation at the cell surface only 

when peptides bind to MHC class I molecules and the chaperones are released from 

the complete complex. MHC class I molecules return to the cytosol when the peptide 

dissociate from the complex. In other cases, some MHC class I molecules never bind 

peptides and they are also degraded by the ER-associated protein degradation (ERAD) 

system. Finally, it is important to note that there are different proteasomes that 

produce peptides for MHC-I presentation: the 26S proteasome which is expressed by 

most cells; the immunoproteasome which is expressed by several immune cells; and 

the thymic-specific proteasome expressed by thymic epithelial cells. 

 

 

Figure 1-8: Schematic of MHC-I peptide presentation to cytotoxic lymphocytes. Proteins are 

degraded by the proteasome in the cytoplasm which produce peptides. Peptides then enter the ER in 

order to be loaded on class I molecules using the peptide loading complex. Peptides stabilise the MHC-

I complexes which can then reach the cell surface and present the peptide to cytotoxic lymphocytes 

such as NK or T cells. 
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1.6.5 The role of the peptide: KIR recognition 

It is clearly established now that KIR recognition is indeed influenced by the peptide 

bound to HLA (Figure 1-9).  Conversely, there is no truly peptide-specific recognition, 

since KIR can bind to the same HLA molecule carrying different peptides 

(114,214,228). Exogenous peptide presentation experiments using synthetic 

peptides, have demonstrated that P8 in nonamers is most critical for recognition of 

HLA-B and HLA-C (207,214,228–231). In the 2DL2:HLA-C*03 complex, the spatial 

structure for the formation of the ligand-receptor complex limits the peptide 

repertoire to amino acids with small side chains at position P8 (207). In contrast, in 

the 2DL1:Cw4 interface context, P8 residue is not in contact with the KIR and the 

electronegative surface of 2DL1 seems to not allow peptides with acidic residues in 

that position (209). Reports showed that peptides can influence KIR interaction with 

different HLA-C molecules (207,209,232). This may contribute to the variable 

recognition of allotypes sharing the same nominal specificity according to the residue 

at position 80 and in the meantime show that peptides can be either permissive or 

non-permissive to KIR recognition of HLA molecule (221). Despite the lack of peptide 

specificity in the KIR:HLA interaction, it is still relevant to investigate how peptides 

can influence NK cell recognition of abnormal cells. The basal set of peptides 

presented by healthy cells may contain a proportion of permissive peptides regulated 

just above the threshold that allowed inhibition of NK cells. Therefore, we can assume 

that subtle changes in that pool might then trigger NK cell activation. This could be 

a relevant mechanism for HLA-C molecules which are expressed at a very low level 

compare to HLA-A and B and are therefore closer to the threshold necessary for NK-

cell inhibition (233,234). 
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1.6.6 NK cells inhibitory receptors and peptide selectivity  

Key experiments performed in the mid-1990s have shown that the KIR are extremely 

sensitive to the peptide bound by MHC class I. This was originally demonstrated for 

KIR3DL1 and HLA-B*2705, and then for KIR2DL1 (213,214,230). Subsequent studies 

have extended these findings to other inhibitory KIR such as KIR2DL2, KIR2DL3, and 

KIR3DL2 (114,206,207,215,228,235). Furthermore, findings from these functional 

experiments were reinforced by co-crystal structures of KIR and their MHC class I 

ligands. The co-crystal of KIR2DL2 and HLA-C*03 with the GAVDPLLAL peptide 

demonstrated that specific residues of KIR directly contact P7 and P8 residues of the 

bound peptide (207). But, in the crystal structure of KIR2DL1 with HLA-Cw4, direct 

contacts between KIR and MHC class I peptide were not observed (209). Yet, P8 is 

solvent accessible and changes in this residue do lead to alterations in NK cell 

function, implying secondary effects of MHC class I peptide on KIR2DL1:HLA-C 

binding.  

 

The second big family of NK inhibitory receptor is the C-type lectin-like receptor 

NKG2A which forms a heterodimer with a related family member CD94 to recognize 

the non-classical MHC class I molecule HLA-E (236–240). It is well established that 

HLA-E  binds leader peptides derived from other HLA molecules ( HLA-A, -B, –C as well 

Figure 1-9: Peptide binding to HLA-C grove. Residues important for binding of peptide (red) to HLA-C 

molecule (green) and for killer immunoglobulin receptor (KIR) recognition are highlighted. Figure 

adapted from Blais et al., 2011  (323) 
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as -G) (241). Furthermore, studies shown that inhibitory signalling by CD94:NKG2A 

is also critically dependent on the type of peptide presented by HLA-E, and a hierarchy 

of HLA-E-bound peptides with different inhibitory properties for NKG2A-positive NK 

cells has been established (242,243). Co- crystallization of HLA-E and the HLA-G 

leader peptide VMAPRTLFL highlighted the peptide dependence of CD94:NKG2A 

(244,245). These studies showed that binding of CD94:NKG2A is determined by the 

non-signalling CD94 moiety, and also that P5, P6, and P8 residues have contacts with 

CD94 while only P8 interact with NKG2A. The importance of these specific residues 

has been confirmed in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) studies (246). Therefore, 

both inhibitory KIR and NKG2A are peptide selective. Furthermore, despite the rapid 

evolution of the KIR alongside that of classical MHC class I, this peptide dependence 

is a feature that has been retained across divergent KIR lineages (247).  

 

1.6.7 Antagonism of NK cells inhibition through inhibitory receptors 

In 2010, our group used a reductionist model system to investigate the functional 

consequences of KIR peptide selectivity. We identified peptides that bind to and 

stabilize the cell-surface expression of HLA-C*0102, but do not support a high affinity 

KIR/HLA interaction (218). We used VAPWNSLSL peptide and its derivatives. 

VAPWNSLSL is a peptide derived from TIMP1 (Tissue Metalloproteinase Inhibitor 1) 

eluted from an HLA-C*0102 transfectant of the MHC class I deficient 721.221 cell line 

(248). HLA-C*0102 belongs to HLA-C1 group specificity and is well known to engage 

with inhibitory receptors KIR2DL2 and KIR2DL3. Peptide derivatives differed only at 

the KIR-binding residues of P7 and P8 (218). By using KIR-fusion constructs in assay 

we were able to identify peptide derivatives that induced significant binding to 

KIR2DL2 and KIR2DL3. This allowed to established strong, weak, and null KIR binders, 

and this binding reactivity correlated with their ability to inhibit NK cells. To assess 

the effect of peptide repertoire changes on NK cell activation, the strongest inhibitory 

peptide VAPWNSFAL (VAP-FA), and the non-inhibitory peptide VAPWNSDAL (VAP-DA) 

were studied in detail. In this study, it was found that the non-inhibitory peptide VAP-

DA modulated the inhibition of KIR2DL2/3-positive NK cells. This phenomenon was 

called “peptide antagonism” in order to indicate that peptides that have no effect on 

NK cell function when used in isolation, can efficiently reduce the inhibition due to 

inhibitory peptides. Thus, peptide antagonism can be listed among the different 

manner that get NK cells to be activated (Figure 1-10). 
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We also demonstrated that this effect is more prevalent for KIR2DL3 than for KIR2DL2, 

presumably due to the stronger inhibitory interaction of the later with C1 (249). Such 

sensitivity to peptide interactions could enable NK cells to sense subtle changes in 

the peptide repertoire that can occur during viral infections or during cancer. Further 

investigation demonstrated that the antagonist peptide VAP-DA which did not bind 

KIR in the fusion construct assay disrupted KIR clustering and therefore induce a 

release of NK cells from their inhibition (219). In principle this would be a more 

sensitive sensing mechanism than the large-scale alterations of HLA expression on 

target cells that cause self-HLA class I to be missing (250). 

The precise molecular mechanism of antagonism is not clear at present but it appears 

that intracellular signalling events are likely to be important. Mechanisms governing 

the phenomenon of “peptide antagonism” require additional investigation. 

Figure 1-10: Different mechanism leading to NK cell activation. Target cells at a healthy state inhibit 

NK cell as the balance between inhibitory and activating signals is in favour of the inhibitory signalling. 

When target cells become abnormal, they trigger NK cell activation as the activating signalling overcome 

the inhibitory one. This happen in the following situations: down regulation of MHC-I molecule (missing 

self), increased expression of foreign activating ligand (non-self) or expression of endogenous altered 

peptide (Altered-self). 
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Finally, all studies carried about the peptide selectivity of KIR2DL2/3 and 

CD94:NKG2A have so far given novel insights into the functions of these receptors. 

Additionally, “altered self-recognition” need to be considered as much as induced self- 

and missing self- recognition for NK cells expressing these receptors. Testing of these 

models in vivo is now required to establish the significance of these observations for 

disease.  

 

1.6.8 Considerations for viral infections  

NK cells may be sensitive to changes in the peptide repertoire presented by MHC class 

I as both inhibitory receptor families (KIR and CD94:NKG2A) are peptide selective 

receptors. Consequently, we can assume that the content of peptide presentation can 

be a key for changing NK cell reactivity.  

The MHC class I peptidome is a complex mixture of host peptides. The MHC class I 

repertoire on the cell surface is the result of several processes: cellular protein 

degradation; access of peptides to nascent MHC class I molecules; and the multi-step 

process of peptide loading. Viral infection or cell transformation can alter the cell 

peptidome at many levels, including switching off host protein synthesis, turning on 

viral peptide synthesis, interfering with MHC class I peptide loading, and changing 

the recycling of MHC class I, leading to cell-surface down-regulation (251).  

Peptides presented by MHC class I are derived from the degradation of mature 

proteins or “retirees.” Still, recent data suggest that an extensive fraction of MHC 

class I peptide derives from defective protein synthesis also called “DRiPs” (defective 

ribosomal products) (252,253). DRiPs may additionally be derived from alternative 

open- reading frames, and the presentation of these “cryptic” epitopes may make 

understanding the peptide repertoire more difficult (254). For instance, as the HCV 

genome is 9.3 kb long which means that there is a substantial probability of mutation. 

This feature actually favours viral escape mutation, but may also lead to the synthesis 

of DRiPs. Favouring the DRiPs model, viral epitopes for CTL have been shown to be 

produced from newly synthesized peptides, rather than from mature proteins, 

confirming the potential of this mechanism for altering the host peptide repertoire 

(255). Also, the effectiveness of presentation of an epitope may depend on the source 

of the mRNA (viral or cellular) and there may also be compartmentalization in the 

subcellular localization of peptides for class I presentation (256,257).  
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Thus, generating a peptide repertoire in the context of a viral infection is a complex 

procedure that is not readily predictable. Quantitation of viral epitopes stands as a 

key factor, as although both NKG2A and KIR-positive NK cells are sensitive to changes 

in peptide repertoire, the relative level of these changes will likely be important. 

Additionally, it has been shown that KIR2DL2 can be a driving force on HIV sequence 

(258) and the selection of a strong inhibitory peptide may skew the balance in the 

favour of inhibition which is a means of evasion of the immune response by the virus. 

Nevertheless, accurate quantitation is required to determine whether this is only due 

to the generation of viral peptides or a combination of host and viral peptides. Indeed, 

the wide range of peptide specificity of KIR involves that host peptides would be as 

effective as viral peptides in modifying NK cell reactivity. Interference with host 

protein synthesis by virus infection may enhance the formation of DRiPs that could 

then lead to a large change in peptide repertoire content (259,260). The way a virus 

can affect a peptide repertoire is complex. To date, this process requires much more 

detailed investigation before it can be possible to draw a link with how they can 

impact inhibitory receptor signalling by NK cells.  

A number of key points remain to be resolved with respect to peptide antagonism. 

At present, this phenomenon has only been demonstrated for one receptor:ligand 

system, and whether this extends to other KIR, or even KIR2DL2/3 with other group 

1 HLA-C ligands needs to be examined. The physiological relevance of the 

antagonism phenomenon during viral infections, and especially how it affects the 

balance between inhibition and activation of an NK cell in physiological and 

pathological situations still needs to be understood. A study on HIV peptides has 

shown that the majority of peptides is non-KIR binders and could be considered 

antagonistic or null peptides (261). In this work of 217 HIV-derived peptides tested, 

11 were identified that bound HLA-C*0102, and only one of these bound KIR2DL2.  

 

1.7 Specificity of Activating KIR2D receptors 

KIR2DS1 and -2 binding to HLA-C has been clearly shown to be weaker than to their 

inhibitory counterparts 2DL1/2/3 (201,221,235). Nevertheless, binding specificity of 

KIR2DS1 for Lys80 HLA-C and KIR2DS2 for Asn80 HLAC allotypes could be reproduced 

in flow cytometry assays using Fc constructs of 2DS1 and a 2DS2Y45F mutant with 

enhanced affinity (201,221). All 2DL1 residues that contact C*0401 are conserved in 
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2DS1, but the non-conservative substitution of Lys for Thr70 seems to define the 

lower affinity of the latter receptor (201). Similarly, only a phenylalanine to tyrosine 

change distinguishes the interacting loops of 2DL2 from those of 2DS2, but swapping 

this residue enhances the affinity of 2DS2 for HLA-CAsn80 allotypes (201,221,235). 

Among the other human KIR2D with activating character, 2DS3 and 2DS5 are similar 

to 2DL1 at residues implicated in HLA-C recognition, whereas 2DS4 is more similar 

to 2DL2. The actual specificities of 2DS3 and 2DS5 have yet to be investigated, and 

as their extracellular domains bear one or more substitutions in the loops implicated 

in HLA-C recognition, reliable prediction of their specificity is not possible. As for 

2DS4, some reports show recognition of certain, but not all, HLA-C allotypes, while 

other studies failed to demonstrate interaction with any HLA-A, -B or -C allotypes 

(221,232,235,262–265). Identifying peptide ligands for KIR2DS receptors still remain 

an actual challenge. But further investigations will help to understand the KIR:HLA 

interactions as well as on the specificity and function of these KIR.  

 

1.8 NK cell activation 

NK cells directly kill targeted cells through a number of mechanisms:  

(i) by releasing cytoplasmic granules containing perforin and granzymes which leads 

to cell apoptosis by caspase-dependent and -independent pathways (Figure 1-11). 

Cytotoxic granules are orientated in the direction of the target cell soon after NK–

target cell interaction. These granules are then released into the intercellular space 

in a calcium-dependent manner. Granzymes can penetrate into the cell via pores 

made into the cell membrane by perforin. These processes lead to target cell 

apoptosis (266,267);  

(ii) by death receptor-mediated apoptosis. Some of the NK population express 

tumour-necrosis factor (TNF) family members, such as FasL or TNF-related apoptosis-

inducing ligand (TRAIL), which can prompt tumour-cell apoptosis by interacting with 

their respective receptors, Fas and TRAIL receptor (TRAILR), expressed on tumour 

cells. TNF- which is produced by activated NK cells can also induce tumour-cell 

apoptosis (268–273);  

(iii) by secreting various effector molecules, such as IFN-, that encourage anti-tumour 

functions in various ways, such as restricting tumour angiogenesis and stimulating 

adaptive immunity. Cytokine activation or exposure to tumour cells is also associated 
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with nitric oxide (NO) production, where NK cells kill target cell by NO signalling (274–

277);  

(iv) through antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) by expressing CD16 

molecule which is involved in the killing of tumour cells. The anti-tumour activity of 

NK cells can be further boosted by cytokines such as IL-2, IL-12, IL-18, IL-15 or those 

that induce IFN production (278–282). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.9 Hypothesis, aims and Experimental plan 

Viral infection and tumourigenesis lead to changes in MHC-I peptide repertoire and 

these changes affect NK cell activation. My project aims to understand how the MHC-

I peptide repertoire modulation can affect NK cells function and their activation by 

focusing on the HLA-C ligands and especially the HLA-C group 1 (HLA-C1). 

Figure 1-11: Schematic for NK cell inhibition and activation. In inhibition, both activating as well as 

inhibitory receptors can be ligated, but the inhibitory receptor interaction dominates. In the inhibitory 

interaction, the balance favours the ligation of the inhibitory receptors and the secretory lysosomes 

containing Perforin and Granzymes, as well as the exosomes containing cytokines remain evenly 

distributed within the cytoplasm. In the activating interaction, a preponderance of activating receptors 

dominates over inhibitory receptor signalling. This results in a reorganization of the cell surface 

molecules and cytoskeleton leading to the polarization of the secretory bodies to the contact site (also 

known as the immunological synapse). Once polarized, the granules can be released to exert their 

cytotoxic effect.  From Orange and Ballas,  (324). 
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Understanding how peptide repertoire influences NK cells function may be important 

for interpreting their role in the immune response to viral infections and 

tumourigenesis. On the other hand, studying the MHC-I peptide repertoire could 

identify interesting peptides which modulate NK cell function and lead to peptide 

vaccine candidates. 

1.9.1 Aim 1: Demonstrate that peptide antagonism is not restricted to 

only one HLA-C allele 

Natural Killer (NK) cells activation requires the integration of inhibitory and activating 

signalling. Inhibitory signals are determined by members of the killer cell 

immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR) family, which have MHC class I for ligands.  

Therefore down-regulation of MHC I during viral infection or tumourigenesis induces 

NK cells activation. However we have shown that peptide antagonism of MHC class I 

provides an alternative mechanism for activation for KIR2DL3-positive NK cells. This 

occurs when a weak KIR binding peptide disrupts the inhibitory signalling of a strong 

binding peptide.   

Peptide antagonism has been defined only for HLA-C*0102, endogenously expressed 

in TAP-deficient cells, using a peptide variant of VAPWNSLSL (VAPWNSDAL and 

VAPWNSDYL) (218,219). To determine whether this phenomenon is a unique property 

of HLA-C*0102, we studied HLA-C*0304. HLA-C*0304 as HLA-C*0102 belongs to the 

HLA-C1and has for inhibitory receptor KIR2DL2/L3. We aimed to identify an 

antagonist peptide for HLA-C*0304.   Our objective is to show that this peptide is a 

weak NK cell inhibitor and releases NK cell from inhibition despite the presence of a 

peptide that strongly inhibits NK cells. Additionally, we would like to demonstrate 

that the identified peptide disrupts the KIR receptor clustering in presence of the 

strong NK cell inhibitory peptide. 

 

1.9.2 Aim 2: Design of a novel method for peptide high throughput 

screen  

In our hands, assessment of NK cell activation using NK lines demonstrated high 

background when using traditional functional assays such as degranulation assay 

(CD107a) or LDH assay. Now, we aim to develop a novel assay, the Granzyme B assay, 
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which is based on the HPLC technology and which will help to evaluate a wide range 

of peptide in term of NK cell activation.  

The principle of this experiment is to analyse the cleavage of the Caspase 3 (C3P) 

designed peptide in the presence of GzmB. The cleavage of this peptide only occurs 

when NK cells produce the Granzyme B enzyme during the co-culture between NK 

lines and target cells (beforehand loaded with different peptides). The objectives for 

this assay are: feasibility, sensitivity and usage for high-thought put experiments. 

 

1.9.3 Aim 3: Identifying viral induced changes in peptide repertoire and 

assessing how this may affect NK cell reactivity  

Peptidome analysis of a cell line under different conditions can inform us as to how 

having HLA-C or HLA-C plus a replicon system which mimics a viral infection can 

impact on the baseline peptidome.  

HuH-7 is a well differentiated hepatocyte derived cellular carcinoma cell line that was 

initially taken from a liver tumour in a 57-year-old Japanese male back in 1982. These 

cells are an immortal cell line of epithelial-like tumorigenic cells which usually grow 

in 2D monolayers. They will be used as a study model to determine the impact of 

HLA-C expression and subsequently the combination of HLA-C and a replicating viral 

construct on the peptidome 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Peptides 

Synthetic peptides were purchased from Peptide Protein Research (Hampshire, UK) 

and GL Biochem (Shanghai, China). High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 

and Mass Spectrometry (MS) confirmed their identities and the purity was greater 

than 95%.  One peptide series had an amino acid substitution at position 8 (P8) 

(GAVDPLLXL): GAVDPLLAL (LA), GAVDPLL8SL (L8S), GAVDPLL8YL (L8Y) and 

GAVDPLL8VL (L8V) and GAVDPLL8KL (L8K) and the second series with an amino acid 

substitution at position 7 (P7) (GAVDPLXAL): GAVDPL7FAL (L7F), GAVDPL7DAL (L7D) 

and GAVDPL7RAL (L7R).  

The YYGIETDSGVDDYY (Caspase 3 peptide, C3P) peptide was purchased from GL 

Biochem (Shanghai, China).  HPLC and MS were use to confirm identity and the purity 

was greater than 95%. 

Selected peptides from the immunopeptidome analysis [VFLPKDVAL (VFL), 

FLVNHDFSPL (FLV), VVPPFLQPEV (VVP), FFMPGFAPL (FFM), SSPITLQAL (SSP), 

YVHDAPVRSL (YVH), RLPPLLSPL (RLP), FLITQLKML (FLI) and MAPARLFAL (MAP)] were 

ordered from GL Biochem manufactured to the same specifications as above. 

 

2.2 Cells lines, PBMC and cell culture 

We used the following target cells, 721.221, 721.221:C*0304 and 721.221:C*0304-

ICP47 which are B cell derivatives (283). 721.221:C*03-ICP47 cells are 721.221 cells 

transduced with HLA-C*0304 and transfected with ICP47, a Herpes simplex protein 

that blocks TAP.  

PBMC from healthy donors were used as source of NK cells (effector cells) during 

degranulation assays. Cells were all cultured in R10 medium (RPMI 1640 medium 

supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen) and 10% FBS (HyClone) 

and for 721.221C*03-ICP47 cells the medium was supplemented with 500g/ml of 

Hygromycin (HygroGold, Invivogen, Toulouse, France). 
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We used NKL lines that were transfected with KIR2DL2 receptor (NKL-2DL2). Cells 

were cultured in R10 medium supplemented with 100IU/ml of IL-2. Prior to use in 

Granzyme B assays, NKL-2DL2 and target cells were washed and re-suspended in 

AIM-V+AlbuMAX (AIM-V) (BSA) 1X medium (Gibco Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) 

medium before co-culture.  

All cells were maintained in culture at 37
o

C, 5%CO2 and in humidified atmosphere. 

 

2.3 ICP47 gene transfection in 721.221:C*0304 cells 

721.221:C*0304 cells were transfected with the pcDNA3.1(+) plasmid containing the 

ICP47 gene and were then selected with 500g/ml of Hygromycin. pcDNA3.1(+) is a 

5428bp plasmid which carries the CMV promoter, SV40 origin or replication and a 

Hygromycin resistance gene (Figure 2-1). 

For the transfection, we used jetPrime transfection kit (Polyplus Transfection). In a 

six well plate, we seeded 5x10
5

cell/well. Two ratios of DNA to transfection reagent 

were tested (2:1 and 3:1). Untransfected cells were used as negative controls. 200l 

of jetPrime buffer were mixed with the DNA and incubated for 10min at room 

temperature. Then, the mix was added onto the cells and cells were incubated for 

four hours at 37°C, 5%CO2 in a humidified atmosphere. After the incubation, the 

medium was changed and after 24 hours cells were put under selected using 

500g/ml of hygromycin for 30 days before obtaining outgrowth of 

721.221:C*0304:ICP47 transfected cells. After cell expansion, grown cells were 

tested for MHC-I and HLA-C expression using the DT9 antibody. The staining 

procedure was the same as described below. 
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2.4 Peptide stabilization assay 

2x10
5

 721.221C*0304-ICP47 cells were incubated overnight at 26°C, 5%CO2 and 

humidified atmosphere in R10 alone or in R10 medium containing 0–100μM of the 

specified peptide. Stabilization was assessed with DT9 antibody which is binds HLA-

C but can also recognize HLA-E (284).  

After incubation with the peptides, cells were washed twice with 200l of FACS wash 

buffer (PBS 1X + 1%BSA + 0.1%NaN3) and re-suspended in 100 l of FACS blocking 

buffer (PBS 1X + 1%BSA + 0.1%Na2N3 + 10%human AB serum) then incubated for 

30min at 4
o

C. The primary antibody, DT9, was produced and purified in-house from 

the hybridoma cells.  DT9 was diluted at 1/10 before to be used. Then cells were 

incubated at 4
o

C with these antibodies for 1hr followed by 30min of incubation with 

a polyclonal goat anti-mouse antibody conjugated with PE diluted at 1/50 (Abcam, 

UK). All antibody incubations were done in 50l final volume. After final washes, 

cells were re-suspended in fixing buffer [1x PBS+ 1%PFA (Santa Cruz, USA)] and 

staining analysed on a BD Accuri C6 Flow Cytometer with BD CFlow Software (BD 

Biosciences, Oxford, UK). 

Figure 2-1: Schematic describing the establishment of the new study model for HLA-C*0304 

peptides presentation. 721.221 cells expressing HLA-C*0304 were transfected with plasmid construct 

containing ICP47 gene. Successful transfection induces down regulation of HLA-C*0304. 
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2.5 Measurement of the decay of cell surface HLA-C 

molecules  

6x10
5 

721.221-ICP47 cells were incubated overnight with 100M of peptide (P7 and 

P8 GAV peptide variants) in a 48 well plate in 600l final at 26
O

C. The next day, 

aliquots of 1x10
5 

cells were harvested and washed once with 200l of R10 then 

resuspended in 100l RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FCS and containing 1X 

brefeldin A (5g/ml)  (Biolegend, San Diego, USA) at 37
O

C. Cells were incubated at 0, 

0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 6 h with brefeldin A treatment. Surface expression of HLA-C was 

quantified by indirect immunofluorescent staining using a saturating concentration 

of the conformation-dependent HLA-C specific monoclonal antibody DT9 followed by 

fluorescent-labelled goat anti mouse IgG and analysis by flow cytometry. 10,000 

events gated in live cells were acquired.  

 

2.6 Degranulation Assays 

PBMCs, isolated using Hypaque-Ficoll density centrifugation, were stimulated 

overnight with 1ng/ml recombinant HuIL-15 (R&D Systems, Abingdon, UK). The 

721.221C*0304-ICP47 cells were loaded with peptide at 26°C overnight and 

resuspended, with the PBMCs at an E:T ratio of 5:1, in fresh R10 medium containing 

peptides and CD107a–eFluor 660 mAb (eBioscience, Hatfield, UK). Cells were 

incubated at 26°C for 4hrs, with 6 g/ml GolgiStop (BD Biosciences, Oxford, UK) 

added after 1hr of the incubation. Cells were stained with CD3-PerCP (BioLegend UK, 

Cambridge, UK), CD56-PE, and CD158b-FITC (anti-KIR2DL2/3 and 2DS2; BD 

Biosciences, Oxford, UK) and then analysed as describe below. 

To assess the effect of changing peptide repertoire on NK cell activation, we 

proceeded to degranulation assays (285). This technique is based on the detection of 

Lysosomal-Associated Membrane Protein-1 (LAMP-1: CD107a). Peptide loaded cells 

were co-cultured in presence of PBMC for 1hr in presence of anti- LAMP-1 antibody 

(CD107a) (Figure 2-2). After 1hr of incubation, Golgi Stop (Monensin) was added and 

cells where incubated for 4hrs hours at 26
o

C. After a total of 5hrs of incubation cells 

were washed, blocked and stained with: an anti-CD3 to identify T cells, with an anti-

CD56 to identify and select NK cells (CD3
-

/CD56
+

 population) and with an anti-

CD158b to distinguish KIR-positive from KIR-negative populations among NK cells. In 
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all our CD107a assays, we included controls for activation and inhibition by using 

721.221 and 721.221:C*0304 target cells rspectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7 Peptide elution from MHC class I and HPLC analysis 

Peptide elution from class I molecules was performed using the mild acid elution 

method also called “the Storkus method” (286). In order to obtain enough material 

and to be able to detect loaded peptide, 2.5x10
6

 721.221C*0304-ICP47 cells were 

used. After an overnight of incubation with 20M of peptide, cells were harvested and 

washed three times with 500l of sterile PBS 1X (300xg for 5min at 4
o

C). Cell pellets 

were re-suspended in approximately 250l citrate-phosphate buffer (0.131M Citric 

Acid + 0.066M Sodium Phosphate Dibasic, pH 3.3), gently mixed and incubated for 

1min at room temperature, before being centrifuged at maximum speed of 16,000g 

to eliminate any trace of cells debris in the supernatants. The clear supernatant was 

retained, diluted 1:2 with the loading buffer and run through the uHPLC. Excess 

supernatant was stored at -80°C for future analysis.  

Figure 2-2: Degranulation Assay with Lamp detection and gating strategies. Target cells were 

cultured with PBMC and then stained for Lamp-1 but also CD3, CD56, and CD158b. Lamp expression is 

analyzed among CD158b positive cells. 721.221 (activation) and 721.221:C*03 (inhibition) were used 

as controls. 
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Eluted peptides were separated by a one dimension set up Reversed Phase-HPLC (RP-

HPLC) on a Dionex system equipped (Hemel Hempstead, UK)  with a reversed phase 

C18 trapping and analytical columns using an acetonitrile gradient in 0.05% TFA. 

Loading buffer (98%H2O + 2% ACN + 0.05% TFA), solvent A (100%H2O + 0.05% TFA) 

and solvent B (20%H2O + 80% ACN + 0.05% TFA) were used for the UHPLC analysis 

and peptides detection. H2O, Acetonitrile (ACN) and Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) were 

all HPLC grade and from Fisher Scientific (Loughborough, UK). 

Eluates, diluted in loading buffer, were chromatographically analysed on a Dionex 

UltiMate 3000 RSLC nanoflow LC system equipped with a Dionex Acclaim PepMap 

100 C18 (5mm length x 300μm internal diameter; 5μm particle size, 100Å) trap 

column to concentrate analytes, and a Dionex Acclaim PepMap RSLC C18 (15cm 

length x 75μm internal diameter; 2μm particle size, 100Å) analytical column for 

sample separation.  

6.6l of each sample diluted at 1/2 in the loading buffer and 1-5l of standard (0.2M-

1M) diluted on in the loading buffer, were loaded by injection loop (20l sample 

loop) onto the trap column at a 350nl/min flow rate. After trapping the flow was 

redirected by means of a 10-port switching valve and the flow-through from the trap 

column directed onto the analytical column at 15l/min.  

The columns were subjected to a gradient of 96:4 – 40:60 (solvent A:solvent B for 

30mins and from 40:60 – 10:90 A:B (5mins) at 15μl/min. This was then held for 5mins 

before a reverse gradient to 96:4 A:B (10min) was applied. Columns were then re-

equilibrated in (Solvent A) for 15mins (total run time of 53 minutes). Peptides were 

detected by a UV detector set at a wavelength of 214nm.  

 

2.8 PBMC DNA extraction 

PBMC were thawed, washed with PBS 1X and counted (10
7

 cells were used for the DNA 

extraction). Cells were resuspended in 200ml of 1X PBS 20l of Proteinase K 

(Promega, UK) were aliquoted into the bottom of a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube 

(eppendorf tube) and 200l of cell suspension were added to the tubes followed by 

an addition of 200l of buffer AL and briefly vortexed.  Samples were incubated for 

10 minutes at 56
o

C. After a brief centrifugation, 200l of 100% ethanol were added 

in the tubes followed by a brief vortex and spun again. 

The mixture was carefully applied to the QIAamp Mini spin column (in a 2 ml 

collection tube) without wetting the rim. Tubes were centrifuge at 6000xg (8000 rpm) 
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for 1 minute.  The QIAamp Mini spin columns were placed in a clean 2 ml collection 

tube and the tubes containing the filtrate were discarded. Carefully, 500l of Buffer 

AW1 were added without wetting the rim and tubes were centrifuge at 6000xg (8000 

rpm) for 1 minute. The QIAamp Mini spin columns were placed in a clean 2 ml 

collection tubes and the collection tubes containing the filtrate were discarded. 

Then, 500l of Buffer AW2 were added without wetting the rim and tubes were 

centrifuge at maximum speed (20 000xg, 14000 rpm) for 3 minutes followed by a 

second centrifugation at full speed for 1 minute. 

The QIAamp Mini spin columns were placed in a clean 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube, 

and the collection tubes containing the filtrate were discarded. 200 l of Buffer AE 

were added and tubes were incubated at room temperature for 1 minute, and then 

centrifuge at 6000xg (8000 rpm) for 1 minute. A second elution step with a further 

200μl Buffer AE was preceded in order to increase the yields by up to 15%. DNA was 

quantified using NanoDrop and then stored at -20
o

C for long term storage. 

 

2.9 KIR genotyping  

DNA extraction for PCR typing was prepared from PBMCs (n=8 donors) using the 

QIAamp Blood Kit according to manufacturer’s instructions (QIAGEN, UK) as described 

above. KIR genotyping was performed by sequence specific primer PCR (PCR-SSP) 

(287) using the Tetrad 2 Engine Cycler (MJ Research, USA) as a thermocycler.  

For KIR2DL2 the primers were, forward: 5’-ACTTCCTTCTGCACAGAGAA-3’ (Fa538) 

and reverse: 5’-GCCCTGCAGAGAACCTACA-3’ (Rt854), amplifying a 1868bp 

fragment. For KIR2DL3 the primers were, forward 5’-ACAGAGAAGGGAAGTTTAAG-3’ 

(Fg550) and reverse: 5’- CCCTGCAGAGAACCTACG-3’ (Rcon854), amplifying a 1858bp 

fragment. For KIR2DS2 the primers were, forward 5’- TGCACAGAGAGGGGAAGTA-3’ 

(Fa546) and reverse: 5’-CACGCTCTCTCCTGCCAA-3’ (Rt767), amplifying a 1775bp 

fragment. The GH1 gene was used as a internal control using the following primers: 

forward 5’- CTTCCCAACCATTCCCTTA-3’ and reverse: 5’-CGGATTTCTGTTGTGTTTC-

3’ which gave a 424bp product (287). Amplification was performed in a 25 l reaction, 

using the primers at a concentration of 1M (specific) or 0.5M (internal positive 

control), dNTP mix (Promega, UK) at a concentration of 200 M, 5U/ml Go Taq Hot 

Start Polymerase (Promega, UK) and 200ng DNA under the following conditions: initial 

denaturation at 95°C for 2 min; followed by 10 cycles at 94°C for 20s, 65°C for 10s 

and 72°C for 1min30s; then 20 cycles at 94°C for 20s, 61°C for 20s and 72°C for 
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1min30s; and then a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. Each experiment also included 

a negative control (H2O). Amplification products were analysed on a 1.2% Agarose gel 

using a Nancy-520 DNA gel stain (Sigma Aldrich, UK). 

 

2.10  Confocal microscopy 

721.221:C*0403-ICP47 Cells were cultured with 100M final concentration of peptide 

overnight at 26
o

C, and then incubated at a 1:1 ratio with NKL-2DL3 GFP for 10 min at 

37
o

C. Conjugates were fixed 2% PFA for 30 min at 37
o

C and imaged by resonance 

scanning confocal microscopy with laser lines of 488nm and a 63x1.2 numerical 

aperture glycerol immersion objective (TCS SP8, Leica). Images were acquired with 

Leica Application Suite X (Leica) and analyzed with ImageJ (National Institutes of 

Health) software. The increase in fluorescence intensity at the immune synapse was 

calculated as a ratio of the average fluorescence intensity along NKL-2DL3 GFP - 

721.221:C*0403-ICP47 interface, compared  with the average fluorescence intensity 

along the NKL-2DL3 GFP plasma membrane not in contact with another cell, with both 

values corrected for background fluorescence, as measured within an empty region 

of the image.   

 

2.11 KIR binding assay  

2.11.1 Affinity of P7 peptide variants for KIR  

2x10
5

 721.221:C*0403-ICP47 cells were incubated in the presence or absence of 

100M peptide overnight at 26
o

C. rhKIR2DL2-Fc chimera (R&D systems, Abingdon, 

UK) was conjugated with protein A Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) at a ratio 

of 12:1 KIR: protein A (12 KIR: 1 protein A) overnight at 4
o

C. The following day 

peptide loaded cells were stained with 50g/ml of KIR chimera for 1hr at room 

temperature. Samples were washed twice with PBS and bound fusion proteins 

detected by flow cytometry, fluorescence of 10,000 cells gated by forward and side 

scatter was analyzed using BD Accuri C6 Flow Cytometer with BD CFlow Software (BD 

Biosciences, Oxford, UK). 
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2.11.2 KIR binding and peptide titration  

2x10
5

 721.221C*0304-ICP47 cells were incubated overnight at 26°C, 5%CO2 and 

humidified atmosphere in R10 alone or in R10 medium containing 0–100μM of L7R, 

L7F and L7D peptides. Staining was done as described above (section 1.11.1). 

2.11.3 KIR binding, HLA-C and Degranulation Assay 

5x10
5

 721.221:C*0403-ICP47 cells were incubated in the presence of L7R peptide 

from 0 to 100M or with a combination of L7D and L7R overnight at 26
o

C. 

rhKIR2DL2-Fc chimera (R&D systems, Abingdon, UK) was conjugated with protein A 

Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) at a molecular ratio of 12:1 KIR: protein A 

(12 KIR: 1 protein A) overnight at 4
o

C. The following day, some of the peptide loaded 

cells were used in degranulation assay and some were stained with 50g/ml of KIR-

protein A
A488

 for 1hr at room temperature. KIR stained samples were washed twice 

with PBS and bound fusion proteins detected by flow cytometry. In parallel, target 

cells were also stained with DT9 to ensure HLA-C stabilization at the cell surface. 

Fluorescence of 10,000 cells gated by forward and side scatter was analyzed using 

BD Accuri C6 Flow Cytometer with BD CFlow Software for both KIR2DL2 and DT9 

stainings (BD Biosciences, Oxford, UK). 
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2.12 Minigenes for endogenous peptide presentation 

2.12.1 Minigene preparation 

For these experiments, we used minigene constructs which consists of the 

endoplasmic reticulum signal sequence followed by the peptide sequence of interest 

and a stop codon at the end, as described in Figure 2-3. The ER signal sequence 

(MRYMILGLLALAAVCSA) is derived from the human adenovirus C serotype 6 virus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Primers were designed by Dannielle Wellington (University of Southampton, UK) and 

dissolved at 1mM in H2O. These were phosphorylated using T4 phospho-kinase in the 

following way. T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (New England Biolabs) and 10ug primer (10ul 

of 1mM stock) were diluted in dH2O in T4 buffer (New England Biolabs, Hitchin, UK). 

Mixes were incubated for 1 hour at 37
o

C. Then 5’ and 3’ primers were added and 

floated on top of boiling water in a beaker until the water cooled (~3-4 hours). 

DNA vector pcDNA6 (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) was double digested with EcoRI 

(New England Biolabs, Hitchin, UK) and HindIII (New England Biolabs, Hitchin, UK) 

followed by gel extraction and purification. Minigenes were ligated into pcDNA6 

overnight afterwards transformed into competent bacteria One Shot TOP10 

Chemically Competent E.Coli (Thermo Fisher, Loughborough, UK). 

Figure 2-3: Primers design. 5’ primer and 3’ primer were designed to contain a cloning nucleotide in 

bleu, the peptide of interest sequence in yellow and a stop codon in red. These two primers will then 

constitute the minigene to insert in the plasmid vector. 
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2.12.2 Minigenes transformation into competent cells 

S.O.C (Super Optimal broth with Catabolite repression) solution was pre-warmed at 

37
o

C degree then aliquoted out, 250ul for each reaction. Aliquot of 50l of chemically 

competent E.coli bacteria (Thermo Fischer, Loughborough, UK) were thawed on ice. 

Then ligation reaction mixture (5l) was put straight into the competent cells by 

gentle tapping. Vials were placed on ice for 30 minutes, then placed 30 seconds in 

the water bath at 42
o

C for to Heat shock the E.coli. vials were placed back on ice for 

2 minutes. 

Pre-warmed S.O.C solution was added into the E.Coli containing vials then the latter 

were placed on the heat block at 37
o

C for 1 hour under shaking (250 rpm). 50l of 

the transformed mixture were plated onto LB agar under ampicillin selection. Agar 

plates were placed at 37
o

C degree overnight. The next day, colonies were picked for 

further colony PCR and growth in liquid agar the next day. 

 

2.12.3 Extraction of plasmids containing minigenes 

Plasmids were extracted by Maxiprep (QIAGEN, UK). Bacterial cultures were harvested 

by centrifugation at 6000xg (8000rpm) for 15 minutes at 4
o

C. The supernatants were 

decanted and the entire remaining medium was removed. Bacteria were re-suspended 

in Buffer P1 (50mM Tris-Cl, pH 8, 10mM EDTA, 100g/ml RNase A) then Buffer P2 

was added (200mM NaOH, 1%SDS) and incubated at RT for 5min (until the suspension 

turned bleu). During this incubation, the QIAfilter cartridge were prepared. After 

incubation, Buffer P3 (3M Potassium Acetate, pH 5.5) was added and the suspension 

became colourless. The lysates were then poured into the filter cartridge and followed 

by 10 min of incubation at RT. In the meantime, QIAGEN-tip column were equilibrated 

by applying buffer QBT (750mM NaCl, 50mM MOPS, pH 7). Lysates were then filtered 

into the equilibrated column. Columns were washed twice with Buffer QC (1M NaCl, 

50mM MOPS, pH 7) then the DNA were eluted using Buffer QF (1.25M NaCl, 50mM 

Tris-Cl, pH 8.5). DNA were precipitated by adding 70% ethanol and by spinning down 

at 15000xg for 10min. The supernatants were final carefully decanted and the pellets 

were air-dry in order to avoid DNA degradation. Finally, the DNA were dissolved in 

the TE buffer, pH 8 (10MmM Tris-Cl, pH 8, 1mM EDTA).  DNA was quantified using 

the NanoDrop. Purified plasmids were stored at -20
o

C for long-term storage.  
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2.13 Transfection of minigenes constructs into 

721.221:C*0304 cells by electroporation 

Cells were counted and concentrated at 2x10
6 

cells/ml then 2x10
6

 cells were 

aliquoted for each transfection. After spinning cell suspension, supernatant were 

completely removed from each aliquot and cells were resuspended in 100l Solution 

V mixed with Nucleofector Solution. 

7.5g of total DNA were used (5g plasmid DNA containing L7R, L7D minigenes 

mixed with 2.5g plasmid DNA containing GFP tag). Cells were added to the cuvette. 

Afterwards, the cuvette was put in the electroporator machine (Amaxa, Lonza) and 

program A-24 was run. Electroporated cells were removed quickly from cuvette and 

add to 1ml pre-warmed media in a 12-well dish. This procedure was repeated for each 

transfection (Figure 2-4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Schematic describing the minigene strategy. 721.221 cells expressing HLA-C*0304 were 

electroporated with one of two different minigene constructs (step 1): one construct encodes for the 

inhibitory peptide (in red) and the second construct encode for the non-inhibitory peptide (bleu). 24-

48hrs after electroporation, cells were put under Blasticidin selection (10g/ml) in order to generate 

stable transfected cells which will present the peptide on their surface (step 2). 
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2.14 Cytotoxicity Assay using Propidium iodide (PI) 

NKL-2DL3 cells expressing GFP (effectors) and minigene-transfected 721.221:C*0304 

cells (targets) were counted and then seeded in a 96 U-bottom well plate in 100l 

final volume. Effector and target cells were co-incubated for 5hrs at 37
o

C, 5%CO2 and 

at different ratios (10:1, 5:1, 2:1 and 1:1). After incubation 5ml of Propidium Iodide 

(Pi, eBioscience, Hatfield, UK) was added and cells were incubated for 30 minutes at 

4
o

C and then samples were analysed and 10,000 events of GFP-negative cells were 

acquired. 

 

2.15 Granzyme B Assay optimisation 

Previous work in our group had shown that functional assays such as Lactate 

Dehydrogenase (LDH) or CD107a did not permit the detection of NK cell activation 

using peptide pulsed targets and NKL lines at 26°C. We therefore wished to develop 

a novel assay that was efficient and sensitive. Furthermore, we anticipated that such 

an assay could be used to screen high number of peptide variants in order to uncover 

peptides variants that can potentially activate NK cells either through activating or 

inhibitory receptors.  

 

2.15.1 Determining the optimal wavelength for Caspase 3 Peptide (C3P) 

detection  

We designed a Caspase 3 Peptide (C3P): YYGIETDSGVDDYY (GL Biochem Ltd, 

Shanghai, China) which carries a Granzyme B cleavage site (in bold) and surrounded 

with Tyrosines (Y) for a specific detection through the UHPLC. Serial quantities of the 

peptide (from 3.9 to 2000M) were tested using four different wavelengths (270, 275, 

280 and 295nm). Analysis was performed in a one dimensional set up with the same 

nano-uHPLC system as described above.   

C3P stock was first diluted in AIM-V medium then in the loading buffer (98%H2O + 2% 

ACN + 0.05% TFA) at final concentrations of 3.9M and 125M. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5l of 

each sample (3.9-2000M) was loaded by injection loop (20l sample loop) onto the 

trap column at a 350nl/min flow rate. After trapping the flow was redirected by means 

of a 10-port switching valve and the flow-through from the trap column directed onto 
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the analytical column at 15l/min. The columns were subjected to a gradient of 96:4 

– 40:60 solvent A:solvent B for 23mins and from 40:60 – 10:90 A:B (5mins) at 

15μl/min. This was then held for 5mins before a reverse gradient to 96:4 A:B (10min) 

was applied. Columns were then re-equilibrated in (A) for 15mins (total run time of 

43 minutes).  

 

2.15.2 Determining the optimal conditions for Caspase 3 Peptide 

digestion by the recombinant human Granzyme B (rhGzmB) 

200-800M final concentration of C3P was diluted in AIM-V medium in a final volume 

of 50 or 200l in presence of various concentration of recombinant Human Granzyme 

B enzyme (rhGzmB) from Enzo Life Sciences (Exeter, UK).  We initially tested ten 

different concentrations from 5U/l to 9.7x10
-11

U/l and then eight further 

concentrations from 10U/l to 0.078U/l. C3P and enzyme were incubated at 37°C, 

5%CO2 and humidified atmosphere for 1hr, 4hrs, 8hrs, 24hrs, 48hrs and 72hrs for 

the preliminary experiments. The final experiment required incubation of C3P and 

enzyme for 24hs, 48hrs, 72hrs and 95hrs.  

Samples were diluted at 1/4 in the loading buffer prior injection. UHPLC 

configurations were the same as described in section 8.1. The program only 

contained a single wavelength of 275nm and 6l of diluted sample was injected into 

the system for analysis.  The auto-sampler was kept at 4°C in order to prevent enzyme 

activity as well as further C3P degradation. 

 

2.15.3 Testing the cell culture supernatants 

NKL-2DL2 and 721.221 or 721.221:C*0304 cells were washed in AIM-V medium, 

counted and re-suspended in AIM-V medium at 4x10
6 

cells/ml. 5x10
5

 NKL-2DL2 cells 

were co-cultured with or without 5x10
5

 of 721.221 or 721.221:C*0304 in the absence 

of IL-2 in 250l final volume. Cells were incubated for 5hrs at 26°C, 5%CO2. After co-

culture, cell suspensions were harvested and centrifuged at low speed (200Xg) for 

5min at room temperature in order to remove dead cells and avoid contamination 

with intracellular proteins and cell debris. Supernatants were harvested (~200l) and 

centrifuged again at higher speed (800Xg) to avoid cell debris contamination in 

samples. 2l of C3P and 150l of supernatant were incubated for 24hs, 48hrs, 72hrs 
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and 95hrs at 37°C, 5%CO2 and humidified atmosphere. Samples were diluted at 1/4 

in the loading buffer prior injection for analysis.  UHPLC configurations were the same 

as described in section 8.1. The program only contained a single wavelength of 

275nm and 6l of diluted sample were injected into the system for analysis. The auto-

sampler was kept at 4°C in order to prevent enzyme activity as well as further C3P 

degradation.  

 

2.16 Testing cell culture supernatants by comparing HPLC 

GzmB assay to Granzyme B activity-assay (QuickZyme 

Biosciences) 

721.221:C*0403-ICP47 Cells were cultured with 100M final concentration of peptide 

overnight at 26
o

C, then incubated at a E:T 2:1 ratio with NKL-2DL2 for 5hrs at 26
o

C. 

After incubation, supernatants were harvested as described (in section 1.15.3).  Half 

was reserved for HPLC analysis and the other half underwent GzmB activity assay 

using Quizyme Bioscience kit. 

 

At the beginning of the assay, the microtiter plate (Costar EIA/RIA Stripplate flat 

bottom and High binding type I) was coated with 2 μg/ml anti-Granzyme B diluted in 

coating solution (NaAc buffer pH 5.5) then incubated overnight at 4
o

C in a humidified 

chamber.  The next day, wells were emptied and washed four times with PBS/Tween 

(0.01 M Phosphate buffer pH 7.5 containing 0.05% (v/v) Tween 20).  A Granzyme B 

standard (stock at 1g/ml) curve was prepared using the following concentration: 

1.25 - 0.625 0.31 - 0.15 - 0.08 - 0.04 – 0.02 – 0.01 – 0.05 - 0ng/ml.  Standards and 

samples were diluted in Granzyme B assay buffer (0.2 M HEPES/ NaOH pH 7.5, 1 mM 

EDTA 0.05% v/v Triton-X-100) and 100l were distributed per well. The plate was 

incubated for 1hr at room temperature with shaking. After incubation, wells were 

emptied and washed four times with PBS/Tween. Then 100l of the detection reagent 

(detection enzyme diluted in Granzyme B assay buffer mixed with chromogenic 

substrate) were added to each well. The plate was shaken for 20 seconds and 

absorbance was measured at 405nm at t = 0.  Then the plate was covered and 

incubated at 37
o

C, 5% CO2 in a humidified atmosphere.  After 4hrs and the following 

day, a graph of the absorbance at 405nm versus the Granzyme B concentration was 

made using of values acquired at 4 (suitable for a high standard line) and 24 hours 
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(suitable for a low standard line). A best-fit linearized curve through the points on the 

graph was drew. Using this standard curve, the A405 values of the test samples were 

calculated to ng/ml Granzyme B and from the sample volume used in the assay we 

determined the Granzyme B concentrations. 

 

HPLC analysis was carried out the same way as described in section 1.15.3. Results 

obtained from both methods were compared. 

 

2.17 Cells culture of Huh7 cell lines and bioinformatics 

analysis of Huh7 cell lines immunopeptidome 

2.17.1 Cells preparation and peptide elution 

3x10
9

 cells of each cell lines were grown with selection with Puromycin (Sigma-

Aldrich, Dorset, UK) and/or Blasicidin (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK)  and cells were 

harvested using Versene (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) and Trypsine (Invitrogen, Paisley, 

UK) before MHC-I peptide elution. Before and during expansion, cell lines were tested 

for HLA-C*0102 expression by Flow Cytometry by detecting GFP signal and for 

Replicon expression processed by Dr Mumtaz Naiyer (University of Southampton, UK) 

by measuring the luciferase activity (Promega, UK).  

2.17.2 Bioinformatic tools 

Several Bioinformatic programs and tools used were available online. NetMHCpan 3.0 

is a server that predicts binding of peptides to any MHC molecule of known sequence 

using artificial neural networks (ANNs). The method is trained on more than 180,000 

quantitative binding data covering 172 MHC molecules from human (HLA-A, B, C, E), 

mouse (H-2) as well as cattle (BoLA), primates (Patr, Mamu, Gogo) and swine (SLA).    

The Gibbs clustering algorithm attempts to group the input peptide data into a 

number of clusters where each cluster identify the optimal local sequence alignment 

based on the optimization of the fitness of the system in terms of Kullback-Leibler 

distance (KLD) sum of the alignments (288). The KLD allows measuring the 

information gain of an observed amino acid distribution compared to a back- ground 

distribution (the frequency of each amino acid in random protein sequences). A given 
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alignment can be represented by a log- odds (LO) weight matrix, which summarizes 

the amino acid preferences for each column of the alignment. In our analysis, we 

graphically represent LO matrices using the sequence logo visualization tool 

Seq2Logo (289). Furthermore, we used the Clustal Omega tool which is a multiple 

sequence alignment program which generate alignments between two or more 

sequences. And finally, UnitProt (Universal Protein resource) which is a freely 

accessible database of protein sequence and functional information of where many 

entries are being derived from genome sequencing projects. This database contains 

a large amount of information about the biological function of proteins derived from 

the research literature. 

HeatMap is a graphical illustration of data that represent individual values contained 

in a matrix where they are represented as colours. Heat maps where produced by Dr 

Akul Singhania (Southampton University, UK) 

  

Expression: 

Heatmap depicts the expression levels of 3,099 peptides obtained from identified 

and quantified across the three samples group using Data Independent Acquisition 

(DIA) method. Hierarchical clustering was performed using Pearson correlation metric 

to calculate distances and clustered using Ward’s linkage. Expression values of 

peptides are depicted as log2 and scaled across each row to indicate the number of 

standard deviations above (red) or below (blue) the mean, denoted as row Z-score.  

Fold change: 

Fold changes were calculated comparing difference of expression between Huh7 and 

Huh7C*0102, between Huh7 and Rep:C*0102 and between Huh7C*0102 and 

Rep:C*0102. Hierarchical clustering was performed using the Pearson correlation 

metric to calculate distances and clustered using Ward’s linkage.  

 

2.18 HLA-C*0102 peptide stabilisation and BFA decay Assays 

2x10
5

 721.147 cells were incubated overnight at 26°C, 5%CO2 and humidified 

atmosphere in R10 alone or in R10 medium containing 0–100μM of the specified 

peptide. Stabilization was assessed with DT9 antibody which is specific to HLA-C but 

can also recognize HLA-E. Stabilization assay was carried as described above (Section 

2.4).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_sequence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genome_sequencing_project
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6x10
5 

721.221-ICP47 cells were pulsed with 100M of peptide in a 48 well plate, 

600l final volume and incubate at 26
O

C. The following day, the assay was carried out 

as described above (Section 2.5). 

 

2.19 Total HLA I, HLA-C and HLA-A*11 staining 

Huh7, Huh7:C*0102 and Rep:C*0102 cells were harvested and stained for total HLA 

I (W6.32), HLA-C (DT9) and HLA-A*11 (4i93). Cells were incubated at 4
o

C with these 

antibodies for 1hr followed by 30min of incubation with a polyclonal goat anti-mouse 

antibody conjugated with PE diluted at 1/6000 (Abcam, UK). 

 

2.20 Co-culture with Huh7 cells and its derivatives 

60x10
4

 Huh7 cells and its derivatives were trypsinised and plated 24hrs before the 

co-culture with primary NK cells. Degranulation assays were conducted as described 

above (section 2.6). 

 

2.21 Statistical Analysis  

All graphs and statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism, version 6 

(GraphPad Software). The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to establish 

whether there are significant differences between the means of two or more 

independent (unrelated) groups. The two-way ANOVA compares the mean differences 

between groups that have been split on two independent variables (called factors). 

The primary use of a two-way ANOVA is to appreciate if there is an interaction 

between the two independent variables on the dependent variable. The interaction 

term in a two-way ANOVA informs you whether the effect of one of your independent 

variables on the dependent variable is the same for all values of your other 

independent variable (and vice versa). 

Student’s t test was used to assess whether the means of two groups are statistically 

different from each other. This analysis is appropriate whenever you want to compare 

the means of two groups. 
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3. Peptide antagonism of NK cells by HLA-

C*0304 binding peptide 

 

3.1 A new model for HLA-C peptide antagonism  

To study peptide antagonism at HLA-C*0304, I selected a primary series of HLA-

C*0304 endogenous peptide GAVDPLLAL (LA) from the importin subunit apha-1 and 

its derivatives carrying a modified amino acid at position 8 (P8): [GAVDPLL8SL (L8S) 

GAVDPLL8YL (L8Y), GAVDPLL8KL (L8K), GAVDPLL8VL (L8V) and GAVDPLL8YL (L8Y)].  

These had affinities for KIR2DL2 that had been previously measured by Boyington 

and colleagues (207) (Table 3-1). 

 

 

 

 

3.2 ICP47 induces down regulation of HLA-C*0304 to 

generate a target cell that can be exogenously loaded 

with peptide 

Exogenous peptide presentation uses TAP (Transporter associated with Antigen 

Processing) deficient cells.  In order to bypass and avoid endogenous peptide 

presentation I generated a cell line that could be exogenously loaded with peptide. 

For this I used a TAP sufficient cell line which expressed HLA-C*0304 and blocked 

TAP function by expressing ICP47 protein. ICP47 (Infected Cell Protein 47) is a protein 

expressed by Herpes simplex virus that induces down regulation of the MHC-I 

expression. This strategy prevents transportation of antigenic peptides into the 

endoplasmic reticulum (290,291). As endogenous peptides cannot be loaded onto 

Table 3-1: Peptide variants induce differential 

binding of KIR2DL2 to HLA-C*03. Measurement of 

the KIR2DL2 affintiiy for the peptide:HLA-C*0304 

complex by surface plasmon resononace, from 

Boyington et al (207). 
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MHC-I, the MHC class I molecule is only present on the cell surface at low levels (292), 

but its expression can be stabilised by addition of exogenous peptide.    

C*0304 cells were transfected with ICP47 gene (a gift from Dr Edd James). Cells that 

were successfully transfected with the plasmid survived in 500g/ml of Hygromycin 

selection. After selection, cells were tested for HLA-C expression using DT9 (Figure 

3-1). Down-regulation of HLA-C (DT9) showed that ICP47 transfection had been 

successful (Figure 3-1 B). Compared to C*0304 cells (MFI=9,103.95), C*0304-ICP47 

cells (MFI=3,285.19) showed a decrease in expression after transfection implying that 

the transfection has been successful. I thus obtained a new cell line expression HLA-

C*0304 and used this for exogenous peptide loading.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Peptides with position 8 (P8) variation stabilize HLA-C 

expression on the cell surface 

Before using these peptides variants in functional assays, I tested their ability to 

stabilize HLA-C expression at the cell surface. Increasing concentrations of peptides 

from 0 to 100M were loaded onto C*0304-ICP47 cells. Peptide loaded cells were 

stained for HLA-C (DT9).  

An increase in HLA-C expression correlated with increasing peptide concentration 

(Figure 3-2). The level of expression reached a plateau at around 25M peptide. I 

Figure 3-1: HLA-C (DT9) expression before and after transfection with ICP47 plasmid.  (A) Cells were 

identified on the dot plot according to their size (FSC-A) and granulation (SSC-A). (B) Histogram plots 

showing DT9 staining on 721.221 (blue), C*0304 (red) and C*0304-ICP47 (green) with Unstained (black) 

as controls. Numbers in bracket correspond to the MFIs. 
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concluded that this series of peptides stabilised HLA-C*0304 at 25M of peptide 

concentration and so this concentration was used for functional assays. All peptides 

variants stabilised HLA-C to similar level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zappacosta et al have reported that the L8K peptide has a shorter half life compared 

to the endogenous LA peptide (114). I verified this aspect of the peptides using a 

Brefeldin A assay in order to evaluate peptide stability and off-rate from HLA-C (Figure 

3-3). Cells were loaded with saturating concentration of peptide (100M) overnight at 

26
o

C. The following day, cells were treated with brefeldin A and placed at 37
o

C then 

stained for HLA-C at different time points (from t=0 to 6hrs). Almost all peptides have 

the same off-rate with the exception of L8K, having a half-time of around four hours 

except for L8K which had a half time around one hour (Figure 3-3) . This observation 

correlates with report from Zapacosta et al where they described that L8K half life 

(t1/2) of dissociation of the 2m from HLA-C*0304 was about 0.3hr compared to the 

endogenous AL peptide which was 9.8hrs (114).  

 

Figure 3-2: Series of peptides having amino acid substitution at position 8 (P8) stabilize HLA-C 

expression on the surface of C*0304-ICP47 cells. DT9 staining of 721.221 Cw0304-ICP47 after 

peptides loading with various and increasing concentrations of peptide having modification at P8 (LA, 

L8S, L8V, L8Y and L8K). 
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3.4 Absence of antagonism with low affinity position 8 (P8) 

peptide variants 

Peptide antagonism describes a mechanism by which NK cells can be released from 

inhibition in the absence of MHC class I down- regulation. This phenomenon involves 

a strong inhibitory and a non-inhibitory peptide which both stabilise MHC-I 

expression at the surface and where the presence of the inhibitory peptide does not 

prevent NK cell activation. As observed after the stabilisation assay, with the 

exception of L8K, GAV P8 modified peptides bound HLA-C to a similar level. 

Figure 3-3: Decay of cell surface HLA-C staining on the surface of C*0304-ICP47 cells after peptide 

loading. Cells were treated with brefeldin A, aliquots harvested after 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 6hrs then stained 

with HLA-C antibody (DT9). (A) Level of HLA-C at the surface as determined by DT9 staining. (B) Same 

data as in panel A where MFI values were normalized to the initial HLA-C surface level (MFI at t=0hr). 

Similar rates of decay were observed in two separate experiments. 
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Analysis of the degranulation is described Figure 3-4 A-E. Selection of the 

lymphocytes (according to their FCS and SSC) followed by identification of NK cells 

(CD56
+

/CD3
-

) allowed the discrimination of CD158b positive and negative population 

(Figure 3-4 A). Positive (721.221) and negative (721.221:C*0304) controls were used 

to for each donors (Figure 3-4 B). Figure 3-4 C-E depict analysis of CD107a 

expression avec co-culture with peptide loaded target cells. Using these peptides in 

a degranulation assay, I observed a hierarchy in inhibition which correlated with 

reported peptide affinity for KIR2DL2 (Figure 3-5 A). Indeed, LA and L8S which are 

peptides with a high affinity induced a statistically significant strong inhibition (<50%) 

whereas L8V, L8Y and L8K which were low affinity peptides did not inhibit NK cells 

(>90% activation vs no peptide). Although low affinity peptides did not inhibit 

KIR2DL2/L3
+

 NK cells, there was no release of NK cells from the inhibition due to high 

KIR affinity peptides (LA or L8S) in the presence of low KIR affinity peptides  (L8Y or 

L8K), which could have indicated peptide antagonism. Nevertheless, some reversal 

(15%) was observed with L8V peptide in combination with LA or L8S when compared 

to the inhibition produced by the single peptide, which was much less than the 

anticipated levels for a peptide antagonist.  Thus, overall none of the peptides acted 

convincingly as antagonists and, L8Y and L8K behaved as null peptides. Effects 

observed were specific to KIR2DL2/L3
+

 NK cells as there were no differences in term 

of degranulation within KIR2DL2/L3
-

 NK cells (Figure 3-5 B). 
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Figure 3-4: NK cell degranulation using P8 peptides variants. (A) Gating strategy of lymphocytes, NK 

cells and CD158b expressing cells. (B) Controls used to assess the integrity of the CD107a assay. (C) 

CD107a expression of NK cells after co-culture with cells loaded or not with a single peptide. (D) CD107a 

expression of NK cells after co-culture with cells loaded with a combination of LA peptide with P8 non-

KIR binder peptides. (E) CD107a expression of NK cells after co-culture with cells loaded with a 

combination of L8S peptide with P8 non-KIR binder peptides. 
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Figure 3-5: Comparison of NK cell inhibition using the series of peptide variants with P8 

substitution. (A) Degranulation assays of KIR2DL2/L3
+

 cells. Peptides with lower affinity for KIR: L8V, 

L8Y and L8K were mixed or not with KIR strong binding peptides (LA and L8S). All values have been 

normalised to “No Peptide”. Black bars represent individual peptides, grey bar represents high affinity 

peptides mixed together, black and white bars represent LA peptide mixed with low affinity peptides 

and white bars represent L8S peptide mixed with low affinity peptides. Red dashed line shows the 

maximum inhibition and the grey dashed line the maximum activation. Representation of n=8 

experiments. ****p<0.0001 (Two way Anova) which compares each condition to “No peptide”. (B) 

Degranulation assays of KIR2DL2/L3
-

 cells shown as a control for the KIR2DL2/L3
+

 cells. 
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3.5 VAP-LY is a null peptide for KIR2DL3 expressing NK cells 

at HLA-C*0102. 

In the context of HLA-C*0304, I observed that P8 modifications of the endogenous 

peptide sequence did not induce antagonism. Therefore I wanted to verify if this can 

also be applied to HLA-C*0102 P8 peptide variants (Figure 3-6). HLA-C*0102 

endogenous peptide VAPWNSLSL has for origin Metalloproteinase inhibitor 1.  

As observed in Figure 3-5, the endogenous peptide (VAPWNSLSL or LS) produced 

inhibition as well as the VAPWNSFAL (FA) peptide variant. VAPWNSDAL (DA), 

VAPWNSLYL (LY) had no effect on activation compared to no peptide. When I pulsed 

cells with the strong inhibitory peptide (LS or FA) in combination with the known non-

inhibitory peptide (DA) and a new non-inhibitory peptide (LY), I have observed that 

DA induced a release of NK cells from their inhibition despite the addition of FA. 

However, the presence of LY and LS did not produce the same effect. LY is a P8 

modified peptide from the endogenous sequence was not antagonistic as I observed 

for L8Y for HLA-C*0304. Thus, P8 variants do not appear to be antagonistic.  
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Figure 3-6: Comparison of NK cell inhibition using the series of HLA-C*0102 peptide variants with 

P8 substitution. Degranulation assays of KIR2DL2/L3
+

 cells. Inhibitory peptides (LS and FA) were mixed 

or not with non-inhibitory peptide (DA and LY). All values have been normalised to “No Peptide”. Black 

bars represent individual peptides, white bars represent endogenous peptide (LS or FA) mixed with non-

inhibitory peptides (DA or LY). Representation of n=5 experiments. 
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3.6 GAVDPLLAL position 7 (P7) variants stabilize HLA-C 

expression on the cell surface 

As amino acids at P8 and P7 of the peptide are critical for KIR binding, I designed a 

second series of peptides with a modification at P7. These variants at P7 have been 

previously shown to be antagonistic for the combination of HLA-C*0102 and 

KIR2DL2/L3 (218). In the HLA-C*0102 study, peptide screening of HLA-C*0102 

binding peptide and their affinity for KIR2DL3 revealed three classes of peptides: 

weak binding VAPWNSDAL (VAP-DA), intermediate binding VAPWNSRAL (VAP-RA) and 

strong binding VAPWNSFAL (VAP-FA). I therefore synthesized the following peptide 

series: GAVDPL7RAL (L7R), GAVDPL7FAL (L7F) and GAVDPL7DAL (L7D).  

I first tested the binding of this new peptide series in a peptide stabilization assay 

using increasing concentrations of peptides from 0 to 20M loaded onto C*0304-

ICP47 cells. As observed with the first series of peptides, our results showed an 

increase in HLA-C expression, as determined by DT9 that correlated with the increase 

of peptide in concentrations until the level of expression of HLA-C molecule reached 

saturation (Figure 3-7 A).  I then determined the Kd and the Bmax for each peptide using 

a Scatchard analysis. All new variants of GAVDPLLAL peptides stabilized HLA-C on the 

cell surface with similar affinities. This second series showed a saturation of HLA-C 

at a peptide concentration of 12.5M (Figure 3-7 B-D).  These concentrations were 

used to inform CD107a assays. 
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Following the peptide stabilisation assay, I proceeded to a Brefeldin A decay assay in 

order to evalutae P7 variant peptides off-rate and their stability in the HLA-C peptide 

groove. This assay  showed that all peptides have similar off-rates with a half life (t1/2) 

around four hours (Figure 3-8 A-B). 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7: Peptide stabilisation and Scatchard analysis: affinity of GAV derived peptides for HLA-

C*0304. Scatchard plots derived from stabilisation of the HLA-C*0304 and analysis by flow cytometry 

using DT9 antibody. (A) HLA-C stabilisation with all peptides, (B) GAVDPL7FAL (L7F), (C) GAVDPL7RAL 

(L7R), (D) GAVDPL7DAL (L7D). A regression line was derived using the formula Y=Bmax*X/(Kd+X) for each 

peptide using GraphPad Prism 6 software. Kd is the dissociation constant and Bmax is the maximal binding.  
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3.7 P7 peptide variants with similar HLA-C affinity have 

different KIR binding 

To test the affinity of the new series of peptide, I used a KI2RDL2-Fc fusion construct. 

This demonstrated that although the peptides have similar affinity for HLA-C, peptide 

variants have different affinities for KIR (Figure 3-9 A-D).  Indeed, L7R peptide had 

the highest Bmax value (203,591) which corresponds to the maximal binding and the 

lowest Kd value (0.8103M).  L7F had an intermediate medium Bmax (150,479) and Kd 

(0.9375M) whereas L7D had the lowest Bmax (77,614) and the higher Kd (4.361M). 

This data suggest that L7R will be strongly inhibitory, L7F weak inhibitory and L7D 

non inhibitory in an NK cell functional assay. 

Figure 3-8: Decay of cell surface HLA-C staining on the surface of C*0304-ICP47 cells after peptide 

loading. Cells were loaded overnight with peptide, treated with brefeldin A, aliquots harvested after 0, 

0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 6hrs, and then stained DT9. (A) Level of HLA-C at the surface as determined by DT9 

staining. (B) Same data as in panel A where MFI values were normalized to the initial HLA-C surface level 

(MFI at t=0hr). Similar rates of decay were observed in two separate experiments. 
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All data from HLA-C stabilisation and KIR-Fc binding assay are summarised in Table 

3-2. The table describes the binding of each peptide for their MHC ligand and the 

affinity of the MHC-I:peptide complexes to their KIR receptor.  

 

 

 

Table 3-2: Summary of peptide stabilisation and KIR binding assays.  HLA-C stabilization and 

KIR2DL2 binding data after single peptide pulse on C*0304-ICP47 cells.  

Figure 3-9: Peptide stabilisation and Scatchard analysis: affinity of GAV derived peptides for 

KIR2DL2. Scatchard plots made from stabilisation of the HLA-C*0304 and analysis by flow cytometry 

using DT9 antibody. (A) GAVDPLRAL (L7R, (B) GAVDPLFAL (L7F), (C) GAVDPLDAL (L7D) and (D) KIR2DL2 

binding for all peptides. Regression line was derived using the formula Y=Bmax*X/(Kd+X) for each peptide 

using GraphPad Prism 6 software. Kd is the dissociation constant and Bmax is the maximal binding. 
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3.8 L7D is a peptide antagonist 

Figure 3-10 A-B depict analysis of CD107a expression after co-culture with peptide 

loaded target cells among CD158B expressing or not expressing NK cells.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I next tested the effect of these peptides on NK cells, singly or in combination. The 

initial results from the functional assays suggested a classification of L7R as a KIR 

strong inhibitor, L7F as an intermediate inhibitor and L7D is a weak KIR inhibitor 

(Figure 3-9 A).  The difference in terms of inhibition between L7R and L7F was 

statistically significant (p<0.001).  This contrasts with observations for VAPWNSLSL in 

which R at position 7 (P7) was an intermediate NK cell inhibitor and F at P7 a strong 

NK cells inhibitor. The degranulation assays were repeated with eight different donors 

Figure 3-10: NK cell degranulation assay using P7 peptides variants. (A) CD107a expression of NK cells 

after co-culture with cells loaded or not with a single peptide. (B) CD107a expression of NK cells after 

co-culture with cells loaded with a combination of peptide. 
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and showed that L7D reversed the inhibition driven by the strong and weak inhibitory 

peptides, and is thus a peptide antagonist for KIR2DL2/3 in this context. An increase 

in CD107a over were observed in presence of L7R+L7D when compared to L7R alone 

(p<0.001).  Furthermore, the peptide effect was specific to KIR2DL2/L3
+

 NK cells as 

there were no effect with the negative counterpart (Figure 3-9 B).  In future 

experiments I focused on L7R (strong agonist peptide) and L7D peptides (non-

inhibitory/antagonist peptide).  

 

 

 

 

 

As previously noted for the antagonist peptide described by Fadda et al, small 

quantities of the antagonist peptide are sufficient to induce reversal of NK cells from 

inhibition (218). I performed peptide titration experiments where the concentration 

of L7R or L7F varied from 12.5 to 0M whilst the L7D concentration was increased 

from 0 to 12.5M as stated in Table 3-3. 

Figure 3-11: Inhibition and antagonism of NK cells by P7 peptide GAV variants. (A) Degranulation of 

KIR2DL2/L3
+

 cells. Peptide hierarchy in term of inhibition and antagonism of NK inhibition by L7D 

peptide. All values have been normalised to “No Peptide”. Representation of n=8 experiments using 6 

different donors. Data are expressed as mean percentage +/-SEM. All values have been normalised to 

“No Peptide”. *p<0.05, ** p<0.01 and *** p<0.001 (Two way Anova). Red stars are for comparison 

between L7F and L7F+L7D or L7R and L7R+L7D and bleu stars compare L7R to L7F. (B) Degranulation 

of KIR2DL2/L3
-

 cells where all values have been normalised to “No Peptide”. 
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Results showed that for all peptide concentrations, there was a release of NK cells 

from the inhibition due to L7R peptide. Moreover, I observed that a small 

concentration of L7R (2.5M) was enough to reduce NK cell inhibition by 50%. 

Regression analysis have demonstrated that the L7R: L7RD peptide mix gave a linear 

change in activation (r
2

=0.70), whereas the inhibition due to changing in L7R 

concentrations only fitted a one phase decay curve (R
2

=0.87) (Figure 3-12). 

Consequently, the change in inhibition induced by changing the concentration of L7R 

has a distinct kinetic from that induced by changing the ratio between L7R and L7D, 

as reported by Fadda et al for HLA-C*0102 (218). The degranulation assays were 

repeated using six different donors.  These results confirm that L7D is a weak KIR 

binding peptide that antagonises the inhibition driven by L7R. Thus I have 

demonstrated that peptide antagonism can be extended to a second HLA-C allele, 

HLA-C*0304 and is not a unique property of HLA-C*0102.  

 

 

Table 3-3: Peptide Concentrations used for 

the peptide titration experiment. Summary 

of conditions used for the peptide titration 

experiments. 
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3.9 Donor KIR genotype influences inhibitory peptide 

reactivity  

As the KIR2DL2/L3/S2 genotype can influence peptide mediated inhibition, we 

characterized the donors in more detail by defining their KIR2DL2/2DL3/2DS2 

genotype by PCR (Figure 3-13). Interestingly, two donors out of sixteen who only 

carry KIR2DL3, carried KIRDS2 as well.  Usually it is reported that KIRDS2 gene is 

mainly linked to KIR2DL2.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-12: The ratio of strong to weak KIR binding highlights the antagonism effect of DA on 

strong inhibitory peptide.  Degranulation of KIR2DL2/2DL3+ cells in response to 721.221C*0304-

ICP47 cells alone or incubated with a single peptide or with a combination of L7D and L7R at 2.5 to 

12.5mM. Peptide mixes consisted of different ratio of L7R and L7D from 0-100% L7R and  0-100% L7D. 

Data were normalised to the value observed with 100% L7D. Data are expressed as mean percentage +/-

SEM. **p=0.0089 (two- way ANOVA). Results are representative of 4 independent experiments with 6 

different donors. 
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As I have observed donor variability in term of activation, I decided to segregate the 

KIR2DL3 homozygous donors from KIR2DL2/L3 heterozygous donors. I observed that 

an efficient inhibition from the strong inhibitory peptide when I compared KIR2DL3 

homozygous donors which had 70% of inhibition (Figure 3-14 A) while  KIR2DL2/L3 

heterozygous donors  displayed less inhibition (>40%) (Figure 3-14 B). This 

observation can be related by the fact that heterozygous donors have a more 

activating KIR repertoire compared to homozygous donors. 

 

Figure 3-13: Genotyping of KIR2DL2/2DL3/2DS2 by PCR with sequence specific primers (PCR-SSP). 

Representative PCR results showing the ~1868 bp (KIR2DL2), the ~1858 bp (KIR2DL3) and the ~1775 

bp (KIR2DS2) fragment that were amplified. All reactions were performed under identical conditions. 

Size marker 1Kb (Bioline, UK). 
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3.10 Reversal of inhibition is not due to peptide displacement 

To investigate the mechanism of peptide antagonism phenomenon, I decided to 

assess three parameters at the same time. While using peptide-pulsed cells for 

degranulation, I also looked at HLA-C expression as well as the KIR binding. KIR-Fc 

binding strategy is explained in Figure 3-15 where after peptides pulse (singly or in 

combination) I used our tetramerized KIR-Fc which consists of Protein A-A488 bound 

to a KIR2DL2 fusion construct. As observed in our previous experiments, target cells 

loaded with the strong inhibitory peptide (in red) gave a strong KIR binding signal 

while cells loaded with the non-inhibitory peptide (in blue) did not induce any KIR 

binding (KIR binding was comparable to the binding in absence of peptide condition). 

I have investigated the KIR binding in the presence of both peptides. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-14: Comparison of KIR2DL3 homozygous and KIR2DL2/L3 heterozygous donors in term 

of KIR expression regarding NK cells inhibition using a series of peptide variants with P7 

substitution. Degranulation of KIR2DL2/L3
+

 cells from KIR2DL3 homozygous donor (A) and KIR2DL2/L3 

heterozygous donor (B). All values have been normalised to “No Peptide”. Representation of n=2 

experiment for each genotype. 
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To assess the effect of KIR binding during antagonism, I carried out an experiment 

that measures three parameters simultaneously: CD107a expression of NK cells after 

co-culture with peptides loaded target cells, HLA-C expression and KIR binding after 

peptide loading. 

 

My first results showed that the KIR binding changes when I changed the peptide 

repertoire but the class I expression did not (Figure 3-16 A-G). After selecting the 

target cells and controlling the KIR binding (Figure 3-16 A) using 721.221 (negative 

control, no binding) and 721.221 C*0304 (positive control, over 90% of binding), I 

tested KIR-Fc binding when we pulsed cells with increasing concentrations of L7R 

(Figure 3-16 B) or with different ratios of L7R:L7D peptides (Figure 3-16 B). I 

observed an increase of KIR binding with increasing concentration of L7R peptide 

Figure 3-16 G (red bars). When I mixed the antagonistic peptide with the strong 

inhibitory peptide, I noticed that the KIR-Fc binding diminished as soon as I started 

Figure 3-15: Schematic of KIR2DL2-Fc binding in presence of L7R (strong inhibitory), L7D (non-

inhibitory) or both. 721.221Cw0304-ICP47 cells were loaded with a single peptide (L7R in red and L7D 

in blue) or a combination L7R + L7D.   
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the addition (Figure 3-16 C).  This means that the presented antagonist peptide 

abrogate the binding to KIR despite the presence of the strong inhibitory peptide. 

MFIs are summarised Figure 3-16 G (bleu bars).  

As I also stained target cells with DT9 in order to verify HLA-C expression (Figure 3-

16 D-F), I have found that singly (L7R) or in combination (L7R+L7D), HLA-C expression 

was not affected and tended to be steady in overall among all conditions tested 

(Figure 3-16 G). Earlier in the project I have already reported that singly or in 

combination, GAV peptide series do not disrupt HLA-C stabilization at the cell surface.   

Taken together, these results implied that there may be displacement occurring 

during these assays or that small amounts of non-binding peptide are able to disrupt 

the binding of the multimeric KIR-Fc complex. 
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As the degranulation of NK cells was measured simultaneously with the KIR-Fc 

binding and the HLA-C staining, I compared the degranulation to the KIR-Fc binding 

to assess the implication of the KIR binding in the release of NK cell from their 

inhibition in presence of the antagonistic peptide (Figure 3-17). Figure 3-17 A shows 

that at 10M of L7R peptide we had 100% of KIR-Fc binding and nearly 40% of NK cell 

inhibition. Moreover, the decrease of L7R concentration used was associated with a 

decrease in KIR-Fc binding and with an increase of NK cell degranulation. When there 

Figure 3-16: HLA-C staining associated with KIR2DL2-Fc binding. (A) Gating strategy and staining 

control for KIR2DL2-Fc binding. 721.221 cells were used as negative control and 721.221-C*0304 cells 

were used as positive control. (B) KIR2DL2-Fc binding on 721.221-C*0304-ICP47 cells pulsed with 

increasing concentration of L7R peptide (from 0.62 to 10M). (C) KIR2DL2-Fc binding on cells pulsed 

with mixes between L7R and L7D at different L7R:L7D ratios at 10M final concentration for each 

condition. (D) Gating strategy and staining control for HLA-C staining using DT9. 721.221 cells were 

used as negative control and 721.221 cells were used as positive control. (E) HLA-C staining on cells 

pulsed with increasing concentration of L7R peptide (from 0.62 to 10M). (F) HLA-C staining on cells 

pulsed with mixes between L7R and L7D at different L7R:L7D ratios at 10M final concentration for each 

condition. (G) Summary of MFI values from each condition tested. 
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was no peptide, the KIR-Fc binding was at its lowest and the NK degranulation was at 

its maximum. Then when I looked into the different mixes (Figure 3-17 B) I noticed 

that at 10M of L7D peptide, the degranulation was at its maximum (100%) and the 

KIR-Fc binding at its lowest (<15%). Decreasing the concentration of L7D in the ratio 

between L7R:L7D induced an increase of KIR-Fc binding and an increase of NK cells 

inhibition (up to almost 40%). At 50:50, I observed >35% of KIR binding with >60% of 

killing.  

To sum up, I clearly show here that the release of NK cells from their inhibition in the 

presence of the antagonist peptide, is not due to the loss of HLA-C expression but is 

due to a loss of KIR binding hence the degranulation of the NK cells. This experiments 

have illustrated when there is less L7R then there is less degranulation which may 

involve peptide displacement. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-17: Correlation between NK cell degranulation and KIR2DL2 binding. Degranulation of 

KIR2DL2/2DL3+ cells in response to 721.221C*0304-ICP47 cells alone or incubated with a single L7R 

peptide from 0 to 10mM (A) or with a combination of L7D and L7R at 100%L7R:0%L7D to 0%L7R:100%L7D 

ratios (B). Peptide mixes consisted of different ratio of L7R and L7D from 0%L7R to 100%L7D. Data were 

normalised to the value observed with 100% L7D (mix conditions) and normalised to No peptide (single 

peptide pulse). Target cells were stained with KIR2DL2-Fc conjugated with Protein A Alexa Fluor488 at a 

molar ratio of 12:1 and a correlation between NK cells degranulation (killing) and level of KIR2DL2 binding 

was made. We used the maximum KIR binding obtained at 100%L7R as our 100% KIR binding. 

Representative figure of two experiments. 
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To test whether the antagonism effect observed was due to a preferential 

presentation of the L7D peptide resulting in a displacement of L7R, I analysed surface 

eluted peptides by HPLC (Figure 3-18). 2.5x10
6

 cells were pulsed overnight with 20M 

final concentration of peptide. Cells were collected, an aliquot reserved for HLA-C 

staining and peptides were eluted from the remainder of the sample using citrate 

buffer (Figure 3-18). I used synthetic peptides diluted in 1X PBS at a concentration of 

0.2M as a positive control.   

 

 

 

 

DT9 staining showed an effective stabilization of HLA-C expression on the cell 

surface after 16 hours (overnight incubation) of peptide loading (Figure 3-19 A). MFI 

Figure 3-18: Peptide elution and HPLC analysis steps. 721.221Cw0304-ICP47 cells were loaded with 

a single peptide or a combination of L7F + L7D or L7R + L7D (step 1). Peptide stabilisation was assessed 

by staining for HLA-C (step 2). Eluted peptides were analysed via HPLC (step 3) under a gradient from 

4% to 60% solvent B (organic solvent composed of 80%ACN+20%H2O+0.05%TFA).    
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values more than doubled from 8,000 in absence of peptide up to 17,000 to 18,000 

after peptide loading indicating an adequate stabilization. MFI values (8,824 in 

absence of peptide against around 17,000 in presence of peptide) were almost 

similar when cells were pulsed with a single peptide or with two peptides combined 

with all conditions having a final peptide concentration of 20M.  HPLC results 

confirmed that loaded peptides were presented at the cell surface (Figure 3-19 B). 

When L7R+L7D or L7F+L7D were mixed, both peptides were detectable after acid 

elution as indicated by the arrows. Furthermore the peak height showed that 

peptides in combination were similarly loaded onto HLA-C. This experiment 

demonstrated that peptide antagonism was not due to displacement of the strong 

inhibitory peptide but was due to the presence of the weak KIR binding peptide.   
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3.11 L7D disrupt KIR clustering at the immunological synapse 

Previous work has shown that an antagonist peptide disrupts KIR clustering at the 

immune synapse.  As effector cells I used the NKL2DL3 cell line which had been 

transfected with GFP-KIR. These effectors were co-incubated with 721.221C*0304-

ICP47 cells that had been pulsed with 200μM of peptide.  

For each condition between 20 and 30 conjugates were analysed. The fold increase 

in fluorescence intensity at the interface between the NKL2DL3-GFP effector cells and 

peptide pulsed target cells was compared to a noncontact area of the NKL2DL3-GFP 

cell membrane. L7R induced clustering of KIR while L7D disrupted the clustering due 

to L7R (Figure 3-20 A and B). As seen in Figure 3-20 C, the percentage of conjugates 

with aggregation of KIR2DL3 was higher in the target cells pulsed with L7R  (≥80%) 

Figure 3-19: HLA-C expression of peptides pulsed 721.221C*0304-ICP47 cells after stabilization 

and prior peptide elution and HPLC analysis of eluates form mild acid elution of presented 

peptides completed with HLA-C staining. (A) 721.221Cw0304-ICP47 cells were loaded with single 

peptides or a combination of L7F + L7D or L7R + L7D. Cells were stained for DT9 to determine HLA-C 

stable expression before mild acid elution. The “no peptide” condition is compared to unstained cells; 

all other conditions are compared to the “no peptide” condition.  Numbers indicate MFI of DT9 staining. 

(B) Eluted peptides were analysed via HPLC under a gradient from 4% to 60% solvent B (organic solvent 

containing 80% ACN).  
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compared to target cell pulsed with L7D (≤40%) or a combination of L7R and L7D 

(≤40%). This differences in GFP fold increase between L7R and L7R+L7D synapses 

(p<0.0001) were statically significant as well as percentage of conjugate presenting 

a GFP fold increase superior to 2.5 (p<0.01).  

 

 

3.12 Endogenous presentation of L7R (agonist) and L7D 

(antagonist) peptides  

To investigate the possibility that an antagonistic peptide can be endogenously 

presented and reverse inhibition, I generated minigenes that encode an antagonistic 

peptide and introduced it into a cell that inhibited NK cells.  

Figure 3-20: Clustering of KIR2DL3 at the surface between target and effector cells due to L7R. (A) 

KIRDL3 clustering at the interface between 721.221C*0304-ICP47 target cells loaded with 12.5M of 

indicated peptides and NKL2DL3-GFP cells. Unpulsed target cells condition (No Peptide) was used as 

control. Arrows indicate the interface between target and effector cells. (B) The fold increase in GFP 

fluorescence intensity at the interface between target and effector cells was compared with a noncontact 

area of the NKL2DL3 GFP cell membrane. (C) The percentage of conjugates with aggregation of KIR2DL3 

in each sample was analysed. A total of 145 conjugates were analysed. L7R was compared to other 

condition using a one way Anova **** p<0.0001, ** p<0.01. 
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I generated two constructs in pcDNA6: one expressing L7D and one expressing L7R. 

pcDNA6 (Figure 3-21 A) was digested by two restriction enzymes: HindIII and EcoR1 

within the multi cloning site (MCS) in order to remove HLA-B*2705 gene.  

Undigested and double digested DNA vector were run on 2% DNA gel (Figure 3-21 B) 

and showed an effective double digestion of the vector with the upper band 

corresponding to the vector and the lower band corresponding to HLA-B*2705 gene. 

Digested vector was then gel purified and used for ligation. After ligation, the plasmid 

obtained was transformed into bacteria, extracted and sequenced in order to confirm 

the presence of the minigene coding for the peptide of interest.   

 

 

 

 

I simultaneously electroporated target cells with the plasmid containing the 

minigenes (pcDNA6+/- L7D or L7R) in combination with a plasmid containing a GFP 

reporter gene (pmaxGFP® vector). This strategy aimed to help to perform cytotoxicity 

assays at 48 hours after transient transfection using the GFP as a marker for minigene 

expressing cells in order to segregate target cells from effector cells. 

Figure 3-21: pcDNA6 map and agarose gel of pcDNA6 digestion by restriction enzymes. (A) pcDNA6 

vector map. (B) DNA gel after vector digestion.  
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Minigene constructs were then electroporated in 721.221C*0304 cells. 24hrs after 

electroporation, 22 to 36% of cells express GFP which indicating a good transfection 

efficiency (Figure 3-22 A). Then the viability as of electroporated cells and GFP 

expression were monitored from 24h up to seven days (Figure 3-22 B).  Results 

showed that electroporated cells recovery ranged from 20% to 50% but GFP 

expression tended to decrease with time (from 30% to less than 2%). These 

preliminary results demonstrated that electroporated cells with two plasmids can be 

used as transient transfectants for functional assays, between 24 and 72hrs post 

electroporation. In initial cytotoxicity assays, double transfected cells tended to lose 

the GFP plasmid after encountering effector which have made data analysis and 

interpretation difficult.  I therefore proceeded to make stable transfectants. 
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3.13 Endogenously presented L7D (antagonist) peptide 

induces antagonism 

In order to generate stable transfectants, I electroporated C*0304 with a total of 50g 

of DNA and selected using blasticidin. Untransfected cells were used as a control to 

monitor the efficiency of the selection (Figure 3-23). After D0 (24hrs after 

Figure 3-22: GFP expression and cell viability monitoring after electroporation. 721.221C*0304 cells 

were electroporated with a total of 10g of DNA. 7.5g of pcDNA6 containing the minigene and 2.5g 

of plasmid containing GFP gene.  From 24hrs up to seven days after electroporation, 10 000 cell analysed 

by flow cytometry. (A-B) Results are shown in dot plots regarding GFP expression and sum up in bar 

chart. (C) Cell viability was also was also monitored at the same time for the same period of time. 
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electroporation), transfected cells expanded while un-transfected cells did not 

expand under selection. After four days (D4) post selection, transfected cells had 

expanded while marked cell death was observed in the un-transfected culture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I tested minigenes expressing targets cells in CD107a assays focusing on CD3
-

CD56
+

CD158b
+

 (KIR2DL2/L3
+

) and CD3
-

CD56
+

CD158b
-

 (KIR2DL2/L3
-

) NK cells. Cells 

containing the empty vector (pcDNA), as well as cells containing L7R (pcDNA_L7R) 

have an inhibitory peptide repertoire while cells containing pcDNA6_L7D were 

predicted to have a less inhibitory peptide repertoire. 

Figure 3-24 A shows the gating strategy used to analyse the effect of each target 

cells. 721.221 and 721.221C*0304 were respectively used as positive and negative 

controls for the degranulation. 721.221 cells did induce degranulation of 

KIR2DL2/L3
+

 NK cells and 721.221C*0304 did inhibit it. Figure 3-24 B shows the 

effect of minigenes induced peptide repertoire on NK cell reactivity of one 

representative donor.   

Figure 3-23: C*0304 cells transfection with minigenes constructs using electroporation method.  

3x10
6

 cells per well were used for the transfection by electroporation. 50g of each DNA (pcDNA 6, L7R 

and L7D) were used and 24hrs after transfection cells were selected with Blasticidin for over two weeks 

before use as targets. 
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Using the minigenes, analysis of the degranulation among the KIR2DL2/L3
-

 NK cells 

have revealed no significant differences in term of degranulation. The CD107a was 

repeated in eleven different donors.  In overall, the effect of the minigenes on NK 

cells reactivity were not statistically significant despite the slight reversal observed 

among few donors (Figure 3-24 C-D). Possibly the levels of expression of the 

minigenes was not sufficient to affect the peptide repertoire. Alternatively, using 

these target cells could be used to test a more homogenous population of NK cells 

could help to understand the effect of this constructs. 
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Figure 3-24: CD107a of NK cells using endogenously presented peptides. (A) Gating strategy for the 

degranulation analysis.  721.221 and C*0304 are used as negative and positive controls respectively. 

(B) Representative experiment of degranulation from NK cells after co-culture with minigenes transfected 

cells. Analysis of KIR positive
 

and KIR
 

negative
 

populations. (C) and (D) Summary of NK cell degranulation 

within CD158b
+

 and CD158b
-

 population, n=12 donors. 
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As CD107a did not help to clearly evaluate the effect of our different minigenes 

constructs on NK cells reactivity, I tried an alternative strategy using the NKL-2DL3 

cells and as effectors in a flow cytometry based cytotoxicity assay (figure). Effector to 

target (E:T) ratios of up to 30:1 were used. 

I calculated the percentage of cytotoxicity (Figures 3-25 D) with the following 

formula:  

[(Control – Test)/Control] x 100 = % of Cytotoxicity 

Control = GFP
-

Pi
- 

cells / total GFP
-

 cells  in Control samples 

Test = GFP
-

Pi
-

 cells / total GFP
-

 cells  in Test samples 

In overall, cytotoxicity towards target cells transfected with L7D minigene construct 

(C*0304_L7D) was higher compared to cytotoxicity towards target cells transfected 

with L7R minigene (C*0304_L7R) or the empty vector (C*0304_pcDNA6).  

To summarize, difference observed between the different constructs raise the 

question of the efficiency of endogenous presentation using the minigene strategy. 
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Figure 3-25: Killing of minigenes transfected target cells by NKL2DL3. (A) Gating strategy for the 

identification of effector and target cells among the mixture according to the GFP expression effector 

cells.  (B) 721.221 and C*0304 are used as negative and positive controls respectively. (C) Representative 

experiment of the killing of target cells at E:T = 10:1 by NKL2DL3 cells after co-culture. Analysis of Pi 

staining and proportion of live and dead cells within the target cell population.  (D) Percentage of 

cytotoxicity. *p=0.0117 using one way Anova (n=3).  
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3.14 Discussion 

Peptide antagonism of MHC class I provides an alternative mechanism for releasing 

KIR2DL2/3-positive NK cell from inhibition.  In fact, this mechanism is based on the 

release of NK cells from inhibition through inhibitory receptors. This occurs when a 

weak KIR binding peptide disrupts the inhibitory signalling of a strong binding 

peptide.  Peptide antagonism has only been defined for HLA-C*0102, an allele that is 

endogenously expressed in TAP-deficient cells, using the peptide variants of 

VAPWNSLSL: VAPWNSDAL and VAPWNSDYL. I studied HLA-C*0304 to determine 

whether this phenomenon can be generalizable to other group 1 HLA-C alleles. 

 

721.221 cells were transduced with HLA-C*0304 and transfected with ICP47 used for 

peptide loading and as target cells in CD107a assays.  I studied previously described 

position 8 (P8) derivatives of the endogenously processed peptide GAVDPLLAL with a 

defined range of affinities for KIR2DL2 (9.5 to >600M).  All variants stabilised HLA-

C*0304 equally and presented an inhibition hierarchy which correlated with their 

affinity for KIR. However, no antagonism was observed using combinations of 

peptides with high and low KIR affinities.  Additionally, using HLA-C*0102 peptides 

derivatives having a modification at P8, I was able to show that we can also identify 

null peptide in VAP-LY.   

As position 7 (P7) of the peptide sequence is known to impact the KIR binding, a new 

series of P7 derivatives, L7R, L7F and L7D were made. Although these peptides 

variants did stabilise HLA-C expression at the cell surface, KIR-Fc binding assay have 

shown that they had different affinities for KIR. Here I used KIR2DL2-Fc construct, as 

it was available to us. KIR2DL3-Fc construct could have been used as well.  But it 

doesn’t make a difference as KIR2DL2 and KIR2DL3 both recognise HLA-C*0304.  

However it has been several time reported that KIRD2L2 binds strongly to HLA-C: 

peptide complex compared to KIR2DL3 (293).  

In contrast to our observations for HLA-C*0102, arginine at P7 triggered stronger 

inhibition than phenylalanine. L7D did not inhibit KIR2DL2/3-positive NK cells, but 

did antagonise inhibition by L7R in CD107a assays.  Moreover, peptide elution and 

HPLC analysis have helped to demonstrate that peptide antagonism was not related 

to displacement of L7R or L7F by L7D. Additionally inhibitory KIR clustering analysis 

have shown that L7R induced receptor clustering at the immunological synapse while 

L7D disrupted the clustering.  These results have together helped to confirm data 
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obtained in the functional assay by underlining the involvement of the receptor 

organisation at the synapse during the processes of inhibition.  

The effect of L7D was further studied by combining the KIR binding with the 

degranulation assay. Mixture of L7R and L7D released NK cell from the inhibition as 

known and this phenomenon was associated with the loss of the KIR-Fc binding. This 

results have revealed that L7D peptide may be involved in the peptides distribution 

at the cell surface which then impaired the binding of the fusion construct.  I have 

demonstrated that the release of NK cells from their inhibition in the presence of the 

antagonist peptide, is not due to the loss of HLA-C expression but is due to a loss of 

KIR binding hence the degranulation of the NKs. Indeed, after peptide loading, the 

strong KIR binder peptide have induced a strong binging of the fusion construct. 

When L7D was introduced, the binding of the fusion construct was prevented. L7D 

itself was not recognised by the fusion construct (due to the substitution by an 

aspartic acid, D at position 7).  Mechanistically, it seemed that L7D has changed the 

cell surface organisation or distribution of the strong KIR binder peptide leading to 

the loss of the fusion construct binding. Alternative assays involving confocal or live 

microscopy can help to understand how the antagonistic peptide change the peptide 

rearrangement at the synapse. Furthermore these techniques will help to visualise 

and understand NK reactivity when it encounter target cells presenting an 

antagonistic peptide.  

Preliminary experiments using minigenes constructs did not reflect endogenous 

effect of the antagonistic peptide. Differences between cells containing or not the 

antagonistic were not significant.  Therefore, enhancing and adjusting the level of 

integration of plasmid containing the antagonistic peptide could improve these 

preliminary data.  

 

Overall, I have shown here that peptide antagonism is not restricted to one HLA-C 

allele, but is likely to be a more generalizable phenomenon for KIR2DL2/3 and P7 

residue appears more important than P8 in defining an antagonist peptide. 
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4. A Granzyme B assay: a novel functional assay 

to measure NK cells activation 

The aim of the granzyme B (GzmB) assay was to be able to screen a high number of 

peptide variants in order to uncover variants that can potentially activate NK cells 

either through activating or inhibitory receptors. Functional assays such as lactate 

dehydrogenase (LDH) or CD107a have not allowed us to assess NKL cell activation, 

as the NKL cell line does not respond at 26°C as well as at 37°C.  

 

 

4.1 Principle of Granzyme B Assay, an HPLC based assay 

As described in Figure 4-1, selected peptide variants are loaded onto targets cells at 

26
o

C overnight and then co-cultured with NKL cells at 26
o

C. Supernatants are 

harvested and tested for Granzyme B (GzmB) production using a peptide that can be 

cleaved by the GzmB presents in the medium. The Caspase 3 peptide (C3P) with the 

following full sequence YYGIETDSGVDDYY carries a GzmB cleavage sequence which 

is between the indicated Aspartic Acid (D) and Serine (S) residues (underlined 

residues). In the presence of GzmB enzyme, this peptide is cleaved into two distinct 

products (YYGIETD and SGVDDYY) that can be detected at different retention times 

compared to the original peptide itself. Therefore, C3P degradation can be assessed 

by HPLC. 
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4.2 Definition of the wavelength for peptide product 

detection 

The first step for the development of this assay was to test the detection of the C3P 

by the HPLC system. To evaluate this, we tested five different wavelengths (250, 260, 

270, 280 and 290nm) using three different quantities of C3P: 3, 10 and 100pmol 

(Figure 4-2). These preliminary results informed us that the peptide can be detected 

with our system at a wavelength comprised between 270 and 280nm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-1: Worflow and principle of the Granzyme B Assay. Peptides are loaded onto target cells 

then both target and effector cells (NK lines) are cultured at 26
o

C for 5hrs. Supernatants from the co-

culture are incubated with the Caspase 3 Peptide (C3P) at 37
o

C. HPLC analysis is carried at 4
o

C to prevent 

further peptide degradation during the analysis. 
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Then we ran different concentrations from 3.9pmol to 2000pmol of the C3P using 

four different wavelengths simultaneously (270, 275, 280 and 290nm). This showed 

that we can detect amounts ranging from 3.9pmol to 2000pmol (Figure 4-3 and 

Figure 4-4). Secondly, 275nm is the optimal wavelength for detection of this peptide. 

Indeed, for all concentrations tested, 275nm gave us the optimal detection of the 

peptide compared to 270, 280 and 290nm. 
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Figure 4-2: Absorbance of C3P quantities at 5 different wavelengths (250, 260, 270, 280 and 

290nm). Representation of absorbance in milliAbsorbance unit (mAU) obtained according to Caspase 3 

Peptide (C3P) quantities and wavelengths under a gradient from 4% to 60% solvent B (organic solvent) 
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Figure 4-3: Absorbance of C3P quantities at four different wavelengths. Representation of 

absorbance in miliAbsorbance unit (mAU) obtained according to Caspase 3 Peptide (C3P) quantities and 

wavelengths tested under a gradient from 4% to 60% solvent B (organic solvent). 
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Chromatograms of peak profiles at 275nm (Figure 4-4), allowed us to define peak 

shapes for all quantities tested. Figure 4-4 is an example of the peak profiles at 

275nm. We observed that the more peptide we injected, the wider the peak was (500, 

1000 and 2000pmol) and the opposite was observed for lower quantities. 

Furthermore retention time was consistently found to be between 17.5 and 18min 

and were consistent between injections (Figure 4-4).  

This experiment showed that 275nm gave the optimal reading and therefore was 

used for future experiments. Finally, we decided to use quantities of C3P between 

150 and 500pmol in the assay as chromatograms showed a better profile with theses 

quantities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-4: HPLC profiles of samples at a wavelength of 275nm. Assessment of various quantities of 

Caspase 3 Peptide at =275nm under a gradient from 4% to 60% solvent B (organic solvent). 
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4.3 Recombinant human Granzyme B (rhGzmB) induces C3 

degradation  

After testing UHPLC settings and C3P quantities, we investigated whether our 

designed peptide could be cleaved by a recombinant human Granzyme (rhGzmB) 

enzyme. This second experiment was also an opportunity to test different enzyme 

activities as well as C3P digestion efficiency within a certain period of time. We started 

by testing dilutions of the enzyme (rhGzmB) concentrations from 9.7x10
-11

 to 5U/l 

and we evaluated C3P digestion efficiency from 1hr to 72hrs. This experiment showed 

that there is a limit of rhGzmB concentration at 0.25U/l for peptide digestion (Figure 

4-6). Figure 4-6A and Figure 4-6B show peak profiles of each sample after 72hrs of 

incubation. First, we observed that at higher concentration of enzyme, the signal from 

C3P decreased (Figure 4-6A) while the products from the digestion appeared (Figure 

4-6B). To visualize products from C3P digestion, we zoomed in on the chromatogram 

by focusing in on the retention time of C3P products. Thus, Figure 4-6B consists of 

a zoom (from 400 to 960 seconds) of the chromatogram presented in Figure 4-6A. 

Finally, we also noticed that at each injection a peptide from the medium was also 

eluted around 28min (shown by an arrow in Figure 4-6A). This small peptide 

contained in the medium can be used as a standard. This peptide helped us to ensure 

that for each condition tested, the same amount of sample has been loaded. Here, 
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Figure 4-5: Retention times in minute of different quantities of C3P injected and tested at 4 

different wavelengths (270, 275, 280 and 290nm). Representation of various quantities of C3P 

showing the reproducibility of sample injections. 
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we observed that the peak height of this standard peptide is always the same for all 

samples tested. We assumed that the decrease in peak height of the C3P is exclusively 

due to its digestion by the rhGzmB and not due to a mistake during the loading. We 

considered this standard peptide as a “loading control”.  
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Figure 4-6: HPLC profiles of C3P after 72hrs of digestion using rhGzmB (A) and Zoom of HPLC 

profiles for products visualization (B). Assessment of C3P digestion under various rhGzmB 

concentrations (from 9.5x10
-11

/l to 5U/l). Reading at =275nm under a gradient from 4% to 60% 

solvent B (organic solvent) for 30min. Arrow indicates the “standard peptide” naturally presents in the 

AIM-V medium  and which allowed us to verify that the same amount of sample have loaded into the 

HPLC from one condition to another (A). Second chromatogram (B) is the portion from 400 to 

960seconds (6 to 15.8min) of the original profile and help to clearly visualize the products of the 

digestion. 
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Figure 4-7 summarises absorbance read out of the C3P peaks height after digestion 

by the rhGzmB, depending on the enzyme concentrations (from 9.7x10
-11

 to 5U/l) 

and the time of incubation (from 1 to 72hrs).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We next evaluated C3P digestion over a longer period of time (up to 95hrs) and we 

refined the assay to study a smaller window of enzyme concentrations (from 

0.078U/l up to 10U/l). Consistent with our previous results, we observed that C3P 

cleavage was time dependant for enzyme concentrations lower than 10U/l but 

happened after 24hrs of incubation with 10U/l and tended to be steady after 48, 72 

and 95hrs of incubation (Figure 4-8). Chromatograms show how C3P peak is reduced 

(Figure 4-8A) and how the products of the digestion appear (Figure 4-8B). Here we 

chose to represent results obtained after 95hrs of incubation only because we can 

see the maximum effect of the rhGzmB on the C3P. 
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Figure 4-7: Absorbance of C3P after digestion using rhGzmB. Representation of absorbance in 

miliAbsorbance unit (mAU) of C3P obtained under a gradient from 4% to 60% solvent B (organic solvent) 

after incubation with rhGzmB for peptide digestion. Peptide digestion was assessed for 1, 4, 8, 24, 48, 

and 72 hr. 
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Figure 4-8: HPLC profiles of C3P after 95hrs of digestion using rhGzmB (A) and Zoom of HPLC 

profiles for products visualization (B). Assessment of C3P digestion under various rhGzmB 

concentrations (from 0.078U/l to 10U/l). Reading at =275nm under a gradient from 4% to 60% 

solvent B (organic solvent) for 30min. Arrow indicates the “standard peptide” naturally presents in the 

AIM-V medium  and which allowed us to verify that the same amount of sample have loaded into the 

HPLC from one condition to another (A). Second chromatogram (B) is the portion from 400 to 960 

seconds (6 to 15.8min) of the original profile and help to visualize the products of the digestion clearly. 
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As we have done for the previous experiment, we summarized all the data in order 

to show how the time and the enzyme concentration affect C3P digestion (Figure 4-

9).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Analysis of granzyme B (GzmB) produced after target and 

effector cell co-culture  

To test whether we can detect GzmB produced by NK lines we co-incubated the C3P 

with supernatants from cell co-cultures. We used supernatants coming from co-

culture between KIR2DL2 expressing NKL lines and the class I-negative 721.221 or 

HLA-C*0304 transduced 721.221C*03 cells. In these experiments we hypothesized 

that 721.221 should trigger NKL activation whilst 721.221C*03 should prevent NK 

activation due to the presence of HLA molecules on the cell surface and engagement 

of inhibitory KIR. Cells lines were stained for surface expression of molecules on 

interest before to be used following experiments which require effector and target 

cells. 

Figure 4-9: Absorbance of C3P after digestion using rhGzmB. Varying quantities of C3P were 

incubated with rhGzmB and analysed by HPLC under an organic gradient from 4% to 60% solvent B 

(organic solvent) after incubation with rhGzmB for peptide digestion. Peptide digestion was assessed for 

24, 48, 72 and 95hrs. 
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As expected 721.221 cells did not express HLA-C while 721.221:C*0304 did (Figure 

4-10 A). Effector cells expressed KIR molecules at their surface (Figure 4-10 B-C). 

 

 

 

 

C3P digestion was assessed for 24, 48, 72 and 95hrs after incubation at 37
o

C with 

the cell culture supernatant (Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12). 

Firstly, NKL-2DL2 cells alone did not produce GzmB. We noticed that co-culture of 

NKL-2DL2 cells with 721.221 cells induced GzmB production that efficiently digested 

the C3P to completion after 95hrs of incubation. Secondly, we observed that co-

culture of NKL-2DL2 cells with 721.221:C*0304 cells induced GzmB production as 

well. However, digestion of the C3P was not as efficient as the digestion when we 

used supernatant from NKL-2DL2:721.221 co-cultures. Finally, we noticed that the 

NKL line alone didn’t produce residual GzmB which will facilitate peptide screening 

for NK activation. Thus our preliminary results showed that NKL-2DL2 cells can be 

activated in presence of target cells put at 26
o

C. Furthermore, we noticed that targets 

cells alone can induce some C3P digestion which means that these cells alone in 

culture can produce substances that have the same enzymatic activity as GzmB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-10: HLA-C and KIR expression on cells of interest. (A) HLA-C expression on target cells used 

as positive (721.221:C*0304)  and negative (721.221) controls. (B) KIR staining on NKL2DL2 cells using 

CD158b antibody which recognise KIR2DL2/L3/S2. (C) KIR staining on NKL2DL2 cells. 
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Figure 4-11: Chromatogram of C3P after 95hrs of incubation in supernatants obtained from co-

culture between NKL2DL2 with or without 721.221 or 721.221:C*0304 cells. HPLC sample were 

analysed on a gradient from 4% to 60% solvent B (organic solvent). Arrow indicates peptide present in 

the AIM-V medium, which allowed us to verify that the same amount of sample have loaded into the 

HPLC from one condition to another. 
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Figure 4-12: Absorbance of C3P after digestion using supernatant from co-culture between 

NKL2DL2 with or without 721.221 or 721.221C*0304 cells. Representation of absorbance in 

miliAbsorbance unit (mAU) of C3P obtained under a gradient from 4% to 60% solvent B (organic solvent). 

Peptide digestion was assessed for 24, 48, 72 and 95hrs. Data were normalised to 721.221 or 

721.221:C*0304 depending on whether effector cells have been in co-culture with 721.221 or 

721.221:C*0304. 2DL2 values have been normalised to themselves. Representative experiment from 

two repeat. 
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4.5 Analysis of Granzyme B (GzmB) produced after peptide 

pulsed Targets and Effector cell co-culture: comparison 

between HPLC and GzmB activity assay 

We used 721.221 and 721.21C*0304 cells as control, respectively negative and 

positive. Target cells were pulsed with peptide and co-cultured with KIR2DL3 

expressing NKL cell line. Cells were incubated for 5hrs at 26
o

C (which is the 

temperature suitable for peptide loading). Supernatants were harvested the same way 

as done above and the incubation with the C3P was also carried the same way as 

mentioned above. For this comparative experiments, half of the supernatant was used 

for the Granzyme B activity assay and the other half was reserved for the HPLC 

experiment.  

GzmB activity assay (Figure 4-13A) showed that although the controls presented 

differences: GzmB production and activity from 721.221 supernatant and low level of 

GzmB production and activity from 721.221:C*0304 supernatant. Unfortunately, 

there were no differences observed between samples coming from co-cultures with 

target cells pulsed with peptides.  Indeed, data from functional assays (CD107a ) 

clearly showed that GAV series peptides strongly inhibited (AL, L8S and L7R), mildly 

inhibited (L7F) or did not inhibit (L8Y, L8V, L8K, L7D) NK cells. We used these peptides 

to test NK cells activation or inhibition. We found that there were no differences 

between the different peptides used. Furthermore, the results from the HPLC assay 

showed the same results pattern (Figure 4-13B-C) where the positive and the negative 

control gave the expected results: C3P digestion when effector cells were incubated 

with 721.221 cells and less digestion of the C3P when effectors were incubated with 

721.221:C*0304 cells. Here again, we can see that there were no differences when 

between supernatant coming from co culture of target cells incubated with peptides.  

Therefore neither the HPLC assay nor the GzmB activity assay were able to distinguish 

between strong inhibitory, weak inhibitory or non-inhibitory/antagonistic peptides.   
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Figure 4-13: Comparison between a commercial GzmB Assay and HPLC based GzmB assay. (A) 

GzmB activity in supernatants obtained after co-culture between NKL2DL3 (2DL3) and target cells with 

or without peptides. (B) Absorbance of C3P after digestion using supernatant from co-culture between 

NKL2DL3 cells with or without target cells. Representation of absorbance in miliAbsorbance unit (mAU) 

of C3P obtained under a gradient from 4% to 60% solvent B (organic solvent). Peptide digestion was 

assessed for 95hrs. Data were normalised to Absorbance of C3P peptide obtained with target cells alone. 

Black bars represent effectors and target cells alone, stripped bars represent control cell lines and white 

bars represent co-culture of target cells of interest with or without loaded peptide.  (C) Representation 

of C3P HPLC profile in different conditions. Arrow indicates the peptide present in the AIM-V medium 

and which allowed us to verify that the same amount of sample have loaded into the HPLC from one 

condition to another. Representative experiment from three repeats.  
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4.6 Discussion 

This experiment with GzmB is a novel way to test peptide cleavage and hence test NK 

cell activation.  I determined the incubation time for an optimal cleavage of C3P into 

its two products (YYGIETD and SGVDDYY).  In the beginning, our work has 

demonstrated that our designed peptide (C3P) can be optimally detected by our HPLC 

system at a specific wavelength of 275nm and we showed that the designed peptide 

can be cleaved by the rhGzmB which led us to assume that GzmB produced by cells 

could as well cleave the peptide sequence in two peptide sequences.  

The majority of C3P digestion can be achieved within 24hrs when we used a high 

enzyme activity for the digestion. At low enzyme activity, maximum digestion was 

only achieved after 95hrs of incubation. This meant that for our cellular assay, 95hrs 

was an optimal readout. In fact, we noticed that there was some cleavage with 

721.221 as well as with 721.221:C*0304 alone or in combination with NL2DL2 but 

the large difference in term of C3P digestion were visible at 95hrs of incubation. 

We showed that NKL2DL2 line did not produce GzmB when in culture alone but in co-

culture with 721.221 cells, they induced production of GzmB. The digestion was time 

dependent as after 95hrs of incubation C3P was undetectable when we combined 

NKL2DL2 with 721.221 cells. 721.221 cells in culture alone produced GzmB or 

another serine protease protein that was able to digest C3P. These results informed 

us that we will have to incubate supernatant from co-culture and C3P for at least 

95hrs for an optimal readout.  

Lastly, using cells loaded with our characterised GAV peptides series, we noticed that 

neither the HPLC Assay nor the GzmB activity Assay were able to distinguish between 

strong inhibitory, weak inhibitory or non-inhibitory/antagonistic peptides.  

Nevertheless, HPLC data and GzmB activity assay clearly distinguished sensitivity of 

NK cells toward cells having or missing MHC-I molecule. 
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5. Replicon expressing cells modulate the MHC-I 

peptide repertoire 

 

Viral infections are known to change the peptide repertoire which can render infected 

cells susceptible to elimination by cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) cells (294–296). 

Down regulation of HLA-I molecules to escape CTL responses may lead to NK cell 

activation. Therefore, viral infected cells present peptides that may affect the NK cell 

response. Findings in our group have demonstrated that genes encoding the 

inhibitory NK cell receptor KIR2DL3 and its human leukocyte antigen C group1 (HLA-

C1) ligand directly influence resolution of hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection (297).  To 

investigate how viral infection can affect the peptide repertoire, I have established a 

study model which includes three different cells lines. The cell model is based on 

HuH-7 cells which is a well differentiated hepatocyte derived cellular carcinoma cell 

line that was initially derived from a liver tumour in a 57-year-old Japanese male in 

1982. Furthermore this cell line is one of the few to support hepatitis C virus 

replication. Additionally, Huh7 cells are known to express HLA I at their surface but 

it appears that this is predominantly HLA-A*1101 and not HLA-B or HLA-C (298–300). 

The level of class I expression at the cell surface regulates NK cell activity, and 

modulation of these NK cells ligands by viral proteins could have consequences for 

recognition by NK cells (301,302). In this chapter I have investigated the involvement 

of HLA-C peptide repertoire modulation. 

 

 

 

5.1 Study model, work flow and cell lines integrity 

Three different cell lines (Figure 5-1) were used for this study in order to assess the 

impact of HLA-C on changing the whole endogenous peptide repertoire of Huh-7 cell 

lines and further the presence of a pathogen on HLA-C peptide repertoire. Huh7 cells 

were transfected with a GFP tagged HLA-C*0102 allele (Huh7:C*0102 cells). Further 

introduction of HCV replication system (replicon) in Huh7:C*0102 led to the 

establishment of the Huh7:C*0102-replicon cells (Rep:C*0102).  The generation of 

these the Rep:C*0102 cells was performed in  Dr Arvind Patel’s group (MRC Virology 

Unit, Galsgow) (303,304). 
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Cell lines were regularly tested for HLA-C*0102 expression by flow cytometry by 

measuring GFP expression (Figure 5-2 A). To evaluate the presence of the replicon 

system in Rep:C*0102 cells, luciferase activity was measured using a luminometer 

and signals were compared amongst the three cell lines (Figure 5-2 B). All cells were 

expressing GFP when transfected with HLA-C and the Luciferase was only detected in 

the cell line that carried the Replicon system. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2: GFP expression and Luciferase activity on the cell lines. (A) To ensure the presence of 

HLA-C*0102, cells were analysed for GFP expression. (B) To ensure the presence of the Replicon in our 

cell system, a luciferase assay was performed by Dr Mumtaz Naiyer (Southampton University, UK)  

Table 5-1: schematic representing cell line used to study changes in peptide repertoire. Huh7 cells 

are parental cells. Huh7:C*0102 cell have an extra HLA-C allele compared to the parental cell line and 

Huh7-Rep:C*0102 cells have an extra HLA-C*0102 as well as a replicon construct which will mimic HCV 

infection. 5-1 
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5.2 Peptide identification and quantification 

To study the influence of presented peptides on NK cells reactivity, a total of 3x10
9

 

cells were grown in selection and harvested for MHC-I peptide elution. Before and 

during expansion, cell lines were regularly tested for HLA-C*0102 and luciferase 

activity, where relevant. Peptidome analysis was performed in two steps (by Ralf 

Schittenhelm, Monash University, Australia): 

- The first step consisted of peptide identification in order to identify as many 

peptides as possible and generate a spectral library for subsequent quantification 

(Figure 5-3 A).  

 - In the second step a peptide quantification strategy was applied by using a Data 

Independent Acquisition (DIA) method which globally quantifies peptide across many 

samples (Figure 5-3 B). Among the 6000 quantified peptides, it was possible to 

identify peptides which were specific to Huh7 cells, Huh7:C*0102 cells and 

Rep:C*0102. Our collaborators used a p value cut-off of 1% which evaluates how 

accurate the software can choose the correct peak corresponding to the peptide. 

Within the library of quantified peptide, they were able to quantify 3100 peptides 

across the three samples which then allowed comparison in term of expression 

between the three samples. At the, end, by excluding specific and shared peptides 

from the parental cell lines, we were able generate a library which consisted of 

hundred that were specific to HLA-C*0102.  

 

Figure 5-3: Peptidome analysis strategies. (A) Identification many peptides as possible for subsequent 

quantification. (B) Data Independent acquisition (DIA) method which globally quantify peptide across 

many samples. 
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5.3 Eluted peptides displayed features of HLA-A*11 and HLA-C*0102 

peptide sequence  

 

14 000 peptides were identified and included 10,000 high confidence peptides which 

were then used for quantification. During the quantification process, 6,000 peptides 

were quantified and 3100 peptide quantified across the all three samples. The 

remaining peptide were either unique to each cell lines or shared between Huh7 and 

Huh7:C*0102 or Huh7:C0102 and Rep:C*0102  or Huh7:C*01020. Furthermore, after 

filtering out the peptides of the Huh7 parental cell line, almost 100 peptides were 

identified that were specific to HLA-C*0102.  

Peptide Libraries were first analysed by GibbsCluster which is an online program that 

identifies multiple specificities in peptide data by simultaneously aligning and 

clustering the peptide data (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/GibbsCluster/).  

 

Unique peptide sequences to each cell lines were characterized (Figure 5-4). This 

analysis revealed that peptides from Huh7 cells have characteristics of HLA-A*11 

peptides with specify amino acid at its anchor residue: P2 (Valine (V)/ Tyrosine 

(T)/Serine (S)), P3 (Methionine (M)/ Leucine (L)/Phenylalanine (F), P7 (Leucine (L)/ 

Valine (V)/ Phenylalanine (F)) and P9 Lysine (K)/ Arginine (R)) (Figure 5-4 A). Further, 

I analyzed unique peptides eluted from Huh7:C*0102 cells and we noticed that 

peptides from this cell line would fit the HLA-A*11 pocket. Moreover, some of the 

peptides also fit the HLA-C*0102 pocket having the specific anchor residues of HLA-

C*0102 (Proline (P) at P3 Leucine (L) at P6 and P9 (Figure 5-4 B).  Finally, looking into 

the unique peptidome of Rep:C*0102 cells, the peptides from this cell line only fit 

the HLA-A*11 pocket based on the residues at P2, P3, P7 and P9 (Figure 5-4 C). 

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/GibbsCluster/
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Each cluster group was displayed using the SeqLogo program.  In this representation 

each logo consists of stacks of symbols, one stack for each position in the sequence. 

The overall height of the stack indicates the sequence conservation at that position, 

while the height of symbols within the stack indicates the relative frequency of each 

amino acid at that position. In general, a sequence logo provides general Data from 

the sequence alignments showed that the majority of peptides have a Lysine (K) or 

Arginine (R) at the C terminus. However there was a subgroup of peptides with Proline 

(P) at P3 and Leucine (L) at P9 that identified them as HLA-C*0102 specific. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-4: SeqLogo representations of the unique peptidome of Huh7, Huh7:C*0102 and 

Rep:C*0102. (A and C) Identification of one sequence motif for Huh7 and Rep:C*0102 depicting a HLA-

A*11 motif. (B) Sequence motifs for Huh7:C*0102 depicting a HLA-A*11 motif as well as a HLA-C*0102 

motif. 
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5.4 HLA-C*0102 sequence motif can be identified after excluding 

peptides from the parental cell line Huh7  

 

As a “quality control” analysis, I have used the group of 92 peptides which, based on 

their anchor residues, indicated them to be specific to HLA-C*0102.  This peptide 

library was generated after removing peptides belonging to the parental cell line 

Huh7 from the Huh7:C*0102 and Rep:C*0102 peptidomes. The GibbsCluster analysis 

identified 80 unique sequences and has removed twelve sequences that were shorter 

than a ninemer (ten sequences) and longer than a ninemer (two sequences). The 

identified sequences motifs showed that peptides selected in this library present 

anchor residues that fit the HLA-C*0102 peptide groove (Figure 5-5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.5 Rep:C*0102 cells peptide repertoire cluster with Huh7 peptide 

repertoire  

We observed differences in peptide repertoire across the three samples. The heat 

map showed that Huh7 and Rep:C*0102 cells peptide profiles do cluster together. 

Which means that by introducing the HCV genome in the cell, we changed the peptide 

repertoire of Huh7:C*0102 in favour of a peptide repertoire which is similar to the 

peptide repertoire of the parental cell line Huh7 (Figure 5-6). 

Figure 5-5: SeqLogo representation of the peptidome from HLA-C*0102 expressing cells 

(Huh7:C*0102 and Rep:C*0102). Two motif sequences identified after the removal of Huh7 

peptidome. 
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I further studied the library of shared peptides using GibbsCluster. The program 

identified 2,677 unique sequences and removed 134 shorter than ninemers.   

Figure 5-6 Heat map representing peptide expression at the cell surface of each cell line. Log 2 

values for each peptide fond in each cell line were graphically represented in a Heat map. Expression 

values of peptides are depicted as log2 and scaled across each row to indicate the number of standard 

deviations above (red) or below (blue) the mean, denoted as row Z-score. 
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Identified sequences depicted a sequence motif consistent with HLA-A*11-binding 

peptides (Figure 5-7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.6 Rep:C*0102 cells have a down-regulated peptide repertoire 

compared to the parental cell Huh7:C*0102 cells 

 

To evaluate the modulatory effect of the virus on the peptide repertoire, I compared 

expression of peptides in Huh7:C*0102 cells with peptides from the Rep:C*0102 

system.  The heat–map of fold change between the three cell lines, revealed a majority 

of down-regulated peptides in Rep:C*0102 cells compared to Huh7:C*0102, and 

relatively few up-regulated peptides (Figure 5-8). Fold changes observed were subtle 

(from -6 to +5). I analysed peptides with fold changes of less than -2 for the down-

regulated pool and with fold changes greater than +2 for the up-regulated pool. 

Figure 5-7: SeqLogo representation of the peptidome shared between Huh7, Huh7:C*0102 and 

Rep:C*0102. Motif sequence identified from the shared peptide library. 
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I performed an in depth study of the origin of each peptides using PepServe 

(http://bioserver-1.bioacademy.gr/Bioserver/PepServe/Peptide_index.php) (305) as 

Figure 5-8: Heat map representing fold changes of peptides expression. Fold changes were 

calculated comparing difference of expression between Huh7 and Huh7C*0102, between Huh7 and Rep: 

C*0102 and between Huh7C*0102 and Huh7Replicon C*0102. Hierarchical clustering was performed 

using Pearson correlation metric to calculate distances and clustered using Ward’s linkage. Red and blue 

indicate up- and down regulated peptides, respectively. 

http://bioserver-1.bioacademy.gr/Bioserver/PepServe/Peptide_index.php
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well as UniProt (http://www.uniprot.org)  which are both online programs that allow 

protein identification.  Results demonstrated that in the replicon expressing cells 

there was an up-regulation of peptides from the translation machinery in the cells, 

reflected by upregulation of peptides derived from ribosomes (Table 5-1). Down-

regulated peptide included apolipoprotein B100 (ApoB-100) (Table 5-2). This was 

consistent with reports have shown that chronic infection with HCV leads to a 

deficiency in liver ApoB-100 (306,307)  

http://www.uniprot.org/
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Peptide Unique UniProt ID Protein

Q15418 Ribosomal protein S6 kinase alpha-1.

P51812 Ribosomal protein S6 kinase alpha-3.

Q9UK32 Ribosomal protein S6 kinase alpha-6.

Q13547 Histone deacetylase 1.

Q92769 Histone deacetylase 2.

O15379 Histone deacetylase 3.

P13378 Homeobox protein Hox-D8.

Q15390 Mitochondrial fission regulator 1.

Q15032 R3H domain-containing protein 1.

RVFNIMREK No P20042 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor

QLYWSHPRK No P62273 40S ribosomal protein S29.

Q96L21 60S ribosomal protein L10-like.

P27635 60S ribosomal protein L10.

RVAEALHKLK No Q96A73 Putative monooxygenase p33MONOX.

KAFNQGKIFK No P26641 Elongation factor 1-gamma.

RTIATALEYVYK No P78537 Biogenesis of lysosome-related organelles

RILPKPTRK Yes P62081 40S ribosomal protein S7.

RTDERIKQHPK Yes Q9ULW0 Targeting protein for Xklp2.

RTPAFSPFVR Yes Q7Z5J4 Retinoic acid-induced protein 1.

VIFINTRRK Yes P60842 Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-I.

EEYKKEQAINRAGIVQE Yes Q8N5G0 Small integral membrane protein 20.

AVGDIPGVRFK Yes P62266 40S ribosomal protein S23.

RIHGVGFKK Yes P62899 60S ribosomal protein L31.

FLITQLKML Yes P03928 ATP synthase protein 8.

RIIDLIKEK Yes Q9NU02 Ankyrin repeat and EF-hand domain-

SIMKWNRER Yes Q9P0J0 NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha

ELMPPPPPK Yes O60942 mRNA-capping enzyme.

KLISEEDLLRK Yes P01106 Myc proto-oncogene protein.

GLAVHLEVLNAR Yes Q8N587 Zinc finger protein 561.

SVYDHQGIFKR Yes Q96E22 Dehydrodolichyl diphosphate synthase

KIYPGHGRR Yes P83731 60S ribosomal protein L24.

KFLPPVLLK Yes Q5VYK3 Proteasome-associated protein ECM29

GIKSLSPFA Yes Q6NUQ4 Transmembrane protein 214.

YIKSTMGKPQRLY Yes P62906 60S ribosomal protein L10a.

SVFTNERFPLR Yes O43709 Probable 18S rRNA (guanine-N(7))-

EEYKKEQAINRAG Yes Q8N5G0 Small integral membrane protein 20.

AGLSSPLSFPSQ Yes Q8TEK3 Histone-lysine N-methyltransferase, H3

RIFAPNHVVAK Yes Q02543 60S ribosomal protein L18a.

RTMPLLSLHSR Yes P54368 Ornithine decarboxylase antizyme 1.

RILFFNTPK Yes P48556 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory

GHQQLYW Yes P62273 40S ribosomal protein S29.

RTAHVILRY Yes Q9UKV5 E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase AMFR.

SSFLIKRNK Yes P46779 60S ribosomal protein L28.

AVHLEVLNAR Yes Q8N587 Zinc finger protein 561.

LYQSLR Yes Q5SNT2 Transmembrane protein 201.

SINFAKVLH Yes P51659 Peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type

KVHGSLARAGK Yes P62861 40S ribosomal protein S30.

ASSGASGGKIDNSVLVL Yes O95831 Mitochondrion.

AVASFPKKQE Yes P14406 Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 7A2,

SSGVPNPPK Yes Q8WUA4 General transcription factor 3C

RIFDLGRKK No

GSFGKVFLV No

RVMTVSFHKY No

PHPPPPPPP No

Table 5-2: Representative list of Rep:C*0102 down regulated peptide. 
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Peptide Unique UniProt ID Protein

LSSFWQLIV Yes Q92616 eIF-2-alpha kinase activator GCN1.

TVVNPKYEGK Yes P05556 Integrin beta-1.

TTLPPPLFSK Yes Q5H8A4 GPI ethanolamine phosphate transferase 2.

TVLGGVYILGK Yes P56589 Peroxisomal biogenesis factor 3.

AIYELAVASFPK Yes P14406 Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 7A2,

ATAYGSTVSK Yes P04114 Apolipoprotein B-100.

ATLDVGGLVFK Yes P10074 Zinc finger and BTB domain-containing

GTYSLVPKK Yes Q9H9B1 Histone-lysine N-methyltransferase EHMT1.

TIPIFEPL Yes Q8N3C0 Activating signal cointegrator 1 complex

GVAVSGPTK Yes Q9BR77 Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 77.

GGAGGARISL Yes Q9C075 Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 23.

STAPAQLGK Yes Q9Y5M8 Signal recognition particle receptor

IGSQRYKL Yes P06400 Retinoblastoma-associated protein.

GSQGGNFEGPNK Yes Q8WXF1 Paraspeckle component 1.

TATDVFWAK Yes P00734 Prothrombin.

SIFSEALLK Yes Q08426 Peroxisomal bifunctional enzyme.

TAYGSTVSK Yes P04114 Apolipoprotein B-100.

QVEEIFNLK Yes P78347 General transcription factor II-I.

VFLPKDVAL Yes P15924 Desmoplakin.

SVSPVKATQK Yes Q86XJ1 GAS2-like protein 3.

VVFPFPVNK Yes P04198 N-myc proto-oncogene protein.

SSPITLQAL Yes P04114 Apolipoprotein B-100.

VLQAADILLYK Yes Q9UGM6 Tryptophan--tRNA ligase, mitochondrial.

GIIIVGDEILK Yes Q8NFF5 FAD synthase.

TSLPPLPFK Yes P46013 Antigen KI-67.

TAFDPFLGGK Yes Q92598 Heat shock protein 105 kDa.

PLPPPMKI Yes O60229 Kalirin.

ASVHLDSKK Yes P04114 Apolipoprotein B-100.

SVYAGAGGSGSR Yes P05783 Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 18.

TVAPFLYR Yes Q8IVL1 Neuron navigator 2.

YVHDAPVRSL Yes P01584 Interleukin-1 beta.

Table 5-3: Representative list of Rep:C*0102 up regulated peptide. 
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As the peptidome analysis have shown that the peptide sequences may fit either HLA-

A*11 or HLA-C*0102 peptide grooves, I inputted these sequences into the 

NetMHCpan (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCpan/) online program in order 

to evaluate their ability to bind to HLA-A*11 (Figure 5-9). The majority of the peptides 

had measurable affinity for HLA-A*11 according to the prediction program. This 

observation reflects the fact that the shared peptidome mainly have an HLA-A*11 

binding motif.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although most of the eluted peptides have motifs consistent with HLA-A*11 binding 

groove, I was able to extract a substantial list of peptides which have the ability to 

bind HLA-C*0102 with different affinities (Table 5-4). These peptide have various 

cellular origins including two peptides which are known to be linked to cancer: 

RLPPLLSPL (Podocalyxin-like protein 2) and   MAPARLFAL (Syndecan4). 

 

Figure 5-9: HLA-A*11 stabilibilty of up and down regulated peptide from Huh7:C*0102 and 

Rep:C*0102.  Proportion of down- and up- regulated peptides identified which bind to HLA-A*11. 

Strong (in blue), weak (in red) and non HLA-A*11 binders (in dashed) were represented for both 

down and up regulated pool. 

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCpan/
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Sequence Logo representation confirms that sequences that were identified by the 

NetMHCPan program, displayed an HLA-C*0102 peptide binding sequence with 

predominantly Proline (P) at P3, Leucine (L) at P9 (Figure 5-10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5-4: List of HLA-C*0102 peptides. Peptides identified from the NetMHCpan in silico analysis. 

Figure 5-10: SeqLogo representation of HLA-C*0102 identified peptide. Sequences were input into 

GibbsCluster online program which generated one identified sequence motif. 
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5.7 HLA-C*0102 eluted peptides bind to HLA-C and can stabilise its cell 

surface expression 

 

To study these peptides in more depth, I measured their ability to bind HLA-C, by 

performing an HLA-C stabilisation assay. Each individual peptide was incubated with 

the TAP deficient 721.174 cells which naturally express HLA-C*0102. Different 

concentrations of peptide were tested and DT9 staining was performed (Figure 5-

11). Selected peptides from the immunopeptidome analysis were: VFLPKDVAL (VFL), 

FLVNHDFSPL (FLV), VVPPFLQPEV (VVP), FFMPGFAPL (FFM), SSPITLQAL (SSP), 

YVHDAPVRSL (YVH), RLPPLLSPL (RLP), FLITQLKML (FLI) and MAPARLFAL (MAP). 

Results showed that all peptide, to some extent stabilise HLA-C. Peptides that were 

assigned as being a strong binder by the NetMHCpan online program clustered in 

two groups with strong binders giving high MFI at 200M and weak binders giving 

lower MFI at the same concentration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-11: HLA-C expression at the surface of 721.174 cells after peptide loading with HLA-C 

*0102 selected peptides. Series selected of peptides stabilize HLA-C expression on the surface of 

721.174 cells. DT9 staining of 721.174 after peptides loading with various and increasing 

concentrations of peptide. Peptides in in blue are down regulated peptide and red are up regulated 

peptides.  Predicted affinities were colour coded where: Peptides in darker colour are HLA-C*0102 strong 

binders and peptides in lighter colour weak binders. 
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In order to more precisely determine the staibility of HLA-C complexed with each 

peptide I performed a Brefeldin A (BFA) decay assay. This experiment was aimed to 

correlate with in silico data obtained by using NetMHCpan program. Results are 

summarised in Table 5-5. The results obtained using the prediction program are 

shown Figure 5-12 A. This program did classify these series of peptide as strong or 

weak binders. BFA decay results did correlate with the NetMHCpan classification 

(Figure 5-12).  VAPWNSLSL (VAP-LS) which is known as a HLA-C*0102 endogenous 

was also included as a control. The MFI obtained for each peptide was plotted in 

Figure 5-12 B and was normalised to to the initial surface level in Figure 5-12 C in 

order to determine the peptide off-rate. Results showed that peptides clustered in 

two distincts groups. Strong binders have the same off-rate with a half-time (t1/2) 

around 4hrs while  weak binders peptides had a t1/2 around 1hr. VFL peptide which 

was characterised as a HLA-C*0102 weak binder by NetMHCpan did behave as the 

strong binders with a t1/2 around 4hrs. Thus in summary the in silico data using 

NetNHCpan were verified in vitro at the exception of one peptide (VFL). 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5-5: Comparison of in silico results and in vitro results of HLA-C*0102 peptide stability in 

the peptide groove. Eluted peptide identified as HLA-C*0102 peptides were assessed for their stability 

by BFA decay assay. In vitro results were compared to in silico results. VAP-LS peptide was used as a 

peptide control. 
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Figure 5-12: Stability of HLA-C*0102 identified peptides on the peptide groove. (A) Original in silico 

estimation of peptide stability using NetMHCpan online program. (B) 721.174 cells were loaded with 

100M of peptide overnight and then treated with Brefeldin A, harvested after 0, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8hrs, 

and then stained with HLA-C antibody (DT9). Level of HLA-C at the surface as determined by DT9 

staining. (C) The data in panel A is presented as MFI values normalized to the initial HLA-C surface level 

(MFI at t=0hr). Similar rates of decay were observed in two separate experiments. 
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To test NK cell reactivity toward each peptide, CD107a assays were performed using 

seven different donors. 721.174 cells were loaded with 40M of the down- and up- 

regulated peptides and NK cells degranulation was measured (Figure 5-13). In 

absence of peptide, 721.174 cells induced NK cells degranulation. The strong 

inhibitory peptide VAP-FA peptide (in grey) was used as control for inhibition.  

KIR2DL3
+

 NK cells reacted differently in the presence of the different peptides (Figure 

5-13 A). FFM, RLP and MAP peptides were inhibitory leading to ≤55% of maximal 

degranulation by CD158b-positive NK cells. Inhibition driven by all of these peptides 

was highly statistically significant (p<0.0001).  MAPARLFAL which was up-regulated 

in Rep:C*0102 had a phenylalanine at P7 of the peptide sequence and alanine at P8 

This combination of residues has been already shown to be strongly inhibitory in the 

context of HLA-C*0102 (218,219). Regarding FFMPGFAPL and RLPPLLSPL which also 

inhibited NK cell degranulation, they have small residues at P7 and P8 that are also 

known to be associated with inhibitory KIR recognition and lead to NK cell inhibition. 

Additionally, all HLA-C*0102 weak binder peptides did not inhibit NK cell from 

degranulation. This may be due to the fact that these peptide have non permissive 

residues at P7 and P8 which prevent KIR binding to the MHC-I:peptide complex. 

Finally, as all peptide are ligands for receptor KIR2DL2/L3 consequently none of these 

peptides affected KIR2DL3-negative NK cells (Figure 5-13 B).    

Figure 5-13: Comparison of NK cell degranulation toward target cells loaded with HLA-C*0102 

identified peptide. (A) Degranulation assays of KIR2DL2/L3
+

 NK cells. Down-regulated peptides (in blue) 

and up-regulated peptides (in red) were individually tested using 721.174 cells. VAP-FA peptide in grey 

was used as peptide control. All values have been normalised to “No Peptide”. Representation of n=7 

experiments. ****p<0.0001, and *p<0.05 (One-way Anova) which compares each condition to “No 

peptide”. (B) Degranulation assays of KIR2DL2/L3
-

 NK cells. 
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I next tested the effect of up-regulated and down-regulated peptides separately or in 

combination for their ability to influence NK cell reactivity.  For combination of 

peptides, quantification data from mass spectrometry analysis were used to scale 

peptide quantity used in this functional assay.  As MAP and SSP peptide behaved as 

strong inhibitory and non-inhibitory peptides respectively, they were also included as 

one of the combinations (Figure 5-14 A).  In order to test whether the SSP peptide 

could potentially “antagonise” inhibition due to MAP peptide. The previously 

described VAP-FA+VAP-DA (VAPWNSFAL and VAPWNSDAL) combination was also 

incorporated as a control for peptide antagonism. In the absence of peptide, I 

observed strong degranulation from KIR2DL2/L3+ NK cells. In the presence of the up-

regulated peptides, strong degranulation was also observed (>80% of no peptide). 

The mix of down-regulated peptides gave a lower level degranulation (<70%). 

Combination of both the up and down regulated peptides strongly inhibited 

KIR2DL2/L3
+

 NK cells. Combination of MAP+SSP did result in a release of NK cells 

from their inhibition by MAP, suggesting that SSP peptide can antagonise the 

inhibition driven by the MAP peptide.  As control, FA+DA peptides from the VAP series 

did induce NK cell antagonism.  Furthermore, none of these combinations affected 

KIR2DL2/L3-negative cells (Figure 5-14 B).  

 

Figure 5-14: Degranulation assay comparing of NK cell reactivity to HLA-C*0102 selected peptide. 

(A) Degranulation assays of KIR2DL2/L3
+

 NK cells. Up- and down-regulated peptides were loaded into 

721.174 cells and tested separately or in combination. All values have been normalised to “No Peptide”. 

Representation of n=5 experiments. ****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001, *p<0.05 (One-way Anova) which 

compares each condition to “No peptide”. (B) Degranulation assays of KIR2DL2/L3
-

 NK cells. 
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5.8 Replicon expressing cells down regulate MHC-I expression at the 

cell surface 

Reports have shown that introducing a replicon system in hepatic cell lines induces 

down-regulation of class I surface expression. This phenomenon was related to an 

intracellular accumulation of unfolded MHC-I molecule (299). As the peptidome 

analysis revealed a loss of HLAC*0102 peptide at the surface, I decide to investigate 

the Class I expression of these cell lines. I assessed their Class I expression: for total 

MHC-I, HLA-A*11 and HLA-C expression. W6.32 staining showed that Huh7 cells 

expressed HLA-I molecule at the surface (MFI= 6,496) but Huh7:C*0102 (MFI= 

14,288) and Rep:C*0201 (MFI= 9,131) did express more HLA-1 overall (Figure 5-15 

A). This higher expression of total HLA-I in Huh7:C*0102 and Rep:C*0102 cells is 

most likely related to the HLA-C*0102 over-expressed in these cells. As peptidome 

analysis revealed an enrichment of HLA-A*11 peptides, I stained cells for this specific 

HLA allele using the 4i93 antibody (Figure 5-15 B). Results showed that all cells did 

express HLA-A*11 at their surface (MFI= 6,496 for Huh7 cells, 14,288.65 for 

Huh7:C*0102 and 9,131.13 for Rep:C*0102 cells). HLA-C staining using DT9 revealed 

that Huh7 cells have lower levels of HLA-C expression at the cell surface 

(MFI=2,446.45) compared to Huh7:C*0102 (MFI=13,460.46) and Rep:C*0102 

(MFI=8,031.71) (Figure 5-15 C). But it was noticeable that Rep:C*0102 did express 

less HLA-C at the cell surface than Huh7:C*0102 cells. I then verified the presence of 

GFP expression as our HLA-C*0102 construct has a GFP tag attached. It was 

interesting to observe that the GFP expression was almost the same between 

Huh:C*0102 (MFI= 104,627.32) and Rep:C*0102 (MFI= 98,239.49) and was not 

detectable in Huh7 cells (Figure 5-15 D). This results suggested that replicon 

expressing cells were retaining HLA-C molecules in the cytoplasm, hence the lower 

level of expression at the surface.   As controls I used W6.32 (Figure 5-15 E), HLA-

A*A11 (Figure 5-15 F) and DT9 (Figure 5-15 G) staining on 721.221 cells and 

721.221:C*0304 cells. 
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The summary of HLA staining of three independents experiments is shown in Figure 

5-16 A.  The ratio of HLA-A*11/total HLA I (Figure 5-16 B), ratio of HLA-C/total HLA 

I (Figure 5-16 C) have confirmed the observed down-regulation and correlate with 

data plotted in the heat-map showing how Rep:C*0102 peptide repertoire clustered 

with Huh7 peptide repertoire. The ratio of HLA-A*C/HLA-A*11 revealed that there 

were no differences between Huh7:C*0102 and Rep:C*0102 (Figure 5-16 D). This 

observation confirms the high level of both molecules on Huh7:C*0102 compared to 

Rep:C*0102.  

Figure 5-15: Comparison of Class I expression at the cell surface of Huh7, Huh7:C*0102 and 

Rep:C*0102. Cell lines were stained for total MHC-I (A), HLA-A*11 (B), HLA-C (C) and verify for their GFP 

expression (D). (E-G) 721.221 and 721.221:C*0304 cells were used as controls. 
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5.9 Huh7 and Rep:C*0102 cells do not induce NK cell 

degranulation  

Functional assays using CD107a were carried out using the different cell lines as 

targets for NK cells in degranulation assays (Figure 5-17). Analysis of total NK cell 

populations have shown that Huh7, Huh7:C*0102 as well as Rep:C*0102 were lysed 

by all NK cells at similar low levels (Figure 5-17 B-D)  

Figure 5-16: Class I molecule expression at the surface of Huh7 cells and its derivatives. (A) Staining 

was total HLA I, HLA-A*11 HLA-C and GFP measurements from three independent experiments were 

summarized.  (B) Ratio of surface expression of HLA-C/Total HLA I. (C) Ratio of surface expression of 

HLA-A*11/Total HLA I. (D) Ratio of surface expression of HLA-C/ HLA-A*11. 
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Figure 5-17: Comparison of NK cell degranulation after co-culture with Huh7 cell lines and its 

derivatives. (A) NK Cell frequency for each donor used in the functional assay: Lymphocyte, NK cells, 

KIR2DL2/L3/S2 (CD158b) positive and negative NK cells frequencies. (B) Degranulation of total NK cell 

population. (C) Degranulation of KIR2DL2/L3
+

 NK cells. (D) Degranulation of KIR2DL2/L3
-

 NK cells. 

721.221 and 721.221 cells were used as respectively positive and negative controls. Representation of 

n=11 experiments. 
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5.10 Discussion 

 

The role of peptides in KIR and HLA interactions has started to be taken into 

consideration in studies focusing on NK cell reactivity. Reports have shown that 

failing to recognize the peptide in the MHC-I groove results in activation of KIR-

positive NK cells. This has been demonstrated for HLA-C peptides as well (207,209). 

I decided to carry out an immunopeptidome analysis in order to investigate the 

influence of HLAC*0102 allele during viral replication and how the latter modulate 

peptide repertoire. Using a pan MHC-I antibody (W6.32), we have eluted HLA-A, -B and 

–C peptides. These peptides were quantified. Although no viral peptide was identified 

in the unique peptidome of Rep:C*0102 cells, the data has shown that introduction 

of a viral replicating system into a cell induces a subtle down-regulation of MHC-I 

molecules (HLA-A11 and HLA-C) at the surface. This phenomenon may be related to 

an accumulation of unfolded MHC-I molecules in the endoplasmic reticulum as 

reported by Tardif et al (299).  

Additional analysis of the protein of origin of up- and down regulated peptide pool 

showed that replicon expressing cell have a higher  metabolism and have a deficiency 

in ApoB-100 (306,307). Furthermore, eluted peptides reflected the cell origin, as I 

was able to detect peptide from liver protein such as Fatty Acid Synthetase, Fatty Acid 

binding protein, ApoB-100, Fatty Acid Desaturase 2. 

This down-regulation of certain peptides was reflected in the immunopeptidome 

analysis of the difference between Huh7:C*0102 and Rep:C*0102. Peptide elution has 

demonstrated that there is a modulation of the peptide repertoire in favour of down 

regulation of a certain class of peptide associated with an up regulation of strong 

inhibitory peptide. Our elution strategy used the pan-MHC class I antibody W6.32 . 

Nevertheless we have identified a few key peptides which are presented by HLA-

C*0102 and which may be involved in the sensitisation of NK cells after co-culture 

with Rep:C*0102 cells. Data have suggested that Rep:C*0102 tended to down 

regulate the surface expression of HLA-C but preserve the expression of strong 

inhibitory peptides such as MAPARLFAL which can prevent NK cell activation. Using a 

reductionist model to evaluate the reactivity of individual HLA-C*0102 binding 

peptides, our results have shown that the majority of down regulated peptides are 

involved in the prevention of KIR2DL2/L3 expressing NK cell inhibition. This NK cell 

reactivity was due to the fact that they have a short half-life on the MHC-I groove (VVP, 
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FLV and VFL) or because they have P7 and P8 residues that prevent KIR recognition 

(SSP and YVH). Nevertheless two of the down-regulated peptides were inhibitory (FFM 

and RLP). The combination of MAP (up-regulated) and SSP (down-regulated) peptide 

did result in a release of NK from the inhibition due to MAP peptide. This observation 

designated SSP peptide as a potential antagonist peptide and needs to be investigated 

further. 

The W6.32 immunoprecipitation identified two up-regulated peptides: MAPARLFAL 

and FLITQLKML. The first one was an HLA-C*0102 strong binder and also a strong NK 

cell inhibitory peptide. The second one was a HLA-C*0102 weak binder and was non- 

inhibitory, most likely to having a short half-life within the MHC-I groove. This 

prevents the recognition of the ligand and leads to an activating NK reactivity toward 

target cells pulsed with this peptide. Moreover, its P7 and P8 residues in this peptide 

sequence are not predicted to be permissive for inhibitory KIR binding (114,207).  

Testing up- and down-regulated peptides separately resulted respectively in NK cells 

activation and inhibition. However the combination of both peptide pools resulted in 

inhibition.  
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6. General discussion  

NK cells are innate immune lymphocytes that play an important role during infections 

and cancer. In contrast to T cells, NK cells do not require receptor rearrangement to 

respond to infections but their function is based on a balance between the activating 

and inhibitory signals that they receive.  The NK cell response is tightly regulated as 

they express a wide range of various receptors. NK cell reactivity is in part regulated 

by inhibitory receptors that recognise MHC-I ligands. The MHC-I and KIR receptors 

are highly polymorphic. Susceptibility to disease is strongly influenced by the host 

genetics and several studies have reported that viral infection outcome can be 

influence by HLA-KIR gene interaction on disease. In the case of HCV infection, 

homozygosity for KIR2DL3 and HLA-C1 is associated with resolution of infection 

(297). These findings reinforce the fact that KIR gene evolution is likely to be 

pathogen driven.  

To date peptide antagonism has been defined only for HLA-C*0102 using peptide 

variants of VAPWNSLSL and the 721.174 cell line which is TAP-negative and 

endogenously expresses HLA-C*0102.  We investigated this mechanism further by 

studying HLA-C*0304 allele expressed in the class I-negative cell line 721.221. A 

series of peptides [GAVDPLLAL (LA), GAVDPLLSL (L8S), GAVDPLLVL (L8V), GAVDPLLKL 

(L8K) and GAVDPLLYL (L8Y)] with previously described affinities for KIR2DL2 and a 

modification of the amino acid at position 8 (P8) were first used. All these peptides 

had similarly bound to HLA-C molecule as described by the original report and this 

observation was also confirmed by a Brefeldin A decay assay. Equal stabilization of 

HLA-C on the cell surface due to loaded peptides was an expected result as the P8 

modification does not affect the anchor residue recognise by HLA-C*0304 for the 

peptide binding. Results from the functional assay showed a hierarchy in inhibition 

that can be correlated with peptide affinities for KIR2DL2. However, there was no 

convincing antagonism observed when strong and weak inhibitory peptides were 

mixed together. These results suggested that tested P8 modifications result in null 

peptides instead of antagonistic peptides. The results was also observed in HLA-

C*0102 context where combination of VAP-LS and VAP-LY did not induce a released 

of NK cells from their inhibition. It has been previously described, that KIR binding 

and hence NK cell inhibition are particularly sensitive to the residue at P8 

(207,221,308). Here, our peptides with low affinity for KIR have Tyrosine (Y), Lysine 

(K) or Valine (V) at P8.   
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It has been shown that in terms of KIR recognition of the peptide:MCH-I complex, KIR 

receptors accommodate complexes with peptide containing small amino acid residue 

at P8.  Characteristics of the P8 residue may explain these aspects of our results: 

firstly, they can be the reason why we observed NK cell degranulation in presence of 

these peptides, secondly, they can explain why we did not observe any antagonism 

and lastly they can be an explanation for describing these peptides as null peptides.  

In contrast with our new finding, in our unpublished work, we described VAPWNSDYL 

as a NK cell antagonist peptide for HLAC*0102 alongside with VAPWNSDAL. 

 

As amino acids at position 8 (P8) and position 7 (P7) are critical for KIR recognition, 

we designed a second series of peptides with modifications at p7 [GAVDPL7RAL 

(L7R), GAVDPL7FAL (L7F) and GAVDPL7DAL (L7D)].  Stabilisation assays showed that 

all these peptides had similar affinity for the HLA-C molecule as Bmax and Kd values 

were almost similar. These results were predictable as the anchor residue for binding 

to HLA-C*0304 were not changed. This stabilisation data was confirmed by Brefeldin 

A decay assay.  Using the CD107a as functional assay, I was able to distinguish three 

different types of peptide: strong inhibitory (L7R), intermediate inhibitory (L7F) and 

antagonist peptides (L7D).  We identified L7D as an antagonist peptide as it did not 

inhibit NK cells but antagonised the inhibition drove by L7R. Alongside our previous 

study in the context of HLA-C*0102, results showed that aspartic acid at p7 in the 

peptide sequence resulted in an antagonist peptide. In contrast to HLA-C*0102, for 

HLA-C*0304 L7R triggered stronger inhibition compared to an L7F peptide. Indeed, 

in our previous published studies on the HLA-C*0102 allele, we described VAP-FA 

(with a F at P7) as a strong inhibitory peptide and VAP-RA (with a R at P7) as 

intermediate inhibitory peptide (218,219). These observations tend to raise new 

questions on the impact of the role of these amino acids in term of peptide:MHC-I 

complex binding to KIR2DL2/L3 in the context of HLA-C*0102 and HLA-C*0304 and 

allelic diversity for HLA-C. Furthermore this phenomenon implied that allelic diversity 

plays a role in determining the fine inhibitory specificity of the bound peptide. 

Segregation analysis and gene positioning studies within the KIR haplotypes suggests 

that KIR2DL2 and KIR2DL3 behave as alleles at a single locus (KIR2DL2/3) (309). As 

expected, based on the homology in their ligand-binding domains, KIR2DL2 and 

KIR2DL3 bind a similar set of HLA-C ligands.  Although KIR2DL2 does bind HLA-C with 

a higher affinity than KIR2DL3. The lower affinity of KIR2DL3 has been ascribed to 

arginine 16 of the N-terminal D1 extracellular domain and cysteine 148 of the D2 

domain, which decrease its avidity for HLA-C through a more acute inter-domain 
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hinge angle between D1 and D2 (310).  I used KIR2DL2-Fc conjugated with protein A 

in order to assay the KIR affinity of our P7 modified peptides and we found a hierarchy 

in term of KIR binding and this hierarchy was then observed in the CD107a assay.   

As described in our previous work, we were also able to show that a small amount of 

a strong inhibitory peptide (L7R here) induced inhibition and this inhibition fitted a 

one-phase decay curve. Moreover, for all concentration of the antagonist peptide 

(L7D) tested, we observed a release of NK cells from inhibition due to L7R, our strong 

inhibitory peptide.  

Combination of KIR-Fc binding and CD107a showed a correlation between the binging 

and the killing. According to my results, it seemed the antagonistic peptide disrupt 

the distribution of the inhibitory peptide at the immune synapse. This prevent the 

binding of the KIR-Fc as its avidity and affinity for the peptide:MHC-I complex are 

altered (Figure 6-1 A-C). Further, I have demonstrated that peptide antagonism is not 

restricted to one HLA-C allele, but is likely to be a more generalizable phenomenon 

for KIR2DL2/3. Moreover, the P7 residue appears important in defining an antagonist 

peptide in HLA-C*0304 context and peptide displacement is not involved in this 

mechanism.  Additionally, results suggest a conformational aspect of the KIR-MHC-

I:peptide complex recognition that will need to be explored. It may be that this 

phenomenon also involves the conformation adopted by the ligand and the receptor 

in the recognition of the MHC-I:peptide complex. As described by Zappacosta et al, 

the ability of individual peptides to induce NK activation differed widely so the ability 

to distinguish between subsets of peptides may be a general feature of MHC-I 

recognition by NK cells (114). 

 

 

Preliminary data using minigene constructs gave encouraging insight on the ability 

of endogenously presented peptides to be antagonistic and its effect was noticeable 

in a reductionist model using KIR2DL3 expressing NKL cell lines. These preliminary 

results showed that experiments involving minigenes constructs needed to be refined 

and improved to provide a definitive answer as to the potential for antagonist 

peptides to be endogenously presented.  Further investigation of this topic will be to 

understand how small changes in a peptide repertoire lead to NK cell activation.  
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The immunopeptidome experiment gave me an opportunity to uncover biologically 

relevant peptides involved in immune system reactivity. I decided to carry out an 

immunopeptidome analysis in order to investigate the influence of HLA-C*0102 allele 

during viral replication and how the latter modulates peptide repertoire by using a 

HCV replicon system.  The immunoprecipitation used a pan MHC-I antibody (W6.32), 

have resulted in the elution HLA-A and –C peptides. Peptide identification and 

quantification did not reveal the presence of viral peptide.   

The HCV replicon expressing cell presented an HLA-A*11 binding peptidome, with its 

peptidome being marked by the loss of HLA-C*0102 peptidome, compared to the 

parental cell, Huh7:C*0102.  Furthermore, the data has shown that the introduction 

of a viral replicating system into a cell induces a subtle down-regulation of MHC-I 

Figure 6-1: Suggested model for antagonism mechanism. (A) Strong KIR-Fc signal presence of strong 

inhibitory peptide L7R, in red. (B) No KIR-Fc binding in presence of non-inhibitory peptide L7D, in blue. 

(C) Loss of KIR binding in presence of both L7R and L7D. 
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molecules (HLA-A11 and HLA-C) at the surface, a phenomenon previously reported 

by Tardif et al (299).  

Overall, quantification analysis showed that Rep:C*0102 cells did down regulate the 

peptide repertoire compared to the cells without the replicon system (Figure 6-2 A-

C). Nevertheless, expressed HLA-C*0102 at the surface tended to present strong 

inhibitory peptides such as MAPARLFAL (MAP). On the other hand within identified 

down regulated peptide, SSPITLQAL (SSP) was a NK cell non-inhibitory peptide. 

Residues at P7 and P8 within their amino acid sequence can help to predict their 

affinity for KIR2DL2/L3 (114,207). The combination of MAP (up-regulated) and SSP 

(down-regulated) peptide did result in a release of NK from the inhibition due to MAP 

peptide.  

Although the Huh7 cell line allows HCV replication using a Replicon system, it seemed 

to be a limiting target cell line for NK cell degranulation. Nevertheless, these cells 

have been used in several studies that aimed to understand HCV replication and 

physiopathology (311–314). Here, they have allowed me to highlight how HCV 

replication did modulate the peptide repertoire.  

Overall, it is possible that HLA-C*0102 can present peptides that mediate weak 

interaction with KIR receptors leading to resulting in NK cell activation during viral 

infection. W6.32 elution will need to be completed with a DT9 elution in order to 

enriched the HLA-C*0102 peptide library.  
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In this study, we were able to elute peptides which are cancer related. RLPPLLSPL and 

MAPARLFAL are sequences found respectively in Podocalyxin-like protein 2 and 

Syndecan-4 proteins (315–321). In our experiments, the first one is down regulated 

and the second one up regulated. Both bind strongly to HLA-C and strongly inhibit 

NK cells via KIR2DL2/L3 receptor. 

The study of the immunopeptidome gives an opportunity to understand the influence 

of peptide repertoire changes and its impact on the immune response. Usually 

identification of a peptide library is obtained and needs to be screened in vitro for 

their influence on NK cells reactivity. Such experiment requires improved and high-

throughput methods. Functional assays for NK cell study follow a trend that tends to 

replace radioactive assays with calorimetric procedures. Unfortunately, these assays 

mainly suit primary NK cells and previously unpublished work in our group has shown 

that they can be difficult to adapt when using NK cell lines.  I therefore decided to 

design a new cellular and HPLC based assay to study NK cell function and activation.  

During the setting-up of this assay, I have demonstrated that the Caspase 3 peptide 

YYGIETDSGVDDYY (C3P) can be optimally detected by UHPLC system at a specific 

wavelength of 275nm. We expected the C3P detection to happen between 270 and 

280nm as we placed a total of four tyrosines at the beginning and at the end of the 

C3P sequence.  I have demonstrated that recombinant human Granzyme B (rhGzmB) 

was able to cleave C3P into two peptides of seven amino acids each (YYGIETD and 

SGVDDYY). As expected, at high enzyme concentrations the majority of C3P digestion 

was achieved within 24hrs whereas maximum digestion at low enzyme concentration 

was achieved only after 95hrs of incubation. This meant that for our cellular assay, 

95hrs might be a reasonable readout of NK cell activity. However I also needed to 

take into account the fact that during this period of time, 721.221 (MHC-I negative 

cells) as well as C*0304 cells alone in culture produce substances that, after 95hrs 

induce a considerable digestion of the C3P. These substances have a serine protease 

Figure 6-2: Suggested model of Huh7 cells peptide repertoire modulation. (A) Peptide repertoire of 

Huh7 cells. In black are shown peptides that rare naturally present. (B) Up regulation of HLA-C*0102 

expression on Huh7 cells after transfection with HLA-C*0102. In pink are presented HLA-C*0102 

peptides and in black peptides which are naturally present. (C) Down regulation of total HLA molecules 

after transfection with Replicon. In pink are presented HLA-C*0102 peptides, in red HLA-C*0102 strong 

inhibitory peptides and in black peptide which are naturally present. 
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like activity which may be responsible of the digestion of the C3P (322). Biró et al 

identified and reported that this substance have a molecular weight within the range 

of 85 to 90kDa and is expressed by activated human B cells and BL41/95 Burkitt’s 

lymphoma cell line. This protease can be detected on the cell surface as well as in the 

supernatant as a secreted protein.  However, complete digestion of the C3P was 

observed after 95hrs of incubation when we used supernatant coming from co-culture 

between NKL-2DL2 cells and 721.221 cells. Similar results were obtained using 

KIR2DL3 expressing NKL cells, indicating that this assay can detect NK cell activation 

in this system.  Conversely, using cells loaded with previously studied peptides (GAV 

peptide series), I observed that neither the HPLC Assay nor the GzmB activity Assay 

were able to distinguish between strong inhibitory, weak inhibitory or non-

inhibitory/antagonistic peptides.  Nevertheless, HPLC data and GzmB activity assay 

clearly distinguished sensitivity of NK cells toward cells expressing or lacking MHC-I 

molecule. The HPLC method establishes as a novel technique to assess killing ability 

of NK cells. The protocol may be applied to test primary NK cells. 

 

In summary, we have identified two antagonistic systems. These findings give new 

insights that lead to new opportunities to understand the peptide antagonism 

mechanism. Future experiments are required to understand how small changes in a 

peptide repertoire lead to NK cell activation. As we found that small down regulation 

of HLA-C*0102 goes along with up-regulation of strong inhibitory peptide, we can 

perceive the importance and the sensitivity of HLA-C binding peptides for NK cells 

reactivity during viral infections or cancer
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7. Future Directions 

7.1 Peptide Antagonism  

I have demonstrated that peptide antagonism can be a generalizable phenomenon 

for HLA-C group 1 bound peptides. Still, these findings raised new questions and 

challenges. In depth investigation will allow us to understand how an antagonistic 

peptide reorganises the distribution of inhibitory peptides at the cell surface during 

KIR recognition. Indeed we have the possibility of generating a cell line that expresses 

both HLA-C*0102 and HLA-C*0304 (tagged with two distinct fluorochromes) and 

visualise their distribution in presence of inhibitory or antagonistic peptide by 

analysing micro-cluster by confocal microscopy.  

Another question to answer will concern other HLA-C alleles. Is it possible to describe 

more antagonistic peptides? We can test for HLA-C*0801 or HLA-C*0702 which 

belong to the HLA-C group 1 (HLA-C1) for example.  

Finally, understanding why P8 variants do result in null peptide when mixed with 

strong inhibitory peptides can be one key in describing what is an antagonistic 

peptide. This can be done by peptides elution after peptide loading to confirm the 

presence or absence of both peptides at the surface. This experiment may help to 

confirm that these P8 variants do not have any effect despite being present. 

Additionally, modelling and crystalisation of HLA-C*0304 and its receptor may give 

more insight in this phenomenon. 

 

7.2 Immunopeptidome study 

Analysis of peptidome modulation of Huh7:C*0102 in presence of a HCV replicating 

system have raised new questions. Is the Rep:C*0102 peptide repertoire more 

inhibitory than its parental cell line (Huh7:C*0102) peptide repertoire? This question 

can be answered by evaluating un-changed peptides between Huh7:C*0102 and 

Rep:C*0102. Furthermore, we can investigate the effect of the replicon system on 

other HLA-C alleles. Does it have the same effect as the one observed with HLA-

C*0102? We can test the effect of the replicon on the peptidomes of HLA-C*0304 and 

HLA-C*0702 for example. In completion of our first study, it will be interesting to 

investigate the antagonistic potential of SSPITLQAL peptide. 
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Finally, an in-depth investigation of HLA-A*11 peptides will be important, focussing 

on the study of up- and down-regulated peptides, especially as HLA-A*11 is 

recognised to be an allele which can bind to activating and inhibitory KIR. Are up-

regulated peptides more likely to bind inhibitory KIR and down regulated peptide 

susceptible to bind activating KIR and what are the implications of this for viral 

infections and cancer? 
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Appendices 

 

A.1 Material and Reagents used 

A.1.1 Equipment 

 Flow cytometer Accuri C6 Flow, cat.#: 2775, BD bioscience 

 UHPLC UltiMate 3000, cat.#: 8076932 (Pump, NCS-3500RS), ThermoScientific 

 DNA Engine Tetrad 2, Peltier Thermal Cycler, MJ Research, cat.#: ALS1296 (unit 

block) 

 UV transilluminator, UVP  

 Bench centrifuge Heraeus Fresco 17 centrifuge, Thermo Scientific  

 CR4i Centrifuge, cat.#: 30402276, Jouan 

 DHD autoflow CO2 air Jacketed incubator, Nuaire 

 Purcell TC direct heat CO2 incubator, Nuaire 

 Axiovert 40 CFL, Zeiss (inverted microscope) 

 Vortex Genius 3, Ika 

 Sub Aqua 12 water bath, Grant 

 pH 210 Microprocessor pH meter, Hanna Instruments 

 Spectrophotometer,Nanodrop, ND-1000 

 Confocal microscopy SP8, Leica  

 

A.1.2 Reagents 

 AIM-V + AlbuMAX (BSA) (1X), cat.#: 31035-025, Gibco Life Technologies 

 Citric Acid monohydrate, cat.#: C/6200/53, Fisher Scientific 

 Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), cat.#: D8418, Sigma-Aldrich 

 Glycerol  

 Human AB serum, cat.#: H6914, Sigma-Aldrich 

 PBS 1X, filtred and sterile, cat.#: BE17-516F, Lonza 

 PBS tablets, cat.#: P4417-100TAB, Sigma-Aldrich 

 PFA (4%) in PBS, cat.#: sc-281692, Santa Cruz 

 Proteine A Alexa Fluor 488, Invitrogen, cat #: P11047, lot #: 16118347 

 RPMI medium 1640 (1X) + GlutaMAX-I, cat.#: 61870-010, Gibco Life 

Technologies 
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 rhIL2: from NIH services 

 rhIL15, cat.#: 247-IL-025, R&D systems 

 rhKIR2DL2-Fc chimera, R&D systems, cat. #: 3015-KR, lot#: NHI0114091  

 Hygromycin (HygroGold), cat.#: ant-hg-5, Invivogen 

 Pen Strep Glutamine (100X), cat.#: 10378-016, Gibco Life Technologies 

 FBS, cat.#: SV30180.03, lot#: SYJ20004, Hyclone  

 BSA, cat.#: A2153-100G, Sigma-Aldrich 

 Sodium Azide (NaN3), cat.#: S2002-100G, Sigma-Aldrich 

 Sodium Phosphate Dibasic solution, cat.#: 94046-100ML-F, Sigma-Aldrich 

 

A.1.3 Antibodies 

Antigen Clone Fluorochr. Dil. Cat. # Compagny 

CD107a  

(LAMP-1) 

eBioH4A3 eFluor 660 1/400 50-1079-42 eBioscience 

CD3 UCHT1 PerCP 1/100 300428 BioLegend 

CD56 HCD56 PE 1/50 318306 BioLegend 

CD56 B159 PE 1/2.5 555516 BD Bioscience 

CD158b 

(KIR2DL2/L3/S2) 
CH-L FITC  1/5 559784 BD Bioscience 

Goat F(ab')2 IgG 

H&L  
polyclonal PE 1/50 ab7002 Abcam 

Goat F(ab')2 IgG 

H&L 
polyclonal AF647 1/6000  Abcam 

HLA-A*11 4i93 - 1/10 ab33641 Abcam 

 

 

A.1.4 Software 

 BD Accuri C6, version 1.0.264.21 

 Chromeleon, version 6.80, ThermoScientific 

 WinTV2000  

 GraphPad Prism, version 6.05 

A.2 Buffers 
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 Non-sterile PBS 1X (1L): 

- 1L H2O 

- 5 PBS tablets 

 

 FACS wash buffer (1L): 

- 1L non-sterile PBS 1X 

- 10g BSA (1% final concentration) 

- 1g NaN3 (0.1% final concentration) 

 

 FACS blocking buffer (50ml): 

- 45ml FACS wash buffer 

- 5ml human AB serum (10% final concentration) 

 

 Fixing buffer (50ml): 

- 37.5ml non-sterile PBS 1X 

- 12.5ml 4% PFA (1% final concentration) 

 

 Citrate buffer (50ml): 

- 1.37g Citric Acid (M final concentration) 

- 6.6ml Sodium Phosphate Dibasic solution (M final concentration) 

- 43.4ml H2O (filtrated) 

 

 

A.3 HPLC Programs 

 

A.3.1 GAV Peptides elution 

ColumnOven.TempCtrl =  On 

ColumnOven.Temperature.Nominal =  35.0 [°C] 

ColumnOven.Temperature.LowerLimit =  35.0 [°C] 

ColumnOven.Temperature.UpperLimit =  45.0 [°C] 

EquilibrationTime =  0.5 [min] 

ColumnOven.ReadyTempDelta =  1.0 [°C] 
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LoadingPump.Pressure.LowerLimit =  0 [bar] 

LoadingPump.Pressure.UpperLimit =  620 [bar] 

LoadingPump.MaximumFlowRampDown =  10 [µl/min²] 

LoadingPump.MaximumFlowRampUp =  10 [µl/min²] 

LoadingPump.%A.Equate = 

 "98%H2O/2%ACN+0.05%TFA" 

LoadingPump.%B.Equate =  "%B" 

%C.Equate =  "%C" 

NC_Pump.Pressure.LowerLimit =  0 [bar] 

NC_Pump.Pressure.UpperLimit =  400 [bar] 

NC_Pump.MaximumFlowRampDown =  0.300 [µl/min²] 

NC_Pump.MaximumFlowRampUp =  0.300 [µl/min²] 

NC_Pump.%A.Equate =  "100%H2O+0.05%TFA" 

NC_Pump.%B.Equate = 

 "20%H2O/80%ACN+0.05%TFA" 

DrawSpeed =  350 [nl/s] 

DrawDelay =  3000 [ms] 

DispSpeed =  2500 [nl/s] 

DispenseDelay =  0 [ms] 

WasteSpeed =  6000 [nl/s] 

WashSpeed =  8333 [nl/s] 

LoopWashFactor =  1.000 

SampleHeight =  2.000 [mm] 

PunctureDepth =  10.000 [mm] 

WashVolume =  50.000 [µl] 

SyncWithPump =  Off 

LowDispersionMode =  Off 

InjectMode =  ulPickUp 

FirstTransportVial =  R1 

LastTransportVial =  R1 

TransportVialCapacity =  Unlimited 

TransLiquidHeight =  5.000 [mm] 
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TransVialPunctureDepth =  7.000 [mm] 

FlushVolume =  3.500 [µl] 

LoadingPump_Pressure.Step =  0.01 

[s]LoadingPump_Pressure.Average =  Off 

NC_Pump_Pressure.Step =  0.01 [s] 

NC_Pump_Pressure.Average =  Off 

UV.Data_Collection_Rate =  2.5 [Hz] 

TimeConstant =  0.60 [s] 

UV_VIS_1.Wavelength =  220 [nm] 

LoadingPump.Flow =  15.000 [µl/min] 

LoadingPump.%B =  0.0 [%] 

%C =   0.0 [%] 

LoadingPump.Curve =  5 

ValveLeft =  1_2 

ValveRight =  1_2 

Sampler.TempCtrl =  On 

Sampler.Temperature.Nominal =  8.0 [°C] 

Sampler.Temperature.LowerLimit =  4.0 [°C] 

Sampler.Temperature.UpperLimit =  10.0 [°C] 

Sampler.ReadyTempDelta =  2.0 [°C] 

 

 0.000 Autozero 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 Wait UV.Ready and 

LoadingPump.Ready and NC_Pump.Ready and ColumnOven.Ready and 

Sampler.Ready and PumpModule.Ready 

 Inject 

 LoadingPump_Pressure.AcqOn 

 NC_Pump_Pressure.AcqOn 

 CollectFractions =  No 

 UV_VIS_1.AcqOn 
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 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 3.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 ValveLeft =  10_1 

 ValveRight =  1_2 

 

33.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  60.0 [%] 

 

33.100 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  90.0 [%] 

 

38.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  90.0 [%] 

 

38.100 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 

53.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 UV_VIS_1.AcqOff 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 ValveLeft =  1_2 

 ValveRight =  1_2 

 

 LoadingPump_Pressure.AcqOff 

 NC_Pump_Pressure.AcqOff 

 End 
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A.3.2 Granzyme B Assay: initial program 

Sampler.Temperature.LowerLimit =  4.0 [°C] 

Sampler.Temperature.UpperLimit =  10.0 [°C] 

Sampler.ReadyTempDelta =  2.0 [°C] 

ColumnOven.TempCtrl =  On 

ColumnOven.Temperature.Nominal =  35.0 [°C] 

ColumnOven.Temperature.LowerLimit =  35.0 [°C] 

ColumnOven.Temperature.UpperLimit =  45.0 [°C] 

EquilibrationTime =  0.5 [min] 

ColumnOven.ReadyTempDelta =  1.0 [°C] 

LoadingPump.Pressure.LowerLimit =  0 [bar] 

LoadingPump.Pressure.UpperLimit =  620 [bar] 

LoadingPump.MaximumFlowRampDown =  10 [µl/min²] 

LoadingPump.MaximumFlowRampUp =  10 [µl/min²] 

LoadingPump.%A.Equate = 

 "98%H2O/2%ACN+0.05%TFA" 

LoadingPump.%B.Equate =  "%B" 

%C.Equate =  "%C" 

NC_Pump.Pressure.LowerLimit =  0 [bar] 

NC_Pump.Pressure.UpperLimit =  400 [bar] 

NC_Pump.MaximumFlowRampDown =  0.300 [µl/min²] 

NC_Pump.MaximumFlowRampUp =  0.300 [µl/min²] 

NC_Pump.%A.Equate =  "100%H2O+0.05%TFA" 

NC_Pump.%B.Equate = 

 "20%H2O/80%ACN+0.05%TFA" 

DrawSpeed =  350 [nl/s] 

DrawDelay =  3000 [ms] 

DispSpeed =  2500 [nl/s] 

DispenseDelay =  0 [ms] 

WasteSpeed =  6000 [nl/s] 

WashSpeed =  8333 [nl/s] 

LoopWashFactor =  1.000 
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SampleHeight =  2.000 [mm] 

PunctureDepth =  10.000 [mm] 

WashVolume =  50.000 [µl] 

SyncWithPump =  Off 

LowDispersionMode =  Off 

InjectMode =  ulPickUp 

FirstTransportVial =  R1 

LastTransportVial =  R1 

TransportVialCapacity =  Unlimited 

TransLiquidHeight =  5.000 [mm] 

TransVialPunctureDepth =  7.000 [mm] 

FlushVolume =  3.500 [µl] 

LoadingPump_Pressure.Step =  0.01 [s] 

LoadingPump_Pressure.Average =  Off 

NC_Pump_Pressure.Step =  0.01 [s] 

NC_Pump_Pressure.Average =  Off 

UV.Data_Collection_Rate =  2.5 [Hz] 

TimeConstant =  0.60 [s] 

UV_VIS_1.Wavelength =  270 [nm] 

LoadingPump.Flow =  15.000 [µl/min] 

LoadingPump.%B =  0.0 [%] 

%C =   0.0 [%] 

LoadingPump.Curve =  5 

ValveLeft =  1_2 

ValveRight =  1_2 

Sampler.TempCtrl =  On 

Sampler.Temperature.Nominal =  4.0 [°C] 

UV_VIS_2.Wavelength =  275 [nm] 

UV_VIS_3.Wavelength =  280 [nm] 

UV_VIS_4.Wavelength =  290 [nm] 

UV.Data_Collection_Rate =  2.5 [Hz] 
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TimeConstant =  0.60 [s] 

UV_VIS_1.Wavelength =  270 [nm] 

UV_VIS_2.Wavelength =  275 [nm] 

UV_VIS_3.Wavelength =  280 [nm] 

UV_VIS_4.Wavelength =  290 [nm] 

LoadingPump.Flow =  15.000 [µl/min] 

LoadingPump.%B =  0.0 [%] 

%C =   0.0 [%] 

LoadingPump.Curve =  5 

ValveLeft =  1_2 

ValveRight =  1_2 

 

 0.000 Autozero 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 Autozero 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 Wait UV.Ready and 

LoadingPump.Ready and NC_Pump.Ready and ColumnOven.Ready and 

Sampler.Ready and PumpModule.Ready 

 Inject 

 LoadingPump_Pressure.AcqOn 

 NC_Pump_Pressure.AcqOn 

 CollectFractions =  No 

 UV_VIS_1.AcqOn 

 UV_VIS_2.AcqOn 

 UV_VIS_3.AcqOn 

 UV_VIS_4.AcqOn 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 
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 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 

 3.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 ValveLeft =  10_1 

 ValveRight =  1_2 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 ValveLeft =  10_1 

 ValveRight =  1_2 

 

23.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  60.0 [%] 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  90.0 [%] 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  60.0 [%] 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  90.0 [%] 

 

28.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  90.0 [%] 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  90.0 [%] 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 

43.000 LoadingPump_Pressure.AcqOff 

 NC_Pump_Pressure.AcqOff 
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 UV_VIS_1.AcqOff 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 ValveLeft =  1_2 

 ValveRight =  1_2 

 UV_VIS_2.AcqOff 

 UV_VIS_3.AcqOff 

 UV_VIS_4.AcqOff 

 End 

 

 

A.3.3 Granzyme B Assay  

ColumnOven.TempCtrl =  On 

ColumnOven.Temperature.Nominal =  35.0 [°C] 

ColumnOven.Temperature.LowerLimit =  35.0 [°C] 

ColumnOven.Temperature.UpperLimit =  45.0 [°C] 

EquilibrationTime =  0.5 [min] 

ColumnOven.ReadyTempDelta =  1.0 [°C] 

LoadingPump.Pressure.LowerLimit =  0 [bar] 

LoadingPump.Pressure.UpperLimit =  620 [bar] 

LoadingPump.MaximumFlowRampDown =  10 [µl/min²] 

LoadingPump.MaximumFlowRampUp =  10 [µl/min²] 

LoadingPump.%A.Equate = 

 "98%H2O/2%ACN+0.05%TFA" 

LoadingPump.%B.Equate =  "%B" 

%C.Equate =  "%C" 

NC_Pump.Pressure.LowerLimit =  0 [bar] 

NC_Pump.Pressure.UpperLimit =  400 [bar] 

NC_Pump.MaximumFlowRampDown =  0.300 [µl/min²] 

NC_Pump.MaximumFlowRampUp =  0.300 [µl/min²] 

NC_Pump.%A.Equate =  "100%H2O+0.05%TFA" 
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NC_Pump.%B.Equate = 

 "20%H2O/80%ACN+0.05%TFA" 

DrawSpeed =  350 [nl/s] 

DrawDelay =  3000 [ms] 

DispSpeed =  2500 [nl/s] 

DispenseDelay =  0 [ms] 

WasteSpeed =  6000 [nl/s] 

WashSpeed =  8333 [nl/s] 

LoopWashFactor =  1.000 

SampleHeight =  2.000 [mm] 

PunctureDepth =  10.000 [mm] 

WashVolume =  50.000 [µl] 

SyncWithPump =  Off 

LowDispersionMode =  Off 

InjectMode =  ulPickUp 

FirstTransportVial =  R1 

LastTransportVial =  R1 

TransportVialCapacity =  Unlimited 

TransLiquidHeight =  5.000 [mm] 

TransVialPunctureDepth =  7.000 [mm] 

FlushVolume =  3.500 [µl] 

LoadingPump_Pressure.Step =  0.01 [s] 

LoadingPump_Pressure.Average =  Off 

NC_Pump_Pressure.Step =  0.01 [s] 

NC_Pump_Pressure.Average =  Off 

UV.Data_Collection_Rate =  2.5 [Hz] 

TimeConstant =  0.60 [s] 

UV_VIS_1.Wavelength =  275 [nm] 

LoadingPump.Flow =  15.000 [µl/min] 

LoadingPump.%B =  0.0 [%] 

%C =   0.0 [%] 
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LoadingPump.Curve =  5 

ValveLeft =  1_2 

ValveRight =  1_2 

Sampler.TempCtrl =  On 

Sampler.Temperature.Nominal =  4.0 [°C] 

Sampler.Temperature.LowerLimit =  4.0 [°C] 

Sampler.Temperature.UpperLimit =  10.0 [°C] 

Sampler.ReadyTempDelta =  2.0 [°C] 

 

 0.000 Autozero 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 Wait UV.Ready and 

LoadingPump.Ready and NC_Pump.Ready and ColumnOven.Ready and 

Sampler.Ready and PumpModule.Ready 

 Inject 

 LoadingPump_Pressure.AcqOn 

 NC_Pump_Pressure.AcqOn 

 CollectFractions =  No 

 UV_VIS_1.AcqOn 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 

 3.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 ValveLeft =  10_1 

 ValveRight =  1_2 

 

23.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  60.0 [%] 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  90.0 [%] 
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28.000 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  90.0 [%] 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 

43.000 LoadingPump_Pressure.AcqOff 

 NC_Pump_Pressure.AcqOff 

 UV_VIS_1.AcqOff 

 NC_Pump.Flow =  0.350 [µl/min] 

 NC_Pump.%B =  4.0 [%] 

 ValveLeft =  1_2 

 ValveRight =  1_2 

 End 
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A.4 Immunopeptidome study: Origin 

A.4.1 List of HLA-C*0102 peptide (“quality control”) 
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A.4.2 List of down-regulated peptide
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A.4.3 List of up-regulated peptides 
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